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INTRODUCTION

^fto,

D EMOCRACY DEMANDS MORE than the occasional casting of a ballot . It

requires citizen participation in the processes that lead to public policy
formulation ; it is built upon open communication through which our aspi-

ra tions and needs are expressed and translated into ac tion. A Royal Commis-

sion is one such avenue of communication .

Because needs and aspirations evolve over time, the process of designing
and redesigning the structures and rules that govern relations in a democ-
racy is continuous . Our democratic principles and traditions are secure, but
there are always new pressures and new requirements emerging in a demo-

cratic system. It was in response to these new pressures and requirements
that the Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing was

appointed in November 1989 .
The legitimacy of the electoral system depends on Canadians' trust and

confidence in its fairness and integrity. Recognizing from the outset that
our recommendations for electoral reform would have to meet with the
approval of voters, the Commission designed a public consultation process
to reach as broad a cross-section of Canadians as possible and to include
people with a wide range of experience in the electoral system, as voters,
candidates, party workers, or election officials .

Early in our mandate, in January 1990, the Commission placed an adver-
tisement in national newspapers inviting Canadians to submit briefs on
any matter pertaining to reform of the federal electoral system and party
financing. To complement the advertisement, the Commission Chairman sent
more than 7000 letters to potentially interested individuals and groups
across Canada, including Members of Parliament, senators, political parties,
constituency associations, candidates, official agents and auditors involved
in the 1988 election campaign, academics, national, regional and local associa-
tions, chambers of commerce, trade unions, and numerous private citizens .

Judging by the response to the Commission's invitation for public par-
ticipation, Canadians have a keen interest in improving the electoral system .
As soon as the advertisement hit the newsstands, the Commission began
receiving requests for information from across Canada . Briefs started to
arrive almost immediately. Ultimately, Commission staff registered more than
900 briefs, including 233 from groups and associations, 195 from political
practitioners and organizations, and 466 from election administrators and
private citizens .

The Commission's initial schedule of public hearings called for 28 days
of sittings in 25 cities across Canada . Given the overwhelming response
and the heavy demand for appointments to speak to the Commission,
evening sessions had to be added in most locations, as well as extra days
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of hearings in some cities . The Commission made a determined effort to hear
everyone who wanted to be heard, often sitting late into the evening to
accommodate those who showed up to share their views .

By the end of this first round of consultations, the Commission had held
42 days of hearings in 27 cities, most between March and May 1990 . A total
of 523 groups or individuals appeared before the Commissioners to present
their views . The record of this testimony extends to some 14 000 pages .

At the Commission's first meeting it was decided that hearings should
be as informal as possible and should avoid a court-like atmosphere . The
key was to encourage as many people as possible to come forward and
express their views . In this regard, we hope that comments like the fol-
lowing reflect the experience of most participants :

tAftftol First of all, I would like to extend my congratulations to this Commission

for its hearings, for its very relaxed atmosphere . . . . We are very grateful to

be able to participate . I want to thank you for the atmosphere you have cre-

ated and for the fact that small [political] parties like ourselves really have

an opportunity for input .

And this one from a participant in Moncton :

I wanted to add that I feel very comfortable here, especially having watched

you at work for a few hours this afternoon . I found you very good listeners,

very sensitive to what was being said here . And I've learned a lot myself

today and I thank you for it .

The Commission heard from Canadians who sent brief letters, perhaps
only a paragraph or two, as well as from individuals and groups that pre-
sented lengthy briefs . People described personal experiences and frustrations
with rules or procedures and sent us detailed proposals for wholesale
change in the system. Interest and participation in the consultations surpassed
our expectations, not only in quantity but also in the quality of interven-
tions . Everywhere, the Commissioners were impressed by the sincerity of
interveners, their concern for the health of our electoral system, and their
desire to help improve it .

Interveners ranged from those who longed for simpler times . . .

I came to Canada in 1958 and I worked at the National Research Council
on Sussex Drive . Very frequently I left the lab late and I would often meet
Mr. Diefenbaker, walking his dog, without a bodyguard . Once in a while

we even exchanged a few words, and I had a feeling I knew the man . Now

. . . I do not think that I know any of them . All I know about them I get

through the media .
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. . . to those who look to an electronic future :

,14%a / The new election procedure should include a permanent computerized
voters list with special identity cards based on SIN numbers ; a permanent

election system consisting of selected polling stations, accessible to the
disabled; computer election ballots based on SIN numbers; and customized

questions allowing quick tabulation and verification of multiple referen-
dums with touch-of-screen technology and a manual check of SIN num-

bers with a printed voters list .

Some interveners had no difficulty zeroing in on the source of their
frustrations with the electoral system . This comment, in both content and
tone, was typical of many we heard :

/lfto/ The [Canada Elections] Act as a whole is unquestionably one of the most

difficult pieces of electoral legislation anywhere . Over two or three elec-
tions, I found the best way to settle arguments with angry electors - one

of whom wanted to break a chair over my head - was simply to bring out

the Act and say, "You try to make sense of this thing . "

Commissioners were also enlightened and entertained by those who had
worked in past elections. Through anecdotes like the following, the size
and diversity of the country quickly came home to us . In the Northwest
Territories, for example, election rules that make eminent good sense in most
of Canada may present some difficulties :

t*%w/ I was asked if I would go to a community some 89 air miles from here and
enumerate for the election . . . . I arrived at Lake Harbour in the morning . I
got off the boat plane . It was then mid-September 1966 . Walked up to the
beach from the canoe and was met by this fellow who wanted to know

what I was doing in Lake Harbour . I said I'd come to enumerate for the
election . "The election? What election?" I said, "The territorial election ."
"Oh, well, we had that yesterday ." "Yesterday?" I said . "Yes, sure ." I said,
"How did you manage to do that?" "Well, we heard there was an elec-

tion and I went up to the school, got an exercise book, wrote the names of

the two candidates down on these pieces of paper and got the people in

from the camps, the outpost camps, and they came and voted . Didn't you
get the results?" he asked, "We sent them over on the radio ." I said, "No,
we didn't, and there are three candidates ." "Oh, well, who is the other

one?" So all forces were reassembled, and we brought the people back in

from the camps, and we went through the proper procedure with a ballot
box and everything. And of course the results were exactly the same, right
to the very vote . Six weeks later I was eventually rescued by boat and
arrived here on the 10th of November .
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Part 1 of this volume tries to convey to readers the flavour of the many
thousands of pages of testimony and written submissions the Commission
heard and read. An attempt was made to cover all the major topics raised

by participants, and a selection of quotations from briefs and testimony
has also been included . As the hearings were open to the public and press,
and the letters, briefs and transcripts of the hearings are public documents,
individual interveners have not been identified in this account ; instead this
volume focuses on the ideas presented and the suggestions made by the

Canadians who spoke to us .
It is the Commission's hope that this sampling of briefs and testimony

does justice to Canadians' interests, reflects fairly the range of their concerns,
and provides an authentic representation of their views . Undoubtedly there
were people who would have liked to voice their opinions but were unable

to do so. This is unfortunate, because the Commission found Canadians sin-

gularly knowledgeable and helpful . Many thanks are due to those who took
the time and made the effort to contribute to the work of the Commission .

Readers should keep in mind that many of the changes recommended
by some participants drew no response from others . This is not surprising,
in that most interveners focused on the areas they believed needed improve-
ment and tended to ignore areas where they were satisfied with the status

quo. Fixed election dates and the right to recall a Member of Parliament
are two examples of issues where virtually the only interveners mentioning
them were those advocating their adoption .

The account shows where consensus appeared to emerge and where
opinion remains divided. But no effort was made to keep score of how many
interveners advanced a particular position or favoured a specific course of

action . Nor was there an attempt to weight the selection of quotations to reflect
the number of people advocating one view or another. Just as the hearings

revealed varying views from individuals with different experiences in the
electoral process, this account reflects the range and variety of those views,
rather than the extent to which they are held by Canadians generally . In

making selections, the Commission tried to ensure that participants would
see their own views reflected - though perhaps not their actual words -
and that all readers would find an informative and representative account
of the information, opinions and ideas received from the public .

The first round of public consultations was followed by a process of sum-
marizing and synthesizing the evidence that had been gathered . A major

study identified the values underlying the presentations Canadians made
to the Commission . With these in mind an extensive research program

was designed to explore issues in greater depth and from a comparative
perspective . What emerged from the research program - published in the
form of the 23 volumes of research studies listed later in this volume - was
the framework for the Commission's recommendations .

Thus, participants' contributions were valuable not only because of their
ideas and opinions, but also because they helped the Commission develop
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a research program that encompassed all aspects of the electoral system . The
Commission also met with all chief electoral officers from across the country .
Their suggestions formed an important backdrop against which to view
the public consultation process .

This first phase enabled the Commission to define priorities for elec-
toral reform, delineate the principles that should govern reform, and iden-
tify the specific initiatives that could be taken to effect reform. Six major
desirable characteristics of electoral democracy emerged from the initial
public hearings and some 50 issue papers we. requested from academics
specialized in certain aspects of constitutional law, party and election finance
and the electoral process . The six characteristics suggest important ethical
values and objectives for the electoral system. These objectives in turn pro-
vided a framework to guide the analysis and assessment of various options
for reform :

1 . To secure the democratic rights of voters .
2 . To enhance access to elected office .
3 . To promote the equality and efficacy of the vote .
4 . To strengthen political parties as primary political organizations .
5 . To promote fairness in the electoral process .
6 . To enhance public confidence in the integrity of the electoral process .

As the framework for the recommendations began to take shape, the
Commission organized an extensive round of consultations in the form of
research symposiums and practical seminars involving academics, political
practitioners, including Members of Parliament, election officials, journalists
and others with experience in various aspects of the electoral system .
Presenting preliminary research results to those with practical experience
was intended to ensure that the Commission's recommendations were
based on a solid intellectual and empirical foundation and firmly anchored
in reality. Speakers from other countries provided opportunities for expo-
sure to comparative experiences and a chance to assess unfamiliar systems
and procedures for possible relevance to Canada .

Another series of seminars with practitioners involved returning officers,
candidates' official agents, other election officials, Commissioners and staff .
These sessions focused on current election administration rules, processes,
procedures and on options for reform .

The symposiums were designed to contribute to the Commission's delib-
erations on its recommendations and final report and also to develop aware-
ness and discussion of the major questions and options under consideration
by the Commission . As such, the symposiums were intended to help in
building consensus, particularly among political parties and interest groups,
on the issues central to the Commission's mandate .

Part 2 of this volume consists of summaries of discussion at the sym-
posiums and seminars organized by the Commission . Each summary
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explains the purpose of the symposium or seminar, sets out the central
issues under discussion, and outlines the principal points raised . The major

areas of consensus and disagreement and the conclusions, if any, are noted,

and issues remaining to be resolved are identified . A more detailed exami-

nation of these issues is available in the Commission's published research

studies . Participants in the symposiums are listed in Part 4 of this volume .

Another consultative process also contributed to our deliberations . More

effective representation for the Aboriginal people of Canada was identi-
fied as an important objective of electoral reform by a number of witnesses

early in the Commission's public hearings . Among those testifying to this
need was Senator Len Marchand, who in 1968 had been the first Indian

person elected to the House of Commons. Senator Marchand pointed out that
Aboriginal people have never been represented in the House of Commons
in proportion to their numbers and put forward a proposal for improving
this situation through reform of the electoral system .

In Sydney, Nova Scotia, this concern was expressed another way :

11/ Why is it that we as a people do not have representation? Why? Because

under the current system of representation in Parliament, the elected

Members of Parliament, through no fault of their own, be lieve they repre-

sent the view of a majori ty of their geographic constituents . And they do

not and cannot understand the result of their actions on a piece of legislation

when they are so far removed from its effects, being a different people.

The Commission made a special effort to obtain comments from a wide
range of Aboriginal people . Toward the end of the hearings, several inter-

veners from Aboriginal organizations urged that there be more substantive
consultations on Aboriginal issues than had taken place in the hearings pro-

cess . At the final hearings in Ottawa, a representative of the Native Council
of Canada recommended that the Commission establish a joint working
committee with representatives of Aboriginal organizations to develop
specific recommendations for Aboriginal representation in the House of

Commons. The argument was made that it would be easier to reach con-

sensus on a proposal if it were made jointly with Aboriginal representa-
tives than if it originated unilaterally with the Commission .

Using Senator Marchand's brief to the Commission as a basis for dis-
cussion, the Commission asked him to consult more widely with Aboriginal
people to determine the extent of consensus on his proposal for improving
Aboriginal representation in the House of Commons . In January 1991

Senator Marchand consulted national and regional Aboriginal leaders and

found concrete support for his approach . Subsequently, Senator Marchand

and four current and former Aboriginal Members of Parliament formed
the Committee for Aboriginal Electoral Reform .

Senator Marchand chaired the Committee, whose membership consisted
of Jack Anawak, Member of Parliament for Nunatsiaq; Ethel Blondin, Member
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of Parliament for Western Arctic; Willie Littlechild, Member of Parliament for
Wetaskiwin ; and Gene Rheaume, former Member of Parliament for the
Northwest Territories, which at the time was a single constituency .

The Committee developed a more detailed proposal for Aboriginal
constituencies and designed a program of consultation with Aboriginal
peoples and national, regional and local Aboriginal leaders . In May 1991
the Committee began consultations, publishing their reform proposal in
the Aboriginal press and meeting Aboriginal leaders across the country. By
September 18, the Committee had completed its discussions, submitted its
report to the Commission and made it public . The report of the Committee
for Aboriginal Electoral Reform, with its observations, findings, conclu-
sions and recommendations, makes an original and significant contribution
to the challenge of improving our system of electoral democracy as it applies
to the Aboriginal people of Canada . As Part 3 of this volume, we present
the Committee's report, including the discussion paper used as a basis for
their consultations .

The results of these various consultations are presented in this volume,
which provides background on one aspect of the process the Commission
went through in formulating recommendations and preparing its final
report . It is not an exhaustive document, in the sense that not every witness
is quoted and not every brief is cited . But it does provide a sample of the ideas
and opinions the Commission received and conveys the flavour of the pub-
lic debate on the issues we were asked to address . The volume is presented
in four parts:

• Part 1 is an overview of Canadians' ideas and opinions on the electoral
system, expressed to the Commission in briefs, letters, and testimony
at our public hearings .

• Part 2 presents summaries of the proceedings at our symposiums on var-
ious aspects of the electoral system and the financing of parties and
candidates .

• Part 3 contains the discussion paper and report submitted by the
Committee for Aboriginal Electoral Reform .

• Part 4 contains appendices, including .a detailed list of the individuals
and groups that took part in our public consultation process by sub-
mitting briefs or letters, appearing at the hearings, participating in the
symposiums or in meetings .

Public consultation is essential to the democratic process . The response
to the Commission's extensive consultations demonstrates that Canadians
are concerned about the future of our electoral democracy. They recognize
that the rules governing this essential feature of our system of government must
reflect the social, demographic, constitutional, and technological evolution
of our country.
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Commissioners were impressed not only with the number of people who
came forward to present their views orally or in writing, but also with the
thoughtfulness and thoroughness of their interventions . Public consultations

gave the Commissioners invaluable insights into how Canadians would like
to see the electoral system fashioned to meet their needs and expectations .

For this, Commissioners congratulate and thank all those who participated .

The Commission would also like to thank its staff for the special effort
they put into making the public hearings, the symposiums and other meet-
ings a success . Commissioners saw first-hand the tremendous amount of
time, energy and logistical ingenuity required to keep the show on the road
and make it run smoothly. A special thanks to the staff for the many ways

in which they made life easier for weary and travel-worn Commissioners .

No matter where presentations were made or in what language they were
presented, views expressed across the country were remarkably consistent .
This undoubtedly reflects the fact that Canadians share the same traditions
and expectations of the electoral system at the federal and provincial level
throughout the country, even if the legislation varies with respect to spe-

cific provisions . The message the Commissioners received in all parts of the

country is that the need for electoral reform is urgent . As one Member of

Parliament told the Commission,

/4ftwi You are here to recommend fundamental reform . Your job is to show

Canadians a vision of the future that will enable us, as politicians, to be

better MPs and better Ministers, our fellow citizens to be better electors, and

Canada to move closer to the democratic ideal we all share .

To get there, we'll need concerted political will . I believe that the

Commission's work will encourage this political will to emerge in a way

that it has not done until now .

On many issues, Canadians showed a significant degree of consensus
on how the electoral system falls short of the ideal and what should be
done to improve it . In areas where disagreement remains, there may still
be lively public debate. This is as it should be, for the essence of our system
of governance is that all those who wish to be heard should have an oppor-
tunity for input before decisions are made .

The responses of Canadians to the issues we were asked to address
will shape our electoral system into the twenty-first century. With their

contributions, the Commission was able to develop a blueprint for an electoral
law that will meet the needs of Canadians, reflect their values and demo-
cratic principles, and reinforce confidence in our system of governance. The

new Canada Elections Act must build on the ideals of democracy while

reflecting our common values as Canadians looking ahead to the next cen-

tury. It was these common values that the public consultations were designed
to elicit, and it is these values that helped to shape the Commission's
recommendations for electoral reform .
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ON WHO SHOULD VOTE

In some countries, . . . people are willing to die for the ability to vote in free

elections to determine the government of their choosing .

In Canada, we are led to believe that every Canadian citizen over the age of 18
has the right to vote . On paper, this is true . Our Charter of Rights and Freedoms

stipulates that all Canadians are guaranteed this right . However, in practice this
is far from true .

As THIS COMMENT from a Member of Parliament points out, most

Canadians assume that we have always had the right to vote . But until
rela tively recently this right was not protected by law and did not extend to
everyone. And while it's true we have no history of a long, divisive struggle
to guarantee this basic right, groups such as women and Aboriginal people
had to struggle for many years for the right to vote . The Commission saw

evidence of a deep belief that the right to vote is fundamental to Canadian
citizenship. This was perhaps best summed up by a resident of Winnipeg,

who told the Commission, "The act of voting is the most fundamental and
direct participation in the process of government . "

Canadians who believed that they had been unfairly denied the right
to vote, or who had lost the right to vote because of administrative policies
and practices, showed up in large numbers at the public hearings to argue
their case for changes in law and regulations . Representatives of a Nova
Scotia constituency association told us, "We start with the premise that it
should be no less worrisome to see a person lose her right to vote as a result
of the bureaucracy of Elections Canada, than it would be if the right were
taken by a totalitarian regime . "

Typical of the strong feelings expressed by many individuals was the
presentation by a naturalized Canadian from London, Ontario . Everyone
in his apartment block was left off the voters list during the 1988 general
election, missed the revision because they didn't realize they weren't on
the list and, as urban voters, couldn't be sworn in on election day.

Now, it is very hard for a person who leaves his country and adopts another
country, because of a better life, to be forbidden to vote . It is the worst
thing that can happen to that citizen .

An election is something you are happy to be able to pursue, partici-

pate in and be able to vote for the person you want . That is freedom. The
moment you cannot do that, you are not a free person . You can say what
you want, but you are not free .
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Faced with the question of extending the right to vote to those cur-
rently excluded, most participants responded sympathetically, but expresse d

concerns about cheapening or other-
wise abusing the right to vote . For
example, the Saskatchewan Associa-
tion of Rural Municipalities told us ,

"The act of voting is the most "Canadians living abroad who can
prove they have a legitimate reason

fundamental and direct par- for doing so should not be disfran-
ticipation in the process of chised. Reasons for living outside

government." Canada, such as employment or health ,

should be acceptable . Canadians
living outside Canada for purely
social or personal reasons should be
required to return home to the con-

stituency to exercise their franchise ." And in Moncton one group argued,

"We believe that habitual and/or violent criminals, and those without any
remorse whatever for their criminal activity, should not be qualified to vote
at any time during their incarceration . "

On the other side of the issue of broadening the franchise, one participant

suggested :

W H A T C A N A D I A N S T O L D U S

/`/ I cannot come up with any particularly good reasons why people in prisons

and the mentally handicapped should not vote . And I can come up with

one good reason [why they should] ; namely that it would help their human

development in some small way, were they entitled to vote .

Discussion of who should vote focused on five key issues: the voting age,
Canadians abroad, persons with intellectual or psychological impairments, pris-

oners' rights, and the voting rights of
judges and returning officers .

THE VOTING AG E

I cannot come up with any The Canada Elections Act sets a mini-

art;,- larl ood reasons mum voting age of 18 for federal elec-

4

tions . The minimum age in provincial
why people in prisons and elections is either 18 or 19. Members
the mentally handicapped of the Canadian forces, including stu-

should not vote ." dents at Canada's military colleges ,

have the right to vote even if they are
not yet 18 .

The Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms bars discrimination on the
basis of age unless it can be demonstrated that there is a reasonable and
justifiable purpose in doing so . No court challenges have been launched
by persons under the age of 18 seeking the right to vote .

Y Yg
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In practice, an individual may vote for the first time in a federal elec-
tion when he or she is anywhere from 18 to 22 years of age, depending on
the timing of the election and the person's birth date .

The Commission received proposals ranging from setting no minimum
age to raising the minimum age to "age 55 . That would have many bene-
fits, such as enhancing the value society attaches to experience, to maturity,
to our elders . "

The Taddle Creek Greens summarized their support for a lower voting
age, stating :

/4ftN / We picked 16 because that is the age at which you no longer have to stay

in school; its the age at which we feel in society you are responsible enough

to drive a vehicle on the road; it's an age at which you can do many things

in our society . And we feel that the young people are the ones who are

going to inherit this horrible mess that we're creating for them . The young

people are very concerned about our earth and what we're doing to it and

feel they should have a voice .

In response to a question from the Commission on retaining the right
of Canadian forces personnel to vote at an earlier age, one Member of
Parliament said, "I think it goes without saying that if we expect people to
serve the country in an armed conflict, we ought to have confidence that
they can cast an intelligent ballot as well . "

Student representatives spoke
both for and against a lower voting
age . In Montreal, a student said,
"Electing our own government - i t
is not a privilege that has been given "I always thought that human
to us and can be taken away from us rights started the minute you
by the House of Commons, it's the
most basic of our human rights. I were born, not the minute

always thought that human rights you turn 18 ."
started the minute you were born, not
the minute you turn 18 . "

By contrast, a student in Regina,
answering a question from the Com-
mission on extending the vote to those under 18, suggested, "I think that's
too young. You're not even out of high school . . . . I feel that at least you have
to have some life experience . . . . A lot of 18-year-olds may still be in high
school but . . . they're graduating, they're coming out into the world . I think
they understand a little bit more about what's going on around them . "

In Cape Breton, the Royal Canadian Legion observed, "It has been the
experience of our society that when allowances are made for members of our
community to be accorded privileges by lowering age barriers, the results
have been as predicted . For instance, reducing the age of majority from 21 to
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18 years had the immediate effect of reducing the age of legality for alco-
holic consumption as well . "

The Canadian Bar Association based its comments about the voting
age on a consideration of the Charter . Responding to a Commission ques-
tion about the appropriate age, its spokesperson replied :

1/ The Association is of the opinion that a voting age could be arrived at by

consensus, following consultation with experts in psychological develop-

ment and social policy . . . . While it is probably clear that the seven-year-old

bracket should not be enfranchised, it may be that the 14- to 16-year-old

bracket is worthy of consideration . Evidence of general levels of develop-

ment should be looked at in conjunction with other social policy goals

which may be advanced by enfranchising younger persons. The Commission

may wish to consider what role young people play in society and whether

it is appropriate to encourage them to participate in the political process .

In this context, it is clear that many young people are politically active,

both in mainstream party politics and in dissenting groups .

In Vancouver, a case was put for no minimum age :

.1 o' What if a seven-year-old seriously wants to run for prime minister? Well,

the checks and balances in the elections act already take care of that . If

you can raise the necessary funds to do it, if you can convince a political

party to back you, if you can rally troops on your behalf, and, potentially,

get elected, based on a well-run computerized campaign, then I'll vote for

you. But chances are, that seven-year-old or that 10-year-old or even that
16-year-old won't have the political moxie, at least for the next 50 years .

The Canadian Bar Association summed up the issue facing the
Commission :

/4ftw / At the end of the day, the only conclusion we came to as a group was that

a fixed age of voting would necessarily be arbitrary in the sense that there

would be people younger than that age who were highly educated, politi-

cally aware and quite capable of participating in a political process, and there

would be people older than that age of whom the reverse could be said .

CANADIANS ABROA D
The Canada Elections Act makes no provisions for Canadians voting from
abroad, except for members of the Canadian forces and federal public ser-
vants posted abroad. These special voting rules also apply to their spouses
and dependants qualified as voters and living abroad with them .

The Charter guarantees the right to vote for every Canadian citizen .
The elections act provides that every citizen over the age of 18 is qualified
as an elector. However, it also requires that a citizen be ordinarily resident
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in a polling division in order to be enumerated and registered ; a person
who is not registered cannot vote .

Some provinces have extended voting rights to some persons living or
travelling outside the province . Most western democracies, including the
United States and the United Kingdom, allow their citizens to vote from
abroad . The United Kingdom extends the right for as long as 20 years .

Voting rights for Canadians abroad were discussed by some 50 inter-
veners at the hearings . All favoured some extension, but there was a wide
range of views on how far to go and how to implement it . In British
Columbia an intervener made this argument :

tO%Mw~ Generally speaking, I think a Canadian should have the right to vote in an

election deciding his country's government because his country's gov-

ernment will have an impact on his citizenship, his rights to work abroad,
his taxation rights . I think it's a fundamental right that no Canadian should
lose. I think it should attach to citizenship, not residence .

A Member of Parliament offered this perspective :

/1/ I do share the view that Canadian

citizens abroad should have the vote .

But let me be honest with you. The

political parties are resisting this . It's

not so much the CUSO worker or the

Oxfam worker - they're not worried

about that . They're worried about all

the people that live in Florida or

California .

I would say stick to the Charter

and stick to the principle that if you're

Canadian you should have a vote .

Others weren't so accommodating :

"I would say stick to the
Charter and stick to the prin-
ciple that if you're Canadian
you should have a vote ."

/1/ Those Canadians . . . abroad on vacation - I don't think there really
should be any special preference for these people . An election is called
several weeks ahead of time . If they believe strongly in the democratic
process then they should actually have to return to the country to vote .

A question from the Commission as to whether the right to vote should
be extended to Canadians who had been out of Canada for 25 years elicited
this response in the Northwest Territories : "There are people who live outside
of Canada who are not at all in touch with the issues and probably . . .
wouldn't even really know who they should vote for . . . . I don't know what
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purpose their vote would serve if they don't even know who they' re voting
for or what the issues are . "

Canadians working abroad for various aid and development groups
were well represented at the hea rings . A CUSO worker told the Commission,
"My own experience working overseas over the years has been that when
you are overseas, you are very conscious of the benefits of being a Canadian .
It makes you probably a better and more aware Canadian and more, not less,
sensitive to the rights and privileges of ci tizenship . Since the vote is such
a pivotal right, it should be available to all Canadians, especially those who
are temporarily absent doing what we hope is good work overseas . "

The Commission heard many stories of Canadians living or travelling
abroad who had been denied the vote .

/"ftw~ While I was in England, a federal election was called and the issue at that

time was the stationing of nuclear weapons on Canadian soil . It's a mat-

ter that concerned me very greatly at the time . I phoned the Canadian

[High Commission] and said, can I vote? And he said, "No, you'll have to

go home to vote . "
I was in no financial position to do that, and I was absolutely out-

raged - in fact I'm still outraged today, at the thought that I was not allowed

to vote on an issue which concerned me so deeply, simply because I was

out of the country when the election was called and held .

I hope the Commission will make recommendations to deal with people

who are in that situation . I hope that never happens again to another

Canadian anywhere in the world .

An intervener who works abroad for the federal government explained why
he was unable to vote even though many of the people he worked with could :

1/ In our three major embassies there are a large number of Canadian citizens

who are members of the locally engaged staff . These Canadians are in a

sort of a limbo land . They are not Department of External Affairs employees,

although they are employed by the Department of External Affairs . They

are not generally residents of the country in which they are employed .

They are Canadian citizens, pay full Canadian taxes . These Canadians

have not been permitted to vote.

The Native Council of Canada explained : "There is a particular problem
that Aboriginal people have with regard to the out-of-country [vote], because
there is such a constancy of movement across the medicine line between

Canada and the United States . . . and increasingly between Greenland and

Denmark, and the eastern Arctic, amongst the Inuit . "
Interveners also talked about how to organize voting by Canadians

abroad. There were proposals that this be carried out by a mail ballot, similar

to that used for the military and for public servants posted abroad . Other
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solutions included registering on an offshore voters list before leaving
Canada, or at a Canadian office abroad, and letting eligible voters outside
Canada vote at a Canadian office abroad, using a mail ballot or proxy voting .
As one person concluded :

This [loss of the right to vote while living abroad] was perhaps accept-

able in an era when communications technology didn't allow us to obtain

information quickly enough to avoid the possibility of fraud when

Canadians were voting from abroad . But today technology enables us to

get any information we need virtually instantaneously from almost any-

where in the world .

PERSONS WITH MENTAL DISABILITIE S
The elections act bars voting by any person who is "restrained of his liberty
of movement or deprived of the management of his property by reason of
mental disease . "

Although the law has not been changed, it was struck down during the
1988 election following a court challenge launched by the Canadian Disability
Rights Council . As a consequence, people living in institutions for the men-
tally disabled were enumerated and allowed to vote, in accordance with
guidelines issued by Elections Canada .

More than 40 interveners at the hearings spoke about the franchise in

relation to persons with intellectual or psychological disabilities . Most of them

represented advocacy groups or groups serving these persons .
Maintaining the present law is not an option, because of the 1988 court

decision . The suggestions from witnesses centred mainly on the mechanics
of how the right to vote should be applied . Many of the issues raised were
practical matters of election administration rather than issues of principle .

The constitutional aspect of the argument was raised by Jean-Pierre
Kingsley, Chief Electoral Officer of Canada, who told the Commission : "The

provisions in the Canada Elections Act excluding judges and persons with
mental disabilities from voting should be changed to correspond with the
1988 decisions that found them unconstitutional . "

A contributor in Quebec commented that "the right to vote is imperative
for people living with an intellectual disability, because this is the initial
process that is going to enable them to take their place as full-fledged citi-
zens on equal terms . "

Some witnesses contended that there should be an assumption of compe-
tence with respect to persons with intellectual or psychological disabilities
and that the elections act should abandon the 'asylum complex', which
assumes that mental illness makes it impossible for people to function in
the community. The Ontario Association for Community Living urged not
just an extension of the vote, but that Elections Canada hire people with intel-
lectual or developmental disabilities to work in local returning offices
during elections .
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Arguing that the definition of what constitutes a mental disability is
far too broad, one contributor in Vancouver suggested that "to classify all
the mentally disabled in one category is very wrong . I am sure a lot of us
get mentally disabled at some time or other with all the stresses and dis-
tresses in our lives, but we still function ."

Opinion was divided on whether
to deny the vote to persons found
incompetent under a judicial process,
such as the new Quebec law on lega l

"7'o classify all the mentally guardianship . The Public Curator of
Quebec es timates that under the new

disabled in one category is law about 7000 people in Quebec
very wrong."' would be deprived of their right t o

vote for that reason, out of 21000 now
under various forms of guardianship .
Other provinces do not have such
fully developed systems . An inter-

vener in Victoria contended that even if people have been judged incom-
petent, they could still have "areas of excellence" and be able to vote .

Another intervener argued that "only those who have been restrained
of their liberty of movement or deprived of the management of their prop-
erty should be deprived of their right to vote ." This view was supported
by a Winnipeg resident : "As a lawyer, I do this on a regular basis . If a
person is mentally incompetent, they cannot handle their own affairs . We
get a court declaration and that is the end of it. They cannot handle their
financial affairs, they cannot sell their property, they cannot mortgage
their property. . . . Why should they be able to vote? . . . That is really a good
question ."

Opinion was also divided about whether there should be some sort of
test of mental ability to be allowed to vote . Several interveners suggested
that if a test were to be required, it should also be given to other voters . In
Moncton we were told, somewhat wryly, "If we do not test the voting com-
petency of the [general] public, then what right do we have to test it on
certain groups or individuals such as a person who undergoes treatment
in a psychiatric hospital?" This point was reinforced by a Winnipeg par-
ticipant : "Clearly, requiring the answers to such questions places a higher
onus on persons labelled mentally disabled than that placed on the general
electorate and represents a prime example of discrimination . "

The Canadian Bar Association at the Ottawa hearings suggested :

The difficulty is that any test you put in place for the mentally disabled will

be challenged by somebody else . If you need some kind of a certificate of
competency from a physician before you can get on the enumeration list,

you are opening up a can of worms which we find to be intolerable .
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Those who supported a testing procedure generally felt that it should
be minimal or that the questions asked of other voters at enumeration -
name, address, citizenship and approximate age - were sufficient . As a
group in Montreal told us, "This would mean . . . that to be excluded from
the right to vote, a person would be unable to communicate verbally, in
writing or by any other means, his or her identity and address . "

More pointedly, we were told, "Regardless of whether it's a demented
patient, an elderly senile individual, or an acute psychotic individual in an
institution - if they can answer simple questions accurately, they should
have the right to vote ." Another intervener pointed out that people living
in the community can be put on the voters list by a relative without even being
seen or questioned by the enumerator.

A Quebec City participant suggested that the ability to go to a poll on elec-
tion day and cast a ballot constitutes a form of "implicit test" . Both the Cana-
dian Bar Association and the Canadian Human Rights Commission pointed
out that any test of capacity to vote, beyond the questions needed for enu-
meration, would be open to challenge under the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms .

The argument was summed up in Toronto by an intervener who sug-
gested: "It is really not possible to develop a test to ensure a person's capacity
to participate in the electoral process .
If there are to be any restrictions placed
on this right, those restrictions should
apply to all Canadians who are enti-
tled to vote, regardless of disability.
The test itself must not focus on the
level of intelligence."

The Yukon Association for Com-
munity Living and other interveners
were critical of the guidelines issued
by Elections Canada during the 1988
election with respect to persons with
mental disabilities . Enumerators were
told that "only those who asked to be
enumerated should be listed ." Wit-

"If there are to be any restric-
tions placed on this right,
those restrictions should
apply to all Canadians who
are entitled to vote, regard-
less of disability. "

nesses appearing before the Commission argued that this requirement was
unfair because many of the people affected had never voted before ; the guide-
lines had the effect of denying them the assistance they might need to vote .

Canadians expressed widespread concern about the quality of enumera-
tion as it affected persons with mental disabilities . In one British Columbia
institution, only eight of 270 residents were enumerated, according to the
British Columbia Association for Community Living . A returning officer
in Quebec was turned away by the director of an institution when he tried
to conduct an enumeration . Some interveners suggested that all residents
of institutions should be enumerated ; at the very least, all residents should

■
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be seen personally by enumerators, instead of enumerators relying on lists
provided by staff.

Institution staff expressed concern about providing lists of residents
for reasons of confidentiality. There was an added concern in psychiatric
institutions where residents might not wish to reveal the fact that they had
been mentally ill .

A number of interveners recommended that the principle of 'reasonable
accommodation' should apply to persons with mental disabilities or people
who are illiterate . This would entail receiving assistance to vote, including
help in marking the ballot if necessary. The Manitoba Association for

Community Living recommended that several options be available, enabling
a person to seek help from a friend, a relative, or the deputy returning offi-
cer, adding that the process of seeking assistance should be simple enough
not to present an obstacle to voting .

Another person pointed out : "Everyone has the right to walk, but if
you have no legs, it's pretty difficult - you have to use a device . This is

what I'm suggesting . If people who are mentally disabled need a device
to help them find out about the election law, but they are unable to use this
device, then the device is not very useful ."

A member of the staff of a Quebec psychiatric hospital suggested that
a simple change in the ballot might help achieve this objective: "It would
be much easier for people in this group to vote if the ballot had logos of the
parties or candidates' photographs on it . "

Some concern was expressed about the potential for undue influence
on the vote of a mentally disabled person. The British Columbia Association
for Community Living suggested that such a risk also exists when persons
with physical disabilities are given assistance to vote . A representative of
the Canadian Disabilities Rights Council said society has to be prepared
to accept certain risks in the interests of guaranteeing the right to vote to
persons with disabilities .

A participant in the Ottawa hearings discounted the seriousness of this
risk :

1/ My inclination would be to give someone who was mentally disabled his or

her ballot and point them in the direction of the voting booth and hope that

they would mark the ballot appropriately . If they were unable to do that, it

would be unfortunate, but that would be the end result . If they were able to,

they would bring it back and deposit it in the ballot box . So I don't know that

we have to have a basic test other than that they should have a right to vote .

In Montreal, an intervener associated with an institution for the mentally

ill related the following anecdote :

/ %a / The evening before the election, we had invited the nine candidates running

in the riding to come to the hospital, and the Rhinoceros candidate showed
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up too . Instead of making a speech, he did a magic trick . Well, I can tell
you, we were upset afterwards ; we told ourselves, "That's it - tomorrow
they'll vote for the Rhinoceros Party." But they surprised us by voting . . .

for the Progressive Conservative candidate, who was voted in .

In Ottawa, a member of a hospital volunteers' committee stated : "We
are fiercely opposed to voting by proxy [for persons who are mentally ill] .
We believe that the right to vote is essentially personal and can be exer-
cised only by the holder of the right, not by a third party. The psychiatric
population is very vulnerable, and the risks of abuse are higher than for so-
called normal people . "

A number of interveners urged that there be special training of return-
ing officers, enumerators, and other election staff with respect to the needs
of persons with intellectual or psychiatric disabilities . More appropriate
information about the electoral process needs to be made available to them,
and leaflets and other election material, as well as the ballot itself, should
be designed to be more accessible to this group .

Others were concerned that there be some assurance that institution staff
could not influence the votes of persons in their care : "Since persons with
mental disabilities have now received the right to be registered voters, there
must be legislation guaranteeing no interference in the right to vote from
care-givers and/or administrators of institutions ."

Participants in the hearings made other specific suggestions, such as
allowing people living in institutions to identify themselves by whatever
name they commonly use and to use the name of the institution as their
address rather than a street address, which they might not know . They sug-
gested communicating as necessary with disabled persons using Bliss sym-
bols and other forms of non-verbal communication and noted the need for
clearer direction to returning officers on how persons with mental dis-
abilities should be enumerated .

The co-ordinator of the Psychiatric Patient Advocate Office in Ontario
criticized the practice of designating institutions for the mentally disabled
as rural polls in order to permit residents to be sworn in on election day. This
is not working because patients may not know one another and nurses
cannot vouch for patients because they do not live in the same poll .

A doctor at the Nova Scotia Hospital noted specific problems with respect
to short-term patients, who may have no one at home to see that their names
are added to the voters list or to cast a proxy vote on their behalf . Patients
who were homeless prior to admission are likewise deprived of the right to
vote. The Alberta branch of the Canadian Mental Health Association noted
a similar problem for patients enumerated while in hospital, then sent home

during the course of a campaign .
Some interveners urged that polling places be located in hospitals for

convenience and to serve patients who are competent but who are not
allowed to leave the hospital grounds ; others suggested that polling divisions



in hospitals include some residents from the surrounding area so as to keep
confidential how hospital residents voted . "We would prefer that there not
be a poll reserved exclusively for people living inside the hospital . We
would like it to be determined by polling division, once again in order to
protect confidentiality," commented one hospital administrator.

W H A T C A N A D I A N S TOLD U S

PRISONERS
The elections act denies prisoners the right to vote in federal elections,
yet section 3 of the Charter gives every Canadian citizen the right to vote
and makes no exception for inmates . Federal and provincial inmates have
the right to vote in some provincial elections . In some cases this right is set
out in provincial law, while in others prisoners have acquired the right b y

"If our prime object is to
rehabilitate prisoners rather
than punish them, what bet-
ter way than to allow them
to participate in the demo-
cratic process?"

14

challenging their exclusion through
the courts. The provision in the
Canada Elections Act disqualifying
inmates in penal institutions from
voting in a federal election was
declared invalid by the Federal Court
of Canada in 1991 . The decision has
been appealed .

Several groups took a strong posi-
tion in favour of giving prisoners the
right to vote . In London, one indi-
vidual put the case this way : "If our
prime object is to rehabilitate prison-
ers rather than punish them, what
better way than to allow them to

participate in the democratic process? Why should we take that right away,
merely because we have locked them up, because they may pose a danger
to society?"

A participant from Quebec advanced the following position :

iofto / We believe that authorizing and facilitating, in as broad a way as possible,

the exercise by prisoners of the right to vote would serve to increase their
standing and let them know that they are still members of society, even

if they are temporarily unable to participate in other activities of society .

If the goal is helping them to reintegrate into society, they should be able
to choose the persons that will lead them like any other citizen .

On the other hand, some individuals spoke against permitting pris-

oners to vote under any circumstances . In Edmonton, we were told, "It's
a punishment. The reason why they should not receive a vote is they are
not in society in a sense. Until they return to society and act within the con-
fines of our laws, they are barred from certain privileges, one of them being,
in my feeling, the right to,vote in an election ."
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In Thompson, Manitoba, the Commission was told :

1/ We believe that the right to vote is a very special privilege in our country .

And we believe that once you break the law of the land, part of the deter-
rent would be the loss of the right to vote as long as you are in prison . I do
not believe the Charter at any point says you have the right to break the law .

Most interveners supported giving prisoners the- right to vote, but none
advocated allowing prisoners to stand as candidates . The Canadian Bar
Association contended that the two issues should be considered separately.

Advocates of voting rights for prisoners acknowledged that there is
substantial opposition ; a representative of the John Howard Society of
Saskatchewan said he would hate to see inmates deprived of the right to
vote simply because giving them the right would not be popular . The John
Howard Society of Alberta pointed to the need to educate the public con-
cerning penal reform, noting that surveys show that the general level of
public knowledge about criminal justice issues is low . Its brief noted that
countries such as Italy, Sweden, Norway and Denmark give inmates the
right to vote, while other democracies, including the United Kingdom,
France, Switzerland and some states in the United States, do not .

Advocacy groups generally opposed the suggestion that prisoners con-
victed of certain state crimes, such as treason, be denied the vote, as well
as the proposal that judges have the option of removing a prisoner's right
to vote at the time of sentencing . The John Howard Society of Alberta brief
also disputed the argument that prisoners should be denied the vote because
they have been denied it in the past, noting that other restrictions from the
past, such as denying the vote on the basis of sex or lack of property owner-
ship, no longer apply.

The advocates of prisoner voting rights based their case on the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and on the rehabilitative benefits of allowing
prisoners to vote . They argued that the discrepancies between federal and
provincial practice violate the equality provisions of the Charter and asked
the Commission to reject the concept of 'civil death' by which people lose
civil rights because they are convicted of a criminal offence .

The Canadian Bar Association contended that denying prisoners the vote
has little social purpose or deterrent value, and that it is an arbitrary rule
because prisoners released on discretionary leave can vote even though
they have not completed their sentences, while those who are inmates
cannot.

/1/ Unless you can come to the conclusion that part of the sanction that is

imposed on someone who has offended one of society's laws is to take

away that person's right to vote for a temporary brief time, unless that is

your logical basis for precluding prisoners from voting, you're not doing

something that's very helpful to what is supposed to be one of the prime

tenets of sentencing, that is, the rehabilitation of the prisoner .
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The Saskatchewan John Howard Society noted that significant change
is under way in federal institutions, including better recognition of inmate

rights, .less intrusion into the lives of inmates, and a greater emphasis on
rehabilitation . In its view, voting rights fit into this new trend in correc-

tions . An inmate's vote has no impact on public safety or on the deterrent
effect of incarceration, but not being allowed to vote can have negative
effects in terms of rehabilitation and subsequent reintegration into society.

It was also argued that denying all prisoners the right to vote is unfair

because of disparities in sentencing in different jurisdictions and because
people who commit crimes may not be caught, convicted or sentenced . For
a given offence, some offenders receive probation while others are jailed . In
addition, some types of crime, such as white-collar crime or environmental
crime, tend to be treated leniently in terms of prosecution and sentencing .

An inmate appearing before the Commission in Winnipeg put his feelings

this way :

^ft/ We lose a lot of rights when we come to prison for breaking the law, and

I have always known that the main thing is your freedom, your physical

freedom. Corrections Canada wants us to re-enter society when we leave

prison and hopefully become [responsible] citizens. By taking away our

right to vote, that is the last thing we have in prison . We're going to walk

back out into a foreign society . In prisons, inmates have access to chapels,

libraries, outside newspapers, magazines, self-help groups, programs,

meetings, organizations, and are allowed to publish newsletters and arti-

cles . Since inmates have access to the media through television, radio,

video, film and newspapers, how can one demonstrate or be justified in

saying that they are unable to make informed decisions while voting ?

The John Howard Society of Manitoba noted that although Aboriginal
people account for only 5 per cent of the population in the prairie provinces,
they form 32 per cent of the inmate population, and it argued that the denial
of voting rights to prisoners mainly affects people of low socio-economic

status .
One intervener cited security and administrative difficulties as reasons

for not giving prisoners in federal institutions the right to vote. He suggested

that the right to vote is a democratic right but not a fundamental one and
that losing the vote is less fundamental than losing freedom of movement .

Another argued that prisoners should be denied certain rights because

they had denied others a peaceful and secure existence : "It has always been
the concept that when a member of the community violates the tranquil-

lity, the security, and the right of others to the ordinary qualities of civilized
living, then that citizen should forfeit the same rights, if he is found guilty
and committed by his peers . "

Other issues raised by witnesses related to the manner of voting, where
prisoners' votes should be cast, enumeration in prisons, and the confiden-
tiality of voters lists . Those who supported the vote for prisoners generally
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thought they should vote in their home constituency, that is, the location of
their family or of their last place of residence, rather than in the constituency
in which they are incarcerated . Some interveners mentioned potential pub-
lic concern about a concentration of prison voters in a constituency where
a major penitentiary or jail is located .

' Many interveners felt that the security problems of conducting the vote
in a jail or penitentiary are minimal, although special procedures might be
needed, such as closing the polling station once all prisoners who wished
to vote had done so .

Corrections Canada maintains a computerized list of prisoners from
which voters lists could be drawn up, but there are concerns about making
the list public or available to political parties or candidates . Corrections
officials were generally open to allowing distribution of party and candi-
date literature to inmates, but hesitant about allowing access to candidates .
However, it was suggested that prisoners can be relatively well informed
about politics through their access to the media .

JUDGES AND RETURNING OFFICER S
The elections act denies the vote to certain categories of judges . These pro-
visions were declared invalid by a 1988 Federal Court of Canada judge-
ment. Federal returning officers are not allowed to vote, except when there
is a tie vote after a judicial recount .

The question of judges voting was raised by a number of interveners,
most of whom were in favour, but the issue was not dealt with at length
during the hearings . One participant said, "My suggestion would be that
voting would be a matter of persona l
choice for judges . If judges feel they
will somehow be compromised in the
way they do their work, because they
cast a vote, that can be their decision .
However, I do not think it is wise to disfranchising them is
deny that particular sector of society about like disqualifying a
the right to vote. judge in a divorce case

Another intervener suggested, " I because he's either divorced
think disfranchising them is abou t
like disqualifying a judge in a divorce or married . . ."

case because he's either divorced o r
married, or in a property case because
he owns property or does not own
property. "

In Halifax the argument was advanced by one intervener that judges
should not vote so as to preserve their distance from the political process : "I
do not believe that it is important for judges to vote . I like the idea, as mani-
fested in not voting, of [judicial] independence from the rough and tumble
of the electoral process ."
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A few returning officers commented on the question of whether they

should have the right to vote. One who argued in favour stated, "I'm asking
on behalf of myself and 294 other returning officers to consider us . If judges

are to receive the vote; if prisoners are to receive the vote ; and all our other
citizens are to receive the vote, I think we deserve the right to vote ."



0
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ON FULLER PARTICIPATION

CANADIANS WHO PARTICIPATED in the Commission's public consultation s

had no shortage of suggestions about how to increase participation in the
electoral process . They were concerned with more than just numbers and
voter turnout figures ; they wanted to encourage broader forms of partici-
pation . There was strong support for greater use of volunteers in the pro-
cess and for simpler rules to permit more involvement by Canadians :

Proposals to increase the numbers of electors voting at each election
ranged from mandatory voting, as in Australia, to a somewhat more novel
suggestion made at the Ottawa hearings :

11/ Voter turnout could be increased significantly by instituting a ballot with

an attached receipt to be signed by the returning officer or clerk granting

a $100 deduction from tax payable .

Elections Canada's role in encouraging and facilitating participation
was examined thoroughly by interveners . Some witnesses argued that
Elections Canada should be doing everything in its power to encourage
people to campaign and vote for the candidate of their choice. Others argued
that this is the exclusive role of the political parties . The majority of opinion
fell somewhere between these extremes .

Manitoba's chief electoral officer summed up his case for a more active
role on the part of election administrators : "A democratic right is of little
value if it is not known to citizens and if that right is not explained in mean-
ingful ways . "

Others felt that individuals had to take a greater share of the respon-
sibility. In the words of a Member of Parliament from Nova Scotia, "I say
that if we stop spoon-feeding the Canadian people about their right to vote,
perhaps Canadians would start to appreciate not only that it is a privilege,
but they have some responsibility to exercise it ."

On the other hand, Canadians expressed considerable concern about
the needs of groups that, for one reason or another, are often excluded from
the electoral process . They include the poor, the elderly, members of ethno-
cultural communities, persons with reading difficulties, people with dis-
abilities, homeless persons, students and Aboriginal people . In Vancouver,
a woman who works with low-income people told us :
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/ wftw~ We need affirmative action policies to make sure that poor people and dis-

advantaged people are encouraged to vote. Not having these policies will con-

tribute to greater and greater inequality, less participation, and more alien-

ation and violence . And I don't think any of us want that kind of country .

A New Brunswick returning offi-
cer noted that "with the better health
care that we have today, we have an
ever-increasing senior citizen popula-
tion . We have to look after that group .

little value if it is not known We have to make sure that they have

to citizens and if that right is the right to vote and that it is easy
1 and it is accessible to them . "d r_

Canadians have a good record of
ways."' participation in national elections by

comparison with our neighbours to the
south, but our record is not as strong
when compared with turnout in other
democracies around the world . Cana-

dians representing a wide variety of interests made many suggestions to the
Commission about how to increase participation in the electoral process .

not explaule in mearun g

VOTER INFORMATION PROGRAM S
Elections Canada conducts a substantial information program during each
election campaign. Print, radio and television, as well as the Parliamentary
Channel, are used to inform Canadians . The election agency distributes elec-

tion simulation kits to schools and community groups and maintains a mod-
est information program between elections.

Increasingly, returning officers are called upon to inform the public

about the electoral process . The local media and community and special-
interest groups are largely responsible for this development ; their requests
for information between elections are becoming more frequent .

The Canada Elections Act requires the chief electoral officer to exercise
general direction and supervision over the administration of elections and
to ensure effective execution of the provisions of the Act . It does not give
any specific mandate to inform the public, nor does it provide in any way
for general programs to inform the public about the electoral process .

A substantial number of interveners raised concerns about public infor-
mation and education in their submissions to the Commission . Most often,

the goal was more information for the groups on whose behalf interveners
spoke - persons with physical, intellectual or psychological disabilities,

homeless people, new immigrants, and so on. In several cases, interveners

asked not just for more information but for a full communications strategy
and for Elections Canada to be given a broad public information mandate .

In Whitehorse, for example, a political activist suggested, "It's clear that
in order to address the increasing disillusionment of many citizens in Canada
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with the political process, an educational role for Elections Canada should
certainly be contemplated . "

The National Organization of Immigrant and Visible Minority Women
of Canada put this case to the Commissioners : "The onus lies on Elections
Canada to ensure that voters are well informed about the general political
process, on how to seek nomination, on what a riding association is, etc . "

A number of interveners recommended a grassroots approach, with
Elections Canada working with community and advocacy groups and
using their networks to pursue outreach activities . One Toronto community
worker suggested how this might reach some of those normally missed in
the electoral process :

i4ftw~ The campaign that I'm recommending needs to be built upon the existing

networks of community organizations and services across the country .

Networks of places like community centres, hostels, women's shelters and

food banks. It's the members and staff of these organizations who have the

ongoing connections with the poor and homeless people in our commu-

nities, and who are best able to begin this process of voter outreach and

voter education .

Several interveners recommended greater use of radio and television .
One participant in Winnipeg suggested that "Elections Canada should develop
video and written information packages that explain the voting process . "

The World Sikh Organization of Canada proposed that Elections Canada
start educating potential voters as early as elementary school :

/0ftw/ Since there is always room for

improvement, we think recom-

mendations can be made to

improve the system simply by
raising the interest in it, and this

can be best done by education .

It should be talked about at the
elementary and secondary lev-

els of education . Perhaps Elec-

tions Canada could become
more involved with our young

people at an early stage of their

school life .

" . . . if we are really and truly
convinced and dedicated to
electoral reform, it is abso-
lutely essential that we con-
sider electoral education ."

This view was supported by others who raised concerns about the
general lack of knowledge among young people about government and
the political system .

N

i1/ What concerns me a great deal when talking with young people in their third,

fourth and fifth years of high school is their total lack of understanding
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of our political system, how we are governed and how we should

govern .

I think that if we are really and truly convinced and dedicated to elec-

toral reform, it is absolutely essential that we consider electoral education .

An intervener in Vancouver saw an even broader role for Elections Canada .
She suggested that "what we really need is media literacy taught in schools .
If the media are going to be such a major part of the electoral process, then
we need to have an electorate that is versed in the way the media work ."

These suggestions were echoed by a number of returning officers who
noted an increasing demand for them to carry out public education between
elections. At the Halifax hearings one stated, "It is our opinion that the role
of the returning officer is acquiring a higher focus, with occasional demands
for public input in such forums as schools or university classes, board of
trade meetings, and occasional information sessions with political parties . "

The point was made on numerous occasions that the effective func-
tioning of our political system relies on tens of thousands of dedicated volun-
teers, both at election time and between elections . A Winnipeg participant
said volunteers are "the backbone, guts, heart and soul of any campaign ."
Many argued that maintaining this involvement and encouraging even greater
participation require that the election law be kept as simple as possible :

We would recommend that the Canada Elections Act be redrafted to make

it a more understandable document . The Act, as it now reads, is complex

and vague, and some sections are subject to various interpretations .

Thousands of volunteers need to access, comprehend and understand the

legislation which regulates the democratic process in this country . The

current legislation makes this comprehension difficult .

In Toronto, one participant suggested, "Do what you can to encourage
involvement at the riding level, not to overcomplicate volunteer involve-
ment, and to make it a healthy and acceptable thing to contribute time
and money and effort to the election of candidates, regardless of one's poli-
tical philosophy." Another participant in Vancouver noted, "The Cana-
dian election system is made up of an awful lot of crazy people who for
56 days of every four years give up everything to work in these campaigns,
whether it is for the Conservatives, the Liberals, the NDP, the Reform
Party - we all rely on [volunteers] . And sometimes, these volunteers are
taken for granted . "

Witnesses noted that election information must reflect Canada's ethnic
and cultural mosaic . Elections Canada first began to direct information
about the electoral process to members of ethno-cultural communities in
the 1980 election . It spent about $90 000 to reach them during the 1988 elec-
tion - just under 6 per cent of its advertising budget - and distributed a
large number of multilingual booklets on voting in Canada . A participant at
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the Ottawa hearings urged Elections Canada "to continue to translate voting
information into various languages and to use ethnic media increasingly."

The main concern of interveners who spoke on these issues was to
increase the flow of information in different languages to people in these
communities and to try to promote greater participation . One intervener
summed up the requirements in the
following manner :

"People's first experience with
the Canadian political system,
the Canadian system of gov-
ernment, should be open,
encouraging - they should be
welcomed into the process ."

government, should be open, encouraging - they should be welcomed

into the process . Instead, what they find are barricades, difficulties, and

a lot of discouragement.

The model that Elections Canada

has at the moment assumes that

you've been educated in Canada,

you're familiar with what voting

is all about, why you should

vote, how you do it . That is

simply not the case [for many

voters] . And the more things you

can make more familiar and

more consistent, the better .

People's first experience

with the Canadian political sys-

tem, the Canadian system o f

The National Organization of Immigrant and Visible Minority Women
recommended that, to reach as many voters as possible, electoral informa-
tion be in audio and video as well as in written form, and that organizations
representing ethno-cultural communities be asked to help prepare and dis-
tribute it .

A Winnipeg constituency association, which carries out its campaign
in seven languages because of the ethno-cultural make-up of the riding, was
critical of Elections Canada for not being sufficiently willing to help people
from other cultures understand the electoral process . On the same point,
the Canadian Ethnocultural Council argued :

1o' Elections Canada advertising should reflect the cultural and racial diver-
sity of Canadians in all visual materials . This would fall in line with the

federal government's depiction guidelines which call on all federal depart-

ments and agencies to accurately reflect the multicultural nature of
Canadian society .

0

Several interveners voiced concern about how people from countries
with different traditions and political practices might see the Canadian
political system . A participant in the Calgary hearings put it this way :
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Language barriers and cultural differences may tend to alienate ethnic

minorities from feeling that they're part of Canadian society, and maybe

the democratic process as well. As a result, they may not fully understand

the significance of the electoral process. Many new citizens come to Canada

from societies that are anything but democratic . Therefore, they may view

our political system, our electoral process, our voting process - anything

that is Canadian - as different, even corrupt . They may not want to voice

any of their personal opinions against politics or political leaders, for fear

of retaliation .

An intervener in London reflected the thoughts of many others when
she said :

i1/ The electoral process needs to be inclusive . That is, it must recognize the

responsibility to educate more broadly . The parents or older relatives of

Canadian citizens must be able to understand the system even if they are

not eligible to vote . Their opinions are of vital importance in their house-

holds, and the voters are impelled to honour the elders' opinions . Although

some sensitization to the needs of a diverse voting population has been

demonstrated, the capacity to learn and adapt to linguistic and cultural

diversity must increase .

PHYSICAL ACCESS AT THE POLL S
The elections act makes limited reference to the needs of persons with dis-
abilities . It directs that there be level access to at least one advance poll in
each urban centre within a constituency. Other advance polling stations
shall, "wherever possible", provide "ease of access" to people who are old,
incapacitated or in wheelchairs .

The Act also says that regular polling stations shall have "convenient
access" or "ease of access" without being more specific . A deputy returning
officer or a friend or relative may assist an elector in voting if he or she
is blind, unable to read, or "so physically incapacitated as to be unable
to vote . "

A regular poll in a hospital can be closed so that the ballot box can be
taken to patients confined to bed, but there are no other provisions in the Act
for mobile polls or for taking the ballot box to the street ('curbside voting')
if a voter cannot enter because there is no level access .

In 1988, Elections Canada took a number of steps to improve access
to voting for people with physical disabilities . This included providing
level access at all advance polls and central polling places and making level
access a priority at regular polling stations . This was achieved by moving
polling stations or by constructing temporary ramps .

The interveners who spoke on issues affecting voters with disabilities
were generally advocacy groups or others directly concerned . As there was
little disagreement on the need to improve access to voting, most inter-
ventions focused on practical suggestions about how this could be done.
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The issues on which there was some divergence of opinion were how far
to go in providing level access at polling stations and to what degree Elections
Canada, rather than local returning officers, should be responsible for this .
As one participant noted, "It would be a real shame if a person capable of
voting lost this fundamental right to exercise the franchise just because an
architectural barrier got in the way. "

In Charlottetown, it was noted that "in past elections, accessibility has
only been an afterthought in a lot of areas, and although polling station
workers have been very helpful in physically assisting individuals into the
voting areas, this is not a very dignified entrance for a Canadian to exer-
cise their right to vote . "

Another intervener commented :

/4%ow/ We hope virtually all public buildings will be accessible . This will cer-

tainly make voting much easier for many disabled persons . Until that

happy day, it will sometimes be necessary to adopt interim measures .

Such measures could include mobile polls, the mail-in vote for the severely
mobility-impaired, and provision of funding for transportation to acces-

sible polling stations .

The Coalition of Provincial Organizations of the Handicapped, the
Canadian Human Rights Commission and several other groups supported
requiring level access at all polling stations . An intervener in Fredericton
stated :

/lftw/ Providing advance polls that are accessible is not the final solution. What

you are doing is forcing persons with disabilities to make their choice about

who they will vote for sooner than the general population, because if they

want to access the advance poll, they have to do that at an earlier date .

A participant in Sydney, Nova Scotia, who is directly affected by the need
for level access, expressed his feelings this way :

/\/ If I'm going out of town and not going to be at my home riding on the

day of election I will vote [at] the advance poll . [But] we have seen many

cases where that was used as an excuse not to look further [in providing

level access] . We were simply told well, you can vote at the advance poll .

Well, stick it in your ear . . . . I would like to vote on'election day and get

caught up with our country's electoral process and be part of it on that

day, just like everyone else .

One intervener said it seemed little effort was made in some cases to
find a level access polling station . Describing his own experience, he also
called for greater flexibility in the law to allow people with disabilities to vote
in the absence of level access :

■
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i04%w/ The polling station wasn't accessible . What happened, unfortunately, was

to a certain extent a violation of the Act . The polling station was moved

into the street so I could vote . I

was very relieved, but it's sad

that a situation like this means

that the person who made the

"People in wheelchairs would decision actually made it ille-

like to have the choice that
gally . That time, however, the

objective of voting was reached .
other voters have . . ." People in wheelchairs would like

to have the choice that other vot-

ers have, that is, of voting by

proxy or on election day .

The Canadian Paraplegic Association took the position that the Act
should make Elections Canada responsible for implementing, monitoring
and enforcing the level access provision because of the enforcement diffi-
culties inherent in leaving the responsibility with 295 returning officers .

A number of interveners acknowledged that access to voting for persons
with disabilities had improved in the 1988 election . They noted, however,
that disabled persons could still lose the right to vote if they moved from
an area with an accessible polling station to one where the polling place
did not have level access; that the ballot booth was sometimes not acces-
sible even if the polling station was; and that information provided to the
public about whether polling stations offered level access was sometimes
incorrect . We learned of one example in Yellowknife :

^*m/ You can imagine the frustration and anger of one voter who was not

familiar with the polling station and arrived and saw a flight of stairs before

him. Due to arthritis he was unable to climb the stairs and returned home .

Returning officers had some problems with the proposal that all polling
stations have level access . One pointed out that, because of the size of the
riding, he could not personally inspect every polling place to ensure it was
accessible . Community buildings in northern areas are often built well
above the ground because of winter and spring conditions, he pointed out,
and it would be easier in these cases to bring the ballot box out to a disabled

voter than to construct a costly temporary ramp . Another contended that
there was no reason to build ramps to provide level access in communities

where there are no persons requiring this service . One explained her expe-

rience this way :

/ "bo/ I go in good faith to the school board and I rent a school, and I tell them

it's necessary, to receive the money, to have access for disabled persons,

and they assure me it will be . Then somewhere along the line they give me
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a room, but there's a detour up three steps and a ramp . Then we get com-

plaints that we didn't abide by the rules, but I can't control it .

PERSONS WITH READING DIFFICULTIE S
The Canada Elections Act makes one specific reference to literacy. It allows
a person to swear an oath that he or she is "unable to read" and to bring a
friend to assist at the poll or to have the assistance of the deputy returning
officer in voting . The ballot is designed to reduce the possibility of error
for persons with reading difficulties ; white circles against a black back-
ground show clearly where the ballot is to be marked .

Most who spoke to the Commis-
sion on literacy issues represented
literacy groups, although other inter-
veners raised the topic as well . Their
main concerns were to make the
ballot and the voting process more
accessible to persons with reading dif-
ficulties and to improve the way infor-
mation about the electoral process is
provided. According to an intervener
in Winnipeg, "Elections Canada has
to realize that many Canadians do not
have adequate levels of language skills
to comprehend and respond to infor-
mation that Elections Canada does
put out."

. . . many Canadians do no t„

have adequate levels of lan-
guage skills to comprehend
and respond to information
that Elections Canada does
put out ."

Interveners estimated that 24 per cent of Canada's population is func-
tionally illiterate . The Yellowknife Chamber of Commerce estimated that
54 per cent of the population of the Northwest Territories, and 72 per cent
of its Aboriginal population, cannot read or write English or French, although
they may be literate in an Aboriginal language . The clerk of the Legislative
Assembly of the Northwest Territories pointed out, however, that turnout
in territorial elections is relatively high, at 71 per cent of eligible voters .

If they do not read, interveners pointed out, people may not realize
that they have received an enumeration notice and may miss getting on
the voters list; they may not be able to find the location of their advance poll
or polling station; and they may find changes in constituency boundaries
or polling divisions confusing. A spokesperson for the Newfoundland and
Labrador Association of the Deaf estimated that 60 per cent of deaf Cana-
dians are illiterate; for many, their first language is American Sign Language
rather than English. It would help, he said ,

,10ftw/ If there were some sort of form that could be sent to the deaf person's

home, prior to election day, a form that they could fi ll out with their names,
stating that they are deaf, so that on the day they actually go into this
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voting station, the people working there will see their name, know that they

are deaf, and then know how to approach them .

The chairperson of a school board in Gatineau, Quebec, concluded that
many illiterate Canadians abstain from voting because of the problems
involved. The problems can start right from the beginning of the process,
with enumeration. "The present enumeration process, done door-to-door
in urban centres or by telephone in rural areas, is fine if the person is there .
However, if no one is home, the written message left by the enumerators
has no meaning for an illiterate person," said one intervener.

On the basis of literacy statistics alone, the possible exclusion of this
large a group of voters is a threat to the democratic process . One intervener
related what she had been told by a person with reading difficulties :

1/ The names of candidates are hard to read . For me, it's difficult to read, so

when it's time to mark the little box, I'm nervous, and if I make a mistake,

I've got no eraser to correct it . Why isn't there any eraser on that pencil,

so I could correct a mistake and mark the ballot clearly ?

The most frequent suggestion was to put candidates' photographs on the
ballot, although the Ontario Literacy Coalition noted that discrimination o n

the basis of race had the potential to
influence voters' choices. Several inter-
veners supported the idea of putting
the party symbol or party colour on the

" . . . Canada, . . . in some devel- ballot along with each candidate's

oping countries, finances pro- name
. A Montreal intervener noted,

not without irony, that "world-wide,
grams so that candidates' Canada claims to be one of the great
photos appear on the ballot; leaders in literacy and, in some devel-

but they don't do that here ." oping countries, finances programs so
that candidates' photos appear on the
ballot; but they don't do that here . "

A poster with each candidate's
photograph in every polling station

was suggested as an alternative to photographs on the ballot. The Prince
Edward Island Literacy Council suggested having a video in each polling
station showing the face of each candidate and a voice message telling people
how to vote for that candidate .

The present provisions of the Act were criticized because they make it
so obvious to other people that the voter cannot read :

^ftw/ I am aware that the Canada Elections Act does make provision for electors

who are unable to mark a ballot paper. But this involves taking an oath in

front of witnesses, having their ballot marked in the presence of the poll
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clerk and sworn agents of the candidates, or the sworn electors repre-

senting the candidates in the polling station . They might as well shout

from the rooftop : "Look at me, I'm stupid . "

The Greater Moncton Literacy Council urged that election officials be
trained to help and not be condescending to people with reading difficulties .
It was noted that many people who cannot read can use the telephone and

it was suggested that election information, especially in the electronic media,
should promote the telephone number. The Commission was told that tele-
vision was the principal source of information for persons with reading
difficulties .

Elections Canada was urged to use television and radio advertising to
alert people to its broadcasts on the Parliamentary Channel explaining elec-
tion procedures ; many people are apparently unaware of their existence .
Others criticized the dense prose of official election literature and the tele-
vised information prepared by Elections Canada, saying that it consists of
a written script backed by music and does not take advantage of the dynamic
communications potential of television . A Member of Parliament suggested
that "the chief electoral officer should launch - and I put great emphasis on
this one - a voter education program that is not literacy-based . Videos for
community groups should be considered . "

The suggestion that community groups be used to circulate electoral
information to people with reading difficulties came from many groups .
The Sudbury Literacy Coalition recommended the use of a literacy hot-line
for election information, but the Ontario Literacy Coalition was sceptical
of the idea and said it was more important to provide education about the
electoral process through community groups .

POOR AND HOMELESS PERSON S
During the hearings, the National Anti-Poverty Organization estimated
that there are between 130 000 and 250 000 homeless people in Canada .
Further, an estimated five million Canadians live below the poverty line .

Citizens must be registered to vote, and to be registered they must usu-
ally occupy an apartment, house or other dwelling . People living in hostels
and lodgings cannot be enumerated if they have not been resident for at least
10 days at the time of enumeration; yet many hostels put a 10-day limit on
the period a homeless person can stay.

Voters cannot be enumerated without a street address, although this
rule is sometimes circumvented by returning officers and enumerators .
Some homeless people may be enumerated using the address of a friend
or relative. Toronto and Montreal have attempted to enumerate homeless
persons for municipal elections, but no information is available as to their
success in registering people and getting them to turn out at the polls .

An Edmonton community worker outlined broad objectives for ensuring
that poor and homeless persons have access to the vote : "The opportunity
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to vote should not be limited by one's reading ability, lack of permanent resi-
dence, fear of disclosure of residence, or other identifiable circumstances
that exist for any significant group of individuals ."

Interveners on these issues included advocacy groups, community
agencies, rights advocates, groups representing people with disabilities,
political party representatives, election officials and interested individuals .
Many of their recommendations dealt with enumeration, revision of the
voters list, and voter registration on or just before election day. Some pointed
out that poverty in and of itself does not necessarily diminish interest in the
electoral process . On the contrary, for many it is part of their struggle for
change. An intervener in Ottawa explained :

Some people of low income care a lot about the issues ; they're very polit-

ically sophisticated. Some don't care at all because they see it as totally

irrelevant to their lives . But I don't think you can generalize. Certainly a lot

of them want to vote . And that is why this issue was put on the priority list

by our board, who are primarily low-income activists .

Poor and homeless people also face special problems in identifying
themselves to enumerators and other election officials; they may not have
a driver's licence or credit cards, or their identification may have been lost

or stolen. For this reason it was recom-
mended that individuals be allowed
to swear an oath to establish their
identity, or that less formal kinds of

"Poor and homeless people identification be accepted . Alterna-

also face special problems in tively, someone who knew the person
could swear to his or her identity .

identifying themselves to Interveners generally favoured
enumerators and other elec- changes in the elections act to extend

tion officials . . ." voting rights to homeless people . But
one person at the Toronto hearings
raised a note of caution : "It is not
[abuse by] the homeless I am worried
about . It is the people that might use

[to their advantage] the provision that you do not have to have an address .
Names of non-existent people might appear [on the voters list] . That is my
concern . "

The Downtown East Side Residents' Association in Vancouver urged,
however, that reforms should open up the electoral process as much as
possible to include homeless people, rather than tightening it to prevent
one or two abuses :

/ 4%w/ One of the things that we really need to look at is that people be allowed

to vote on election day, regardless of whether they have been enumerated
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or not ; that they could swear an oath that I am who I am and reside in this

community; and that they be able to swear that oath even if they are not

able to produce iD or proof of residency .

We should certainly go in the direction of trying to extend the demo-

cratic process as far as we possibly can, rather than tightening it up too

much in order to keep a few people from abusing it .

A number of practical suggestions were offered for enumerating people
without a fixed address . These included listing them but giving no address;
listing them at the street address nearest to the place where they normally slept ;
using a hostel, community centre or agency as their address for enumera-
tion purposes; or listing them with the returning office as their address .

In Winnipeg, the Coalition of Provincial Organizations of the Hand-
icapped said, "We support the position taken by the National Anti-Poverty
Organization that encourages looking at alternative solutions to enumera-
tion that would provide an opportunity for those persons who are homeless
to be enumerated ."

Women living in shelters for battered women have good reasons not to
want their address published on a voters list . As one group in Vancouver
elaborated, "Women who have left abusive relationships frequently fear
the publication of their name and address might be used to trace them to their
residence. Women's shelters and transition houses have policies to keep
their location secure. Such policies prevent the enumeration of residents
due to the required inclusion of an address . "

These women face another problem, explained an intervener: "Where
a woman is in a battered women's shelter [for less than] the 10-day require-
ment, she can't vote [because she cannot be enumerated] . She is no less a cit-
izen for the fact that she's had to leave her husband - her family, perhaps -
and move into a shelter. But she no longer has the right to vote because she
hasn't been there 10 days . So that 10-day requirement has to go . "

Interveners pointed out that because enumeration is based on where
people live, homeless persons tend to be excluded until it comes time for
revision. People who are homeless may be illiterate or have little access to
television or newspaper information about how to be registered . Some
interveners recommended special outreach programs through community
agencies or through Elections Canada . For example, a group in Edmonton
recommended that Elections Canada study voter turnout after each elec-
tion and develop a plan to increase participation by members of groups
whose overall turnout is low.

Interveners in Montreal and elsewhere pointed out that enumerators
often miss homeless voters staying in hostels because they make their rounds
during the day, when the hostels are empty . The problem of access to voters
living in low-cost hotels and lodgings was also raised in Vancouver . The
Commission learned of problems experienced in enumerating poor and
homeless persons, such as risks to personal security in rough areas, the risk

■
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of incomplete enumeration in unfamiliar neighbourhoods, language and
cultural barriers, and so on. Special training was recommended for enu-

merators working in these areas : '

/4ftw/ Enumerators should be paid to take training that shows them how to fer-

ret out illegal suites, how to register rooming-house residents and other

people who are difficult to find . And that training process should be quite

elaborate .

Two anti-poverty groups suggested that free public transport be pro-
vided on election day so that people of low income could get to the polls
without relying on the parties for transportation .

STUDENTS
The proxy voting rules allow students living away from their home con-
stituency to vote, provided they are studying full-time within Canada and
the election takes place during the academic term . To use a proxy to vote
in their home constituency, students must have proxy forms certified
by their educational institution, a process that takes time and can cause
difficulties .

The Canadian Federation of Students estimated the number of post-
secondary students in Canada at 892 000 ; some 60 per cent of these students
are studying away from home . Most of the issues related to students and
voting focused on this latter group and were brought to the Commission's
attention by groups representing post-secondary students . For students
studying abroad, the Federation recommended :

i1/ There are an estimated 20 000 Canadians studying abroad each year . Unles s

enumeration and voting take place in the summer months, these students

are denied their right to vote . The provision for an absentee vote, similar

to that extended to Canadian military personnel abroad, should be made

available to these students .

The Canada Elections Act provides for voters to be enumerated at their

place of ordinary residence on the enumeration date, which is 38 days
before election day. This provision is open to interpretation by returning
officers and by enumerators; as a result, students living away from home
may be excluded from enumeration where they are studying . If they are not
put on the list in their home riding by their family, it may be difficult
for them to arrange to be added at revision, or a student may miss the
deadline for revision . Students at the University of Western Ontario
explained :

/Oftw/ Our particular student body is probably the most mobile in Canadian

society, and as a consequence, frequently gets missed in the enumeration
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process, or they end up enumerated in a different riding than the one in

which they are resident on election day .

Enumeration and proxy voting
were the major topics raised by stu-
dent organizations and other inter-
veners on student issues. It was
pointed out that students can have as
many as three residences in a typical
year, if they take a summer job away
from campus and their family home .
A students' group at Laurentian
University suggested that federal elec-
tions not take place in the first or sec-
ond week of September to avoid
problems for students just settling
into new living accommodation .
Students explained that the problems

"Our particular student body
. . . frequently gets missed . . .
or they end up enumerated
in a different riding than the
one in which they are resi-
dent on election day. "

of enumeration were compounded by the absence of any provision allow-
ing urban voters to be registered after the close of revision, 17 days before
election day. Consequently, a group of students in Sydney, Nova Scotia,
recommended :

tO%aw/ In order to prevent so many potential voters from being disfranchised,

our Committee recommends that section 47 of the Canada Elections Act be
extended to include urban as well as rural electoral districts . The provi-

sions of this section permit individuals not on the official list of electors,

but otherwise qualified to vote, to register their ballot after providing

some proof of identity and meeting residence requirements . We consider

this to be an appropriate measure to protect the citizens' right to vote .

Student representatives reported instances where enumeration in stu-
dent residences had been done carelessly . They also pointed out that depend-
ing on the timing of an election, a student might have moved to another
riding after being enumerated because of the delay between enumeration
and election day.

Although there was no clear consensus, the favoured alternatives were
to give students the option of deciding where to be enumerated, or to enu-
merate them at their place of study unless they chose specifically to be
enumerated in their home riding. It was suggested that this choice be explic-
itly provided for in a revamped elections act .

A number of interveners criticized the proxy system for students because
of its time-consuming procedures and the fact that it does not apply to part-
time students and to students studying abroad . It was also noted that for
students living away from their families - experiencing independence for
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the first time - it seemed unfair to have to ask a parent to cast their first
vote. The preferred solution was to allow students to cast a mail ballot; the

Canadian Federation of Students proposed that special polling booths be
established on campuses where these ballots could be cast .

Some student groups criticized returning officers for locating polling
stations for student residences off campus rather than in convenient loca-
tions on campus. Because very few students were living in residence at the
time of enumeration for the 1984 election, returning officers may not have
realized that the number of voters on campus would increase sharply for
the 1988 election, which was held during the school term .

Elections Canada was commended for its literature about the electoral
process directed to students, but student groups requested even more mate-
rial and recommended that Elections Canada support and work with student
associations to help educate students about the electoral process .

LANGUAGE ISSUE S
Elections Canada seeks to provide services to voters in both official lan-
guages where it judges that there is a significant demand (where 3 per cent
.of a riding's population is from the minority language group) . When this
standard was set for the 1988 election, it raised the number of bilingual rid-
ings to 98 from 92. Under the previous criteria for a bilingual riding, 5 per
cent of the riding population had to be from the minority language group .

In bilingual ridings, Elections Canada policy seeks to ensure that elec-
tion information and services are available in both official languages .
Elections Canada maintains a bilingual telephone information service .
There is no bilingual requirement for the returning officer in a designated
riding. There is likewise no requirement that parties or candidates carry
out a bilingual campaign .

The elections act does prescribe bilingual forms for the ballot and for other
material used in elections, but it makes no other direct reference to official
languages issues . The form of the ballot is set out in the Act, although it
can be changed by regulation . There is no provision in the Act for the bal-
lot to be in languages other than English and French .

The law is not clear about whether voters may bring an interpreter or
translator to assist them at the poll . If a deputy returning officer does not

understand the language spoken by a voter, the official is required, where
possible, to appoint an interpreter. An interpreter may be appointed in
other circumstances, but this is not required, even in polls with a high con-
centration of voters who speak neither English nor French . Some returning

officers try to appoint deputy returning officers and enumerators who
speak a particular language in certain polls, but this is not obligatory.

The Commissioner of Official Languages reported that the number of
complaints about language issues in the electoral system increased from
20 in 1980 to 100 in 1988; he suggested that for every formal complaint,
many other voters may have been denied their linguistic rights. The
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complaints focused on Elections Canada's failure to provide voter infor-
mation in the minority language in newspapers and on cable television,
on the use of unilingual enumerators, and on the lack of minority language
services on election day.

The Commissioner reported that unilingual returning officers had been
appointed to bilingual ridings in the National Capital Region and in New
Brunswick and that the parties di d
not meet Elections Canada's request
that 50 per cent of enumerators
and election day officials be bilingual .
The Commissioner of Official Lan- " The electoral process must
guages stated unequivoca lly that "the fully recognize the equal
electoral process must fully recognize
the equal status of French and English status of French and English
by respecting voters' choice of by respecting voters' choice
language ." of language."

The Societe des Acadiens rec-
ommended that returning officers
appointed in bilingual ridings be
required to be bilingual . The Associa-
tion de la presse francophone recommended that federal parties be made
subject to the Official Languages Act and that, in particular, they be required
to place advertising in the minority language where there is a minority lan-
guage newspaper available :

/1/ We believe it is essential that all parties use the main majority and minor-

ity language publications if they decide that the written press is going to

be one of their vehicles for campaign advertising .

One returning officer raised the problem of finding bilingual enumer-
ators and election day staff in a constituency that is designated bilingual but
where the minority language population is concentrated in a few rural
areas outside a city where most of the people in the constituency reside .
Several interveners suggested that more bilingual election day staff would
be available if elections were held on a Sunday, enabling bilingual people
with Monday-to-Friday jobs to help out.

The Canadian Cable Television Association said that the policy of cable
stations was to broadcast election information videos from Elections Canada
in both languages only if the cable service itself was bilingual .

Some interveners suggested that Elections Canada use languages other
than English and French . The Canadian Ethnocultural Council asked
that Elections Canada continue to translate voting information into various
languages. They recommended that the enumeration process be sensitive
to language barriers, particularly in the case of immigrant women and
seniors . Enumeration in ridings with a high concentration of ethno-cultural
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communities would improve if workers could speak the language of the
community they are enumerating .

. Speaking on behalf of Inuit and Innu voters in northern Labrador, an
intervener asked that Elections Canada mail information to voters in the lan-
guage that they can read and understand .

1/ Even though 70 per cent of the voters in my district are Inuit and Innu, the

information they receive during an election is only in English and French .

Interveners in Iqaluit and Kuujjuaq made a strong case for using

Inuktituk on the ballot and in election material used in their area .

/' ftw/ Things have changed; people are showing more and more of an interest

in federal politics . During the last territorial election, ballots were writte n

in Inuktituk, and again, that is

an absolute necessity . But a lot

of the preliminary information

that emanates from Ottawa to

"It would be helpful to the all the districts throughout

returning officer
to have lllfor- Canada is supplied only in

French and English . It would
mation in Inuktituk that she be helpful to the returning offi-

could send out to [voters] ." cer to have information in

Inuktituk that she could send

out to [voters] .

The Northwest Territories rec-

ognizes seven Aboriginal languages as official languages . Since 1979, a plac-

ard with a photograph of every candidate has been posted in polling stations
in territorial elections. One intervener explained :

We are faced with a method of recording names that appear in more than

one style. We use syllabics for written communication in many commu-

nities in the North . We also use Roman orthography; our normal means of

writing that we use in English is also adapted to Inuktituk in some areas .

So at the very least, we would require two forms of each name on the

ballot and, ideally, a picture ballot, because many of our people in out-

lying areas are unilingual .

Another suggestion was that returning officers be able to print ballots
and election materials in Aboriginal languages and in Braille as necessary
to meet the needs of voters . It was also suggested that an oral ballot could
be used to make voting more accessible to electors with impaired sight or
reading difficulties and to voters who can read neither English nor French .

The voter would listen to the names of the candidates, then indicate a choice .
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Elections Canada advertised in the Aboriginal press during the 1988
election. Under the Act, polling stations are required to post information
concerning an election only in English and French, even in polls where a
substantial number of voters are of Aboriginal origin .

POLITICAL RIGHT S
The federal government and several of the provinces have policies that
restrict the involvement of their employees in politics . Federal employees
may seek leave to be candidates, but they are otherwise prohibited from cam-
paigning for a candidate or a political party . On the other hand, some
provinces have policies allowing public servants to participate in a broad
range of political activities . A few employers grant political leave as a mat-
ter of internal policy, and some union contracts set out specific policies on
political involvement. The Supreme Court of Canada has recently given
several decisions that appear to limit the ability of governments to restrict
political activity by their employees .

The most extensive intervention on political rights came from the Public
Service Alliance of Canada . The Alliance asked that federal employees have
the same political rights as other Canadians . They argued that any public
servant should have the right to be active politically, but recognized that
the most senior employees would have to assess for themselves whether
political involvement was appropriate .

One intervener raised the problem of employees who are candidates
being forced to take a leave of absence when there is a long period betwee n
the nomination and the election .
Another intervener suggested that
public servants wanting to stand as
candidates should have the right to a
leave of absence, rather than simply
the right to request it . It was noted
that this is a particular problem in the
Northwest Territories because of the
higher proportion of public servants .

The Sudbury Business and Profes-
sional Women's Club stated, "We
presently have legislation that states
that an employer must give each
employee time to vote on election day.
We also have legislation that allows

" . . . the government should
legislate that a person
involved in politics be
allowed time away from
work without jeopardizing
his or her job ."

an employee to do jury duty without penalty from his or her employer . In
this spirit, the government should legislate that a person involved in poli-
tics be allowed time away from work without jeopardizing his or her job . "

One national organization proposed that employees should have the
right to take leave to run for political office and that this should extend to
the right to up to six years of unpaid leave if elected .
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The Victoria Civil Liberties Union wanted the right of tenants to put
up election signs assured . They contended this was a right of political
expression, noting that "tenants frequently are not allowed to display politi-
cal signs in their apartment windows and so forth . We know of instances
where landlords have refused them the right to do that . . . . We would like to
see guarantees that allow those people to express their political opinions in
the form of signs and so on in [their] residence ." Another group asked that
the Canada Elections Act guarantee the right to put up posters on light standards
during election campaigns .
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ON EFFECTIVE REPRESENTATION

THE TaADrr[otv .a ►. CONCEPT of representa tion for many Canadians has been
geographic, that is, being represented as a resident of a community or a
cons tituency. The focus of past representa tional reform has therefore been on
the number of seats for each p rovince and territory and how the boundary lines
are drawn between constituencies .

Many of the groups and individuals who appeared before the Com-
mission or submitted briefs based their comments and recommendations
on a broader concept of representation . They wanted to reflect on how they
were represented in Parliament as members of an identifiable group or
community of interest - as members of ethno-cultural communities, as
Abo riginal people, as women. The concerns of members of these groups are
not always readily understood in tradi tional discussions of electoral reform :

/1/ Because we've been fixated on geographic representation in Canada, we

have developed a very limited range of representational concepts . We

have therefore had difficulty understanding the concepts of representation

that are held by people who are marginalized from the political system and

feel alienated from it.

In putting forward proposals to enhance their representation within
parties and in Parliament, many interveners focused on the candidate nomi-
nation process. The Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women
summed up this way: "There is ample evidence to document that winning
the nomination is the key to our electoral process . If the nomination pro-
cess is not fair, the election campaign that follows will be a charade ."
Proposals ranged from imposing rules on parties to increase the presence
of underrepresented groups to adopting an American-style primary system
run by Elections Canada . Some suggested regulated representation in par-
ties coupled with proportional representation in elections to the House of
Commons, to guarantee the appropriate level of representation for their
group .

NOMINATION OF CANDIDATE S
The elections act sets out the legal requirements for nominating constituency
candidates but makes no reference to the parties' processes for choosing
their nominees. Candidates must be endorsed by the party leader, how-
ever, if the party's name is to appear on the ballot along with the candi-
date's name .
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A candidate must be a qualified elector and must submit a nomination
form signed by 25 qualified electors in the relevant constituency, have these
signatures sworn to under oath, pay a deposit of $200, and complete these
requirements by the 28th day before the election .

Parties usually hold nomination

meetings in each constituency, at
which members of the party associa-
tion choose the candidate . These mem-

"The Canadian public bers are usually residents in the rid-

deserves some assurance that ing, but they may not all be qualified
electors and, especially in vigorously

all candidates have gone contested nominations, may be newly
through a fair, open, and hon- recruited by the candidates compet-
est nomination process . . ." ing for the nomination. New mem-

bers may have to wait a specified
period (such as 30 days) before they
can vote at a nominating meeting .

Several interveners perceived
problems with the nomination process and proposed specific changes to the
elections act to overcome them . The main focus was on ways to improve
the process and make it fairer . One put the case for regulation this way :

/R%aW The question of nominations is one that we have generally neglected in

Canada, perhaps because we haven't recognized how big the country has

become and have assumed that the old inbred rules of the game could be

accepted - not recognizing that it is the only point of access to the politi-

cal system and that, if it isn't brought under some form of regulation, the

anarchy that often prevails at the present time will continue .

An Alberta intervener recommended that "Elections Canada become
involved in party nomination races . The Canadian public deserves some
assurance that all candidates have gone through a fair, open, and honest
nomination process prior to having their name appear on an election bal-
lot." Not all interveners were so sure, however, that regulation is called
for :

/4%w~ You should definitely raise the issue in your report . By doing that you will

warn political parties, as perhaps professions have been warned, that part

of the privilege of being self-policing is the responsibility to do just that .

Another was more direct in his opposition to regulation, stating, "How
the people who come to stand for public office are placed in that position
or place themselves in that position, I don't think is any concern of the law . "

A Member of Parliament suggested that many nominations in the
1988 election transgressed any definition of fairness . She gave a number
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of examples of what she called common abuses in party nominations,
including fraudulent memberships, membership applications, memberships
that are 'lost' after being handed in, and arbitrary criteria for identifying
party members . She called for Elections Canada to regulate the nomination
process to maintain its integrity.

With respect to regulation, an Ontario political scientist recommended
that nominations be supervised by Elections Canada and administered by
the local returning officer rather than by untrained organizers . He also pro-
posed that the rules for nomination be laid down clearly in advance . In
Edmonton it was recommended that Elections Canada set standard proce-
dures and monitor both the nomination race and the nomination meeting .
In British Columbia a Member of Parliament stated :

,104kw/ There's nothing that shakes the confidence of the public in our process as

much as seeing the unseemly actions that take place, either when a nomi-

nation meeting is stacked or when an attempt to do so is made in a federal

leadership race . We've had some very immediate examples of problems

that arise when thousands of people become new members for a few weeks

and then are not heard of again by the party until four years later .

Another Member of Parliament emphasized the need to maintain pub-
lic confidence in the electoral system, stating that it is essential to take into
account the function of political parties in brokering the interests of differ-

ent regions and groups of Canadians, in developing and explaining policy,
and in presenting the public with intelligent and experienced candidates .

He expressed concern that the system of nominating candidates fails to
achieve this goal :

/1W I find myself wondering how many Lester Pearsons or Louis St . Laurents,

or other people who came into public life, would have done so had they

faced the initial hurdle of a modern, costly, time-consuming nomination

battle in an urban riding . Parties are no longer very capable of delivering
nominations, if they ever were . I am not saying that the nomination pro-

cess should be totally non-democratic, but I see it as increasingly a prob-

lem in the system .

In some constituencies, witnesses pointed out, there is almost no ques-
tion as to which party will win the election . The real issue is not the election,
but the contest for that party's nomination . The Canadian Association of the
Deaf estimated that a nomination campaign in a hotly contested riding could
cost as much as $40 000 and asked that a spending ceiling of $1000 be set to

make nominations more accessible to persons with disabilities . Others sug-

gested limits ranging between $10 000 and $25 000 . Another intervener asked

that donations to registered parties that qualify for the tax credit be prohibited
by the Act from being used in nomination or leadership campaigns .
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Some interveners suggested that one way to open up the nomination
process would be to make it more like the American system of primaries .
A Member of Parliament appearing before the Commission noted that "the
Americans enfranchise all supporters of a party by operating a primary
system that gives voters the same [voice in the] selection of the candidate .
The concept may be well worth exploring for Canada . "

Others recommended against a primary system because it would be too
long and costly. Another intervener presented this case for maintaining the
current process : "The riding association is the democratic and logical place
to select and endorse a candidate ; only they have the best contact with the
citizens in the area, know what they want, raise the money, run the cam-
paign, sell the memberships, vote for their own choice, and pay for their
upkeep . "

Witnesses also raised the issue of the candidate's deposit which has
been set at $200 for more than a century and has become a minor campaign
expense for candidates from major parties . The deposit is refunded if a can-
didate qualifies for federal funds to cover election expenses by obtaining
15 per cent of the vote.

One individual suggested that "the present deposit of $200 seems rather
inadequate ; it's been in effect for over a hundred years, and there are can-
didates coming in that tend to degrade the election process. I think it [the
deposit amount] should be reviewed ."

Another participant suggested that having too many candidates floods
voters with choices and leads them to focus on national campaigns rather
than on the local candidate . He recommended raising the deposit to $2000
to discourage fringe candidates but returning the deposit if the candidate
obtained more than 5 per cent of the vote, rather than the current require-
ment of 15 per cent. The Institute for Political Involvement recommended
raising the deposit to $1000 .

Representatives of the Green Party disagreed strongly with the idea of
a $2000 deposit . Representatives of the Libertarian Party objected to the
current $200 deposit, because it is a major expense when a small party pre-
sents candidates in a number of ridings . An anti-poverty group asked that
the deposit requirement be removed, since it is an obstacle for an individual
or group with limited resources .

WOMEN'S REPRESENTATIO N
Women are underrepresented in the legislatures of almost every industrial
democracy, and Canada is no exception. In the 1988 election, 39 women were
elected to the House of Commons; thus they now account for 13 .2 per cent
of Members of Parliament, the highest proportion achieved to date in Canada .
(Women made up 3.6 per cent of the membership of the House of Commons
in 1979 and 0 .4 per cent in 1968 . )

The key issues raised by interveners with respect to women in politics
were the structural or systemic barriers facing women seeking to participate
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in political life and the obstacles to women being nominated in winnable
ridings. This theme was sounded by one intervener:

,10*aw/ As it stands, this process will continue to shut out competent women (as

well as competent men) and will never guarantee that the best candidates

are nominated . If the process is fair and equal and determined ahead of

time, then at least women will have the opportunity to start from the same

point as everyone else and know what is expected .

At the hearings in Ottawa one participant suggested that "we should
take the steps necessary to ensure that money or socio-economic status is
no longer an obstacle for women who
are interested in getting into active

politics ." Her comments were strongly
supported by another group :

"We should take the steps
necessary to ensure that
money or socio-economic sta-
tus is no longer an obstacle
for women who are interested
in getting into active politics."

as ability to raise money is a major criterion for political participation, the

corporate male network will decide who represents Canadians in Parliament .

We strongly urge you to make

recommendations that will turn

Canada away from money-

dominated politics. From our per-

spective, as women who want to

encourage more participation by

our sex in public affairs, the pre-

sent political system is already

too much under the domination

of a moneyed male elite. As long

The Federation des femmes du Quebec noted that since Agnes Macphail's
election in 1921, only 100 women have been elected to the House of Commons .
They estimated that "if women continue to gain by 4 per cent each election, and
if there is an election every five years, it will be 45 years before 50 per cent
of elected members are women, although we believe this is a fairly optimistic
scenario, because women are going to continue to encounter obstacles . "

A national vice-president of one of the parties outlined some of the
difficulties in expanding the role of women :

.Awaw/ I was the only woman on the provincial board of directors . I was the first

female provincial vice-president of a political party . I am the first female

national vice-president of a political party, and I have worked very hard

for the past two years, travelling around the province and trying to per-

suade women to try for the position of president of a constituency asso-
ciation . Six years ago there were six [female constituency presidents] .
Six years later there are still six, though not the same six .

■
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Some interveners contended that many of the barriers to women in
politics are comparable to the barriers facing them in other careers : sex-
role stereotyping ; the difficulty of juggling career, family and political
responsibilities ; problems of child care ; jobs that are less flexible for enter-
ing politics than those held by men; negative attitudes within parties ; the
fact that men tend to have better networks to help them in politics; and the
question of how female politicians are portrayed in the media .

As one commented :

^%W These pitfalls are closely connected to culture, to the way politics is practised,

and also to partisan traditions . Parties are organizations led by men, where

the mode of involvement is masculine. And the women who have to get

involved in this method must get very deeply involved and even, to a cer-

tain extent, accept that they must take over and dominate male territory .

Some of these factors translate into a lack of financial resources for
women to seek nominations in winnable ridings . One group said that women

are rarely offered safe seats and must
either run as sacrificial lambs in rid-
ings where there is no hope, or spend
large sums to contest a nomination in

"There is a continuing prob- a winnable riding . A former candi-

lem that will not go away and date stated that there is bias against
women within the political partie s

that is the small proportion and that women are nominated less
of women in Parliament ." often in constituencies where they

have a chance of election . Several
interveners argued that a higher pro-
portion of women than men are
disaffected or alienated from electoral

politics. The political system is not an equal opportunity system, they said, and
dirty tricks are played against women candidates even in lost-cause' ridings .

In Iqaluit, the Baffin Women's Association outlined some of the problems
facing women in securing nominations and winning elections :

P ftsW Women often have no money backing them, from their parties, over and

above the monies that are generally available to candidates . Women need

to be able to see that there is more financial backing for them to cover costs

such as daycare, since women are the primary caregivers to children, and

that is very definitely the case in the North .

A few interveners recommended that Canada adopt a system of pro-
portional representation in which half of each province's seats would be
designated for women and half for men. In Kamloops, a former Member
of Parliament suggested :
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/ ftftw/ There is a continuing problem that will not go away and that is the small

proportion of women in Parliament . I would like to suggest a very sweep-

ing change to set things right there. The number of constituencies should

be cut in half. Each constituency should elect two people, one male and

the other female .

The Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women recommended
a similar system . The Council also recommended that the nomination pro-
cess be regulated to provide for spending limits, disclosure, and qualifica-
tions for voting by constituency association members . The Sudbury Business
and Professional Women's Club advanced this case :

iOftw/ On the average, women earn less money than men and therefore have

less personal funds to spend on a nomination race . [This] can be a disad-

vantage for women who are running against someone who has the means

to spend a lot of money promoting his candidacy . Only after a nomination

has been won are restrictions placed on the amount of money candidates
can spend . Because there are no set limits to the amount of money a poten-

tial candidate can spend to get a nomination, the person with greater finan-

cial resources is at a definite advantage .

The group therefore recommended that pre-nomination spending by
candidates be restricted . Some interveners offered solutions . A political
scientist in Ottawa, for example, said that bringing the nomination process
under the control of electoral law would be the single greatest contribu-
tion the Commission could make to giving women greater access to the
political process .

Several interveners recommended that donations to individual elec-
tion campaigns be eligible for tax deductions or tax credits . A former
Member of Parliament, drawing on her experience in the 1988 election cam-
paign, recommended that campaign spending by a candidate be limited
for the nomination as well as during the election campaign .

P W*w/ It's important to act at the nomination stage, to facilitate access to con-

s ti tuency nominations. This is why I recommend, first, funding of expenses

involved in this first step in the electoral process and, second, strict regu-

lation of the expenditures allowed at this stage .

With respect to the cost of campaigns, the Canadian Advisory Council
on the Status of Women recommended that reimbursement of campaign
expenses be raised to 75 per cent for men and 100 per cent for women candi-
dates and that parties whose candidates are at least 50 per cent women should
have their campaign expenses reimbursed at a rate of 50 per cent rather than
the current level of 22 .5 per cent for all parties eligible for reimbursement .
Others recommended different types of financial incentives to political par-
ties to take concrete steps themselves to encourage greater access by women .

E
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The Committee for'94 recommended more public funding as a means
of encouraging women candidates, while a Nova Scotia intervener called
for strict limits on campaign spending to make politics more accessible
to women. Another intervener noted that the special fund set up by the
three national political parties to help women pay their election expenses
gave each candidate between $500 and $600 . None of these funds is intended
to assist women with the costs of seeking a nomination .

One participant summed up her objectives :

/ ftw/ Not only do we want more women to participate in the electoral process,

we want equal representation of women in the House of Commons . We

want a "triple E" House of Commons in which women are elected, equal

and effective .

Many of the proposals to assist women in politics involved various forms
of affirmative action, either by encouragement or financial incentive. Another
participant disagreed, arguing that people should not vote on the basis of
gender and that the evidence was that women could get elected if they were
competent and able .

A recommendation to eliminate linguistic sexism from the Canada Elections
Act was made by the Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women,
which also recommended that unpaid volunteer work by women in election
campaigns be assigned a monetary value and be treated as a political donation .

REPRESENTATION OF ABORIGINAL PEOPL E
Since Confederation only 12 self-identified Aboriginal Members of
Parliament have been elected to the House of Commons, nine of whom
have been elected since 1962 . Three Metis Members of Parliament from
Manitoba were elected in the 1870s, including Louis Riel .

The first Indian person elected to Parliament was Len Marchand from
British Columbia. Until 1960, status Indian persons living on reserves were
not entitled to vote in federal elections unless they gave up their status and
the rights and privileges that status implied. Now a member of the Senate
of Canada, Senator Marchand told the hearings :

/ 4*4 / For the vast majority of Aboriginal Canadians, Parliament is seen in the

distance, but there is no trail to get there . In an equal democracy, the major-

ity of the people, through their representatives, will outvote and prevail

over the minority and their representatives . But does it follow that the

minority should have no representation at all? Because the majority have

all the votes, must the minority have none? Put another way, must the

majority have all the representation, Aboriginal people none ?

Of the nine Aboriginal Members of Parliament elected since 1962, six
have been elected in the Northwest Territories, where Aboriginal people
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form the majority. There are currently three Aboriginal Members of
Parliament in the House of Commons - two from the Northwest Territories
and one from Alberta .

Many interveners, including a number of Aboriginal organizations,
spoke about Aboriginal issues at the hearings . Their major concern was to
ensure better representation for Aboriginal people in Parliament, although
a number of interveners emphasized that their first priority remains the
achievement of Aboriginal self-government. Several of these interveners
favoured the creation of Aboriginal seats, similar to the system for the
Maori in New Zealand .

The New Brunswick Aboriginal Peoples' Council suggested that the
New Zealand system helps to account for the success of the Maori in New
Zealand society. In their brief to the Commission, they stated :

1/ Traditionally, native turnout has been relatively low, simply because people

do not feel that that process is their process . There are a lot of reasons why
they haven't voted . Some of it is people not talking to them in their Abori-
ginal language ; people not talking about issues of concern to them .

The Aboriginal people of this country not only have the collective

right, but also a need, socially, economically and politically, to participate

in the Canadian political process, the very process that elects governments,

that governs this land, that makes laws that impact on all citizens, and

that has for far too long trod upon the rights of Aboriginal people .

Another intervener outlined how the Maori have frequently been able
to influence legislation and government policies through their members . I t
was noted that Nicaragua, Fiji, New
Zealand and the state of Maine make
provision for some form of represen-
tation for Aboriginal groups .

On the question of Aboriginal
representation there was no shortage
of comments :

ti

"I cannot vote for a candidate
of my choice, I have never
seen the name of the person
who represents my people or
myself on a ballot, and I am
effectively disfranchised ."

sents my people or myself on a ballot, and I am effectively disfranchised .
Although we now have the right to vote, the social attitudes and politi-

cal policies which stood in the way of our right to participate in the political

process for more than one hundred years still dominate the electoral pro-

cess in this country and still prevent our free participation in government .

I am here today to testify before

this Commission because I am

an Indian and, as an Indian, my

vote does not count. I cannot

vote for a candidate of my

choice, I have never seen the

name of the person who repre-
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Some pointed to specific remedies :

/ *Aw/ Representation structures must reflect and accommodate equally the demo-

graphic realities of the Aboriginal population through the use of a national

Aboriginal voluntary voters list, a model similar in principle to the New

Zealand model, but with some variations . Aboriginal people do wish to
survive in the next half-millennium and fundamental reform is urgently

required . We think that the public spirit, public reception for fundamen-

tal change, is there, and 1992 is an ideal time to do it .

Others presented several alterna tives :

t4ftks / In my view there are three ways of focusing to achieve enhanced political

representation of Aboriginal groups .

Firstly, you could look at means of redressing current under-

representation through such measures as adjustment of constituency bound-

aries, increasing party nominations to accommodate Aboriginal interests,

or looking at alternative electoral systems . You could look, secondly, at a

guaranteed representation in legislatures and [at] according to Aboriginal

representatives non-voting participation . That's a system that has been

debated and looked at in various jurisdictions at various points in time .

And thirdly - and in my view, this is the only one that has any real

prospect of achieving an objective of enhanced political representation -

is the creation of a separate and parallel electoral system which ties into

the mainstream system in a very clearly defined way.

Some interveners expressed reservations about the New Zealand model .
One was a Yellowknife resident who argued, "You're going to have a few
ghettoized members who aren't part of caucuses, who aren't part of the
power mechanism at all in the operation of the federal Parliament and are
going to be very much off on their own."

Another was a political scientist from British Columbia :

/1/ I'm uncomfortable with New Zealand's special constituencies for the

Aboriginal people, the Maori, as it mixes two principles of representation :
representation by community and representation by group .

The alternative of creating northern ridings with Aboriginal majorities
was supported by the Grand Council of the Crees and by other interveners
at the Commission's hearing at Kuujjuaq, south of Ungava Bay . They crit-
icized the fact that electoral boundaries in northern Quebec had been drawn

so as to link northern areas with southern cities, thereby making Aboriginal
people a minority in two constituencies .

i1/ It's been well said that we are far too few people occupying vast stretches
of geography . This has its inherent problems in providing for adequate
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representation in the House of Commons . It's complicated, irritated and

compounded by the fact that we are divided north/south into two federal
ridings . We have pleaded and ranted and raved at the previous three hear-

ings to have the boundary changed to an east/west orientation on the

55th parallel and, if need be, to have a special exemption from the regu-

lar electoral laws that apply in the country to make this possible .

The Metis Society of Saskatchewan recommended that the boundaries
of the northernmost riding in Saskatchewan be redrawn to give it an
Aboriginal majority, but the Society's preference was to provide Aboriginal
representation on the New Zealand model . The Native Council of Canada
supported amending the Electoral Boundaries Readjustment Act to ensure
that redistribution accommodates historic and existing Aboriginal com-
munities of interest .

Two other approaches to providing more effective Aboriginal repre-
sentation were put forward . The Siksika Nation Tribal Council recom-
mended creating electoral districts based on treaty areas throughout Canada
in which only Indian candidates and Indian voters would be allowed to
participate; the Council also expressed interest in representation on the
New Zealand model . The Baffin Regional Inuit Association recommended
the creation of a new riding of Nunavut in the eastern Arctic to provide
parliamentary representation for the area's Inuit .

The issues of how a special electoral roll for Aboriginal voters should
be drawn up and who should be eligible to be listed on it were dealt with
only briefly. The Siksika Nation Tribal Council suggested that only status
Indians should be eligible. The Native
Council recommended that Aborigi-
nal voters lists be drawn up on the
basis of self-identification rather tha n
on criteria from the Indian Act. It recom- "We need Members of Parlia-
mended the creation of an Aborigi- ment who do not have to be

nal electorate program to encourage taught who we are, what we
community-based voter registra tion
and electoral participation by want, and why we are impor-
Aboriginal people. tant to this COuntry"

The question of Indian self-
government was raised frequently by
interveners on Aboriginal issues, but
improving Aboriginal representation
was seen generally as complementary, not contradictory, to the goal of self-
government . At the final Ottawa hearing, the Commission was told that
Aboriginal leaders may not be ready to make Aboriginal representation in
Parliament a priority because their focus has been to achieve self-government.
On the other hand, a member of the Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak,
Inc., representing 23 Cree bands in northern Manitoba, said :
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/1/ Throughout our mutual history, our side of the benefits ledger has never

been properly recorded, much to our disadvantage and our detriment .

Today we are faced with the consequences of years and years of neglect

and oppression . We need Members of Parliament who do not have to be

taught who we are, what we want, and why we are important to this coun-

try . We need our people in Parliament in greater numbers than is possible

under the power or influence that our votes are reduced to, even in

ridings like Churchill [in northern Manitoba] .

The New Brunswick Aboriginal Peoples' Council asserted that a guar-
anteed right of representation in political institutions flows from the
Aboriginal right of self-government - although it is no substitute for the con-
stitutional recognition of Aboriginal self-governing institutions . A repre-
sentative of the Native Council of Nova Scotia said she did not believe that
Aboriginal peoples could achieve self-government without co-operation
from legislatures, and that required having Aboriginal representatives pres-

ent in those legislatures .
Throughout the hearings, interveners from Aboriginal organizations

emphasized the alienation of Aboriginal Canadians from the electoral sys-
tem and the inadequate representation of Aboriginal people in Parliament in
relation to their numbers . The Liberal Aboriginal Peoples Commission argued
that electoral boundaries commissions had created ridings to recognize the
interests of ethno-cultural communities in major cities, but not to deal with
the group rights of Aboriginal people . Another intervener judged that the
participation of Indian persons in the electoral process since 1960 had not
resulted in political power or in any substantial influence on Indian policies .

Chief Ovide Mercredi spoke of a growing feeling among Aboriginal
leaders that they were wasting their energy and resources trying to find
acceptance in a political system that does not want Indian people . For Indian
persons, the one person-one vote rule of elections translates into non-
Aboriginal majority rule :

/lftft / The boundaries have to be re-examined ; they have to be changed so that

our vote does make a difference, so that our people will have a sense of

confidence that by going to the polls they are not wasting their time, but

they will in fact be sending their representative to Parliament .

A member of the Siksika Nation Tribal Council told the Commission that
the federal government had routinely violated both the letter and the spirit
of its treaty with the Blackfoot Confederacy. Indian people, he said, had
been denied the rights expressed in their treaty because life on reserves
had come to be controlled by the Indian Act, and because Indian people
had been denied the right to effective representation in Parliament .

A representative of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, expressed con-
cern that the Commission had invited Aboriginal representatives to testify
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so as to legitimize a process that would once again deny Aboriginal people
their proper place in the country.

In Kamloops, a member of the Shuswap Nation Tribal Council argued
the need for an "honourable accommodation" with his people that would
encompass every element of the relationship, including land, resources,
services, political powers, and representation, and that would be enshrined
by treaty with the federal government .

REPRESENTATION OF ETHNO-CULTURAL COMMUNITIE S
It has long been common for political parties to make special efforts to
attract the support of Canadians who are immigrants or members of ethnic
or cultural minorities. In recent years, candidates and leadership campaign
organizers from various parties have been criticized for recruiting so-called
'instant' members, often from a single ethnic group, to vote in nomination
meetings or in the selection of leadership delegates . The Commission was told
that this technique has been used not just to nominate candidates from tra-
ditional backgrounds, but as a means to enable minority candidates to win
nominations, sometimes over the opposition of the local party establishment .

One participant put the question of ethno-cultural participation in a
wider context . Democracy is an ideal toward which we must strive con-
tinuously, she argued . Demographic change and the new make-up of our
society must be taken into account. If substantial portions of the popula-
tion continue to be excluded from the political system, can there still be a
democratic and representative electoral system ?

/Iftaw/ No integration of ethno-cultural groups or of women in the political sys-

tem is possible, no representation is possible, unless all groups in society,

men and women, white men and black men, Asians [and other groups] too

have the opportunity to have a voice in Parliament and to be represented
in Parliament .

She noted that research on the question of political participation by
minorities has been limited, and that researchers seem to have assumed
incorrectly that the social and economic integration of minorities would lead
to political integration . She recommended that affirmative action measures
and financial incentives be considered to increase the participation of minori-
ties in political parties, but she had not reached a conclusion about whether
this should be pursued voluntarily by the parties or whether it is a matter
for regulation through the Canada Elections Act .

Several interveners representing ethno-cultural communities urged
that the parties make room for people from their communities to parti-
cipate in a genuine way rather than just using them as instant mem-
bers. These interveners suggested that the period of membership before
members could vote at a nomination meeting be extended to as long as
one year.

■
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The Canadian Ethnocultural Council also recommended that the par-
ties adopt affirmative action policies to increase the number of candidates
from ethno-cultural communities in winnable ridings, as well as to increase
the participation of minorities within party organizations .

/ lftftw/ The first step is to educate and push and lobby political parties to not just

bus in truckloads of members of visible minorities and ethnic communities,

but to actually involve them at higher levels of the political process and as

candidates in winnable ridings . We have three visible minority Members

of Parliament, which in a Parliament of nearly 300 is simply shocking.

The World Sikh Organization also called for reforms in party nomina-
tion processes, arguing that democracy is not served by using minorities

as "pawns to be exploited and then
forgotten in the game of leadership ."
Its representatives urged that voting
in nomination meetings be restricted

"We have three visible to persons who are citizens and at

minority Members of Parlla- least 18 years of age
. To promote con-

sistency and fairness among parties,
ment, which in a Parliament they recommended that the minimum
of nearly 300 is simply age for party members be established

shocking." through the elections act.
One person defended allowing

non-citizens to become members of
constituency associations and to vote
in party nominations, on the ground s

that this is a good way for them to learn about the electoral process while
they are waiting to become citizens .

Another person said that some backlash would be normal once minor-
ity groups started to work together to compete for power within the parties .
Interveners from some minority groups objected to 'power brokers' from
ethnic communities mobilizing support for a candidate or for leadership
delegates, then failing to encourage continued activity in the party after
the event :

^ftw/ When that preliminary selection process is over, there is very little role

allowed for all these individuals. As an expression of that frustration, you

see various ethnic groups hijacking ridings, threatening to take them away

from sitting members - it is really an expression of frustration that we are

not being allowed to play a more meaningful role within the process .

ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES READJUSTMEN T
Canada's electoral map is revised after every decennial census by a bound-
aries commission established in each province and the Northwest Territories
under the Electoral Boundaries Readjustment Act .
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The number of seats in Parliament for each province and territory is
determined by the Constitution Act, 1985 . The average population per seat
in each province is calculated using the most recent census . No riding may
vary more than 25 per cent from the average for its province as a result of

redistribution, except where a boundaries commission finds that there are
extraordinary circumstances . Members of Parliament can appear before a
boundaries commission along with the public at large .

On the issue of redistribution there was a sharp divergence of opinion
between interveners advocating representation by population and those
more concerned with ensuring that communities of interest and identity are
represented and with the problem of representing large rural and sparsely
settled ridings when strict representation by population is adhered to .

A Member of Parliament who represents a northern riding argued, "It
is critical that geographic size continue to be a key element in this calcula-
tion . Without such guarantees, I
predict that over a period of time,
pressure will mount to reduce the
number of seats allocated to areas like
northern Ontario ." I /

Another intervener said "I
We want to ask that Lite

believe that with the changing popu- fundamental principle of
lation and growing size of our cities, democracy, which is one per-
it is getting very difficult for rural rep- son-one vote, be revisited ."
resentation to be able to deliver th e
message of the regions from the coun-
try." From the opposite perspective, a
participant in the Calgary hearing s
said simply, "We want to ask that the fundamental principle of democracy,
which is one person-one vote, be revisited ." Another argued, "Regardless
of how you set riding boundaries, they have always distorted election
results . They will never be able to really represent the communities, which
are all of different sizes . If votes are to have equal value, you cannot have
ridings of different sizes . "

Their arguments were reinforced by the mayor of Vancouver, who said :

i1/ We have to recognize that representatives of urban cores face a whole raft

of individual problems . And, in fact, if you have a larger number of elec-
tors in the urban core, because somehow it seems easier to walk 10 blocks

than to fly a thousand miles, I think we're missing the fundamental link

between the constituent and the Member of Parliament . A Member of
Parliament is expected to service those people . When we went through
the electoral reform commission earlier, we found our constituencies were

20 to 25 per cent larger than other constituencies in the province of British

Columbia . And I don't believe that that's good enough .
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A number of interveners who attached greater importance to the prin-
ciple of representation by population asked that more resources be provided
to help Members of Parliament serve their constituents in sparsely settled

and northern ridings .
Some questioned the rules guaranteeing that provinces will not lose

House of Commons seats if their relative share of the population declines
and suggested that reductions should be possible, though by no more than

one seat per province every 10 years .
A few interveners favoured allowing the population of redistributed

ridings to vary by no more than 10 per cent from the provincial quotient .
Others spoke against the 'extraordinary circumstances' clause, which per-
mits the creation of ridings larger or smaller than the current 25 per cent
limit would allow. A former boundaries commissioner said, "I would sug-
gest to you that the extraordinary circumstances clause that was added in
1986 to the Electoral Boundaries Readjustment Act is really superfluous . I do
not see any need for it ." In Moncton, it was suggested that Parliament
should define these areas in legislation rather than leaving the decision up
to boundaries commissions . Speaking in favour of the present variation of
plus or minus 25 per cent, one intervener commented :

/4fto / Let's analyse the level of representation and look at cases where there are

27 000 electors for one MP and 45 000 for another . If you look at the geo-

graphic size of these ridings and the way the population is scattered, a

population of 27 000 electors in ridings like the Gaspe, Abitibi, and Northern

Quebec seems appropriate, especially when you consider how difficult it

is for their representatives to reach them . Compare that to someone living
in Montreal, where a constituency has 40 000 to 43 000 electors, and the M P

can tour the entire riding on foot . You can't do that in the Gaspe or on the

North Shore. So achieving fair representation really justifies the allowable

variation of plus or minus 25 per cent .

Figures were cited to show that after the 1987 redistribution, two-
thirds of all federal ridings were within 10 per cent of the electoral quo-
tient for their province and that only two dozen of the 295 ridings were
more than 20 per cent above or below the provincial quotient . In
Saskatchewan, the boundaries commission created ridings with only a

5 per cent variance .
In British Columbia, a Member of Parliament pointed out that under the

present system a vote in Kootenay East is worth about 40 per cent more than
a vote in Vancouver Centre . Another intervener pointed to a 44 per cent dif-
ference after redistribution between the population of the Restigouche and
Moncton ridings in New Brunswick, based on the 1981 census population of
the two ridings .

Two interveners asked that northern Ontario retain its 11 seats in
Parliament, despite the faster growth of urban areas in southern Ontario,
pointing out that their area constitutes 88 per cent of the land area of the

i
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province . The Commission was also asked for legislated guarantees that
the three seats in the two territories would be preserved, despite their rela-
tively small population . .

Several interveners in Iqaluit made the case for creating a third riding
in the Northwest Territories to be known as Nunavut, which would take
in the Inuit population of the eastern Arctic and would follow the tradi-
tional lines of communication in the North. The Iqaluit Chamber of
Commerce said the current division into two ridings seems to be a logical

arrangement .
In Kuujjuaq in northern Quebec, interveners also made a case for

improving Inuit representation by creating a new Quebec riding out of the
northern portions of the Abitibi and Manicouagan ridings .

11/ The land, people and resources of the North are intricately related and

cannot be ignored as part of the political equation of Canada . If this requires

changes to legislation to allow for a unique situation for direct represen-

tation in the House of Commons - so be it .

In the Churchill riding in Manitoba, an intervener asserted that the
requirement that boundaries commissions consider maintaining a "man-
ageable geographic size" for sparsely populated ridings had been ignored
in 1987. Churchill covers more than 500 000 square kilometres, and over the
objections of many people in the riding, 15 isolated communities on the east
side of Lake Winnipeg had been added to the riding during redistribution .

The redistribution process was criticized for taking too long and for
being based on outdated census figures . Some interveners suggested that
the size of ridings be based on the number of registered voters at the pre-
vious election rather than on total population . Another suggested more
frequent census-taking or using population estimates based on aerial pho-
tography or real estate data .

A former member of a boundaries commission spoke about the lack of
resources given to the commissions to do their job . Another group urged
that redistribution take place within one year of census results being pub-
lished . Both urged that the role of Members of Parliament in the process
be reduced .

In Victoria, it was suggested that the practice of using geographical names
for Canadian constituencies be reconsidered and that the Australian and
Quebec practice of naming electoral districts after eminent artists, writers,
politicians or historical figures be used instead . If community names were not
used, it was argued, changes in constituency boundaries would not neces-
sitate name changes .

OTHER PROPOSED REFORM S
Witnesses raised several other issues related to representation, including the
desirability of an electoral system based on proportional representation
and of mechanisms of direct democracy such as recall of Members of

E
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Parliament, referendums and voter initiatives, and protest votes . Canada's

system of electing one member per constituency is based on the British
model and dates back to the beginning of parliamentary institutions in
Canada. Many industrial democracies, however, elect their legislatures
through some form of proportional representation .

A number of states in the United States provide for some form of recall
of representatives . A petition by a certain number of voters can be used to

force a sitting legislator to resign and
seek re-election.

Several Canadian provinces have
legislative provisions to allow the

"It makes no sense that we holding of referendums . There is no

have one member out of 10
specific provision in the Canad a
Elections Act . The 'initiative' is used

when our share of the vote to give voters an opportunity to raise

was better than 30 per cent ." issues for consideration and deter-
mine policy issues directly through
a vote rather than through elected
representatives .

There is no provision in the cur-
rent law for a voter to cast a protest vote. An individual can refrain from vot-
ing or can spoil the ballot, but these actions are not recorded as protest votes .

Several interveners supported some form of proportional representa-
tion, arguing that legislative representation would reflect the make-up of
the electorate more accurately as a result :

i11 The need for proportional representation is not a quest for power by

fringe parties . It is a recognition that a diversity of ideas presented at the

highest levels of government is more likely to enhance the capabilities of

Canada to meet the challenges the world is presenting to us . The present

electoral system only reinforces an inadvisable protection of the

status quo.

Some pointed to specific situations that could be corrected by propor-
tional representation :

i1/ It shouldn't be the case, as it was here in New Brunswick, that only one

Liberal Member of Parliament was elected at the 1984 general election

when a third or more of the province's population voted for the party . It

makes no sense that we have one member out of 10 when our share of the

vote was better than 30 per cent . A proportional representation system

would ensure that there would not be only two strong parties and only

one smaller party with a .chance of representation. Parties would be more

representative and people would be able to vote for a winner to a greater

extent .
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On the other side of this issue, a Halifax intervener cautioned :

i101 It appears to me that the Canadian voter expects and demands as funda-

mental the accountability that each Member of Parliament owes to his or

her constituency. That direct access to the legislative process for any voter

in that riding is crucial . I think that the advent of a proportional system

perverts that relationship . And I think anyone who advocates that sys-

tem must tread very carefully.

A Montreal participant emphasized the importance of the individual
relationship between Members of Parliament and their constituents, pointing
out that "electing an MP in a riding is like having a good parish priest ; you
can confide in him and he keeps his trap shut and doesn't tell everybody
everything . "

A number of interveners recommended that Canada adopt the German
system, where half the members are elected from constituencies and half by
proportional representation : the latter seats are allocated to balance the results
of constituency elections according to the proportion of the total vote cast
for each party. Several interveners recommended the use of a single trans-
ferable vote system, which counts voters' second and even third preferences
if no candidate has a majority after first-choice votes are counted .

In Regina, a group of political scientists recommended that

.^%W The House of Commons consist of 310 members to be allocated in the

following manner : 10 MPS representing Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples ;

a further 300 members, 150 of whom are elected as representatives from

local constituencies, and 150 from lists presented by the parties .

Each voter then would have two ballots, one to choose the constituency

representative and the other to choose the party .

The Council of Canadians was one of several interveners recommending
the use of run-off elections on the French model, where a second election
is held a week after election day in constituencies where no candidate won
a majority of the vote. One group suggested that, although it was better to
expand facilities for Members of Parliament than to expand the House of
Commons, 30 seats should be added to increase the representation of par-
ties winning more than 10 per cent of the vote but whose proportion of
seats in the House is less than their share of the popular vote . Each party's
unelected candidates with the highest share of the vote in their riding would
take these seats .

The Reform Party recommended the introduction of a number of instru-
ments of direct democracy, including the use of referendums and plebiscites,
and the initiative and the right of constituents to recall their Member of
Parliament . They argued these were needed to counter the trend to execu-
tive federalism and unrepresentative decisions by Parliament .

s
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Others also argued for recall provisions and greater use of referendums
to make Members of Parliament more accountable, to encourage partici-

pation, and to make the electoral sys-
tem more democratic .

One argued, "We need a recall
system for poli ticians who lie . As one

"A more modest step in that of our Board members said, 'If you

direction would be to allow buy a frying pan, and it doesn't work,

Parliament, through a process you can get your money back, and i t
should be the same with politicians .

"defined in advance, to put A Member of Parliament who

important questions on the had presented a draft bill to permit
regular election ballot ." national referendums on important

issues noted that the power to hold
referendums now exists in seven prov-
inces . A Toronto political scientist rec-
ommended that Canada allow for

referendums on issues such as the free trade agreement to accompany a
general election, although he thought that the results should be advisory,
not binding on government :

A more modest step in that direction would be to allow Parliament, through

a process defined in advance, to put important questions on the regular
election ballot. This would achieve many of the gains to be made from a ref-

erendum device, without incurring the additional expense of more fre-
quent elections .

Some interveners aired more general concerns about the electoral
system. These included the low value people attach to parties and can-
didates and their lack of understanding of what politicians do . Concern
was also expressed about the degree to which political parties seem to pre-
fer the glamour of politics over the substance . In Winnipeg an intervener
suggested :

The adversarial scenario in Parliament is contradictory to the democratic

process; it should be dropped . Political party alignments are all right to help

you get elected, but after an election that alignment should switch to infor-

mal, so co-operation becomes the order of the day, to run the country

based on the consensus of all the ridings in Canada .

Other interveners recommended that voting be mandatory, called
for an elected Senate, and suggested that the prime minister be elected
separately and not be a member of the House of Commons . Others
recommended that party leaders sit in Parliament but not be required to
represent a constituency because of their other responsibilities .
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A former Member of Parliament from British Columbia warned that if
the Senate were elected, it would no longer be a chamber of sober second
thought but would gain greater power than the House of Commons, as is
the case in the United States . He suggested the Senate would be improved
if each province were allowed to name half its senators .

The most substantial submission advocating a protest vote came from
a Montreal political scientist who contended that dissatisfied voters have
very few options; it takes too long to create a new political party or gain con-
trol of an existing one, and most people do not have the time or resources
to run as independent candidates . To spoil a ballot is a negative act not
easy to interpret, and no message is left by a voter who simply stays away
from the polls .

/Aftw/ It is a serious weakness in our electoral system that it does not adequately
allow for dissent from the established political parties . This weakness lim-

its democratic expression and disseminates an inaccurate perception of
public attitudes. Fortunately, there is at least one obvious solution : provide
a place on the ballot for those who wish to reject all candidates .

The witness went on to say that should protest votes be in the majority,
a second election would have to be held .

Support for a protest vote or for leaving a space on the ballot for 'None of
the above' came from several other interveners . One participant argued, "Pro-
viding a 'none of the above' option on the ballots used to select members of
the House of Commons provides an opportunity for dissenting voters to
be recorded and not to be mistaken or dismissed as illiterate or apathetic ."
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ON POLITICAL PARTIES

tA%%V
CANADIANS WHO SPOKE to us about the role and regulation of political

parties can be loosely categorized into two groups, not so much because they
represented opposing points of view but because they offered different
perspectives on political parties .

One group consisted of people who work in and with political parties,
many of whom are volunteers . They argued for stronger political parties,
more resources and simpler rules . A prominent Canadian put her case this
way: "What I believe should be a focal point of your report is the need to
encourage and strengthen major political parties, and not merely to throw
open the political forum to .any and all groups concerned solely or mainly
with one issue and one point of view. "

A Member of Parliament offered the following perspective :

/'%w~ Ideally, both the electoral system and political parties should become per-
fect conductors, transmitting the public will to the state with a minimum

of resistance .

The clash of ideas and personalities, the freedom to help determine

the future of one's country, the precious liberty to vote for or against a

platform or person, all of these are unthinkable without the assistance of
political parties .

Given the crucial mediating role between rulers and ruled, political
parties must conform to the highest democratic ideals . If the people's tools
are blunted, then the house of democracy will be ill-fashioned .

The second group consisted of people interested in the political process
but not necessarily involved directly in partisan politics . They were con-
cerned with regulating the struggle between the parties and with ensuring
access for all Canadians to the political process and consequently to political
parties .

Party financing was a pivotal issue . Proposals ranged from withdrawing
all public funding to providing total funding . The issue of who should be
able to contribute to political parties and whether there should be limits
on contributions sparked vigorous discussion .

Several interveners recommended regulating leadership campaigns .
They argued that because someone can be chosen to head a federal party
and in this way become prime minister without a national election, some
form of regulation is needed. Others contended this is an internal matter
for each party.
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There was also considerable discussion of the requirements for official
recognition of political parties . The benefits and responsibilities that fol-
low recognition, including free-time election telecasts and public funding,
were also raised by many interveners .

Finally, several interveners discussed party issues at the local or con-
stituency level, raising questions about the level of public financing that
should be provided and the disposition of surplus campaign funds .

PARTY FUNDIN G
Registered political parties are reimbursed for 22 .5 per cent of their expenses

during an election campaign, provided they spend at least 10 per cent of the
campaign limit (about $8 000 000 in 1988 for a national party contesting every
seat) . The limit depends on the number of seats contested, but there is no
requirement for a party to receive a minimum percentage of the vote .

Contributors to political parties are eligible for tax credits, both during
campaigns and between elections, but there is no policy of direct annual
funding for national political parties .

Candidates, on the other hand, are reimbursed for 50 per cent of their
election expenses, provided they receive at least 15 per cent of the vote .
Contributions to candidates at election time are eligible for tax credits .

No public funding is provided for nomination campaign expenses,
which are not limited by law, except when political parties allow donations
which qualify for tax credits to be used for nomination campaign expenses .

The question of public funding was raised frequently at Commission

hearings across Canada . Two of the key issues were annual funding for
political parties and expanding or enriching reimbursements for election

expenses .
A former provincial party leader contributed a personal insight to the

discussion :

/1/ I once looked upon the financing situation from the standpoint of an

incumbent minister and a fairly strong government with a lot of financial

resources available. As time unfolded, I ended up being leader of an oppo-

sition party with a huge debt and an inability to raise money . Funny how

that changes one's perspective on these issues .

Another politician was equally candid in recounting his party's changed
fortunes :

^Wa / Unfortunately, we in the Liberal Party have had the experience, which

has lasted much longer than we would have hoped, of being an opposi-

tion party for five or six years already . The Commission should examine

the fate of opposition parties in our system. Parties like the NDP have much ,

more experience than we do, they have perhaps succeeded in resolving this

problem. For financial and other reasons, we have found it very difficult

to be in opposition .
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In contrast, one provincial party leader expressed opposition to any fund-
ing scheme: "I would not prohibit people saying what I find to be hateful, but
I do not want to finance it . And you are making me finance it . That is the
difference." This sentiment was echoed by the leader of a national party, who
said, "We do believe that, increasingly,
they should get their funds from the
people they purport to represent rather
than from the taxpayers . "

Several interveners spoke in sup- „
port of annual direct public funding We do believe that , increas-

for political par ties . They argued that ingly, they should get their
it is necessary if parties are to fulfil funds from the people they
their role in the political process purport to represent rather
between elections . The need for

than from the taxpayers ."annual funding would be eve n
greater, it was argued, if limits were
imposed on contributions, resulting
in reduced party income .

Interveners pointed to the exam-
ples of Quebec and New Brunswick, both of which provide annual funding
to parties according to the number of votes received in the last election .
Some expressed the opinion that New Brunswick's $2 per vote was too high .

One intervener suggested :

The notion of a checkoff system [on the personal income tax form] should be

looked at very carefully, because I think all parties need more financial sup-

port if they are going to be active on a year-to-year basis, and that may be one

way in which individuals can express support for the party of their choice .

Both the Canadian Labour Congress and the federal New Democratic
Party commented on the disparity in the subsidy for local and national
campaigns. They said that it results in constituency associations being rela-
tively well off while national parties are left impoverished . The Congress
recommended that spending ceilings be raised at both levels and that
expenses be reimbursed at a rate of 50 per cent up to the present ceiling, then
at 25 per cent for expenses up to the new ceiling . In Yellowknife, a partici-
pant suggested that local and national campaign expenses be reimbursed
at the same rate, 33 .3 per cent .

Two participants recommended full public funding . They cited figures
to show that the reimbursement of election expenses plus the tax credits on
political donations amounted to 66 per cent of the parties' spending in the
1988 federal election . One argued :

As taxpayers, women help pay for a system that underrepresents them .
As citizens, they deplore a system that forces candidates to raise money
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up front, and in the process become indebted to special interests. We now

get the worst of both worlds . We, as members of the public, pay for a back-

door form of government funding of the electoral process, and much of

that public funding goes out in the form of tax credits to wealthy party

insiders to help them buy private influence with our politicians .

Another participant recommended :

/'*awl The 50 per cent reimbursement of national expenditures should be allo-

cated according to the percentage of votes that a political party gets in

a province . Then it would be based on provincial results instead of being

calculated globally, from the national point of view. Everyone knows per-

fectly well that in certain provinces there are parties that can hardly elect
a soul or that get very few votes .

On the question of reimbursement of campaign expenditures at the
national level, it was suggested :

i1/ The emergence and nurturing of new political parties takes time .
New parties may not, in fact, be able to raise 10 per cent of their allow-

able spending limit. By denying them rebates for allowable expenses below

this level, Canada is making it unnecessarily hard for them to establish

themselves .

Several suggestions were made to improve the formula for reimbursing
election expenses . These included reducing the threshold to 10 per cent of
the vote and introducing a sliding scale for candidates who receive less than
the required threshold . Others suggested moving to full public funding of
candidates' campaign expenses .

One constituency association recommended annual funding for local
riding associations and suggested raising the reimbursement rate for local
campaigns to 60 per cent, but only for expenses not financed by corporate
donations . The association suggested that this restriction would lead to
lower, rather than higher, overall subsidy costs .

Several other interveners asked that specific expenses be met using
public funds . The Prince Edward Island Federation of Labour suggested
that people who take time off from their job to stand as candidates be
reimbursed for living expenses. Another intervener suggested that party
scrutineers who work on election day be paid out of public funds, as is
the practice in Quebec . A Green Party supporter recommended pub-
lishing a federal newspaper in each constituency with information on
each candidate, and a group of Saskatchewan riding associations recom-
mended that local constituency associations be entitled to several free mail-
ings each year to balance the mailing privileges of incumbent Members
of Parliament .
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THE TAX CREDIT
The federal tax credit on political donations was introduced in 1974 as part
of election expenses legislation . The system gives individual and corpo-
rate donors a tax credit of 75 per cent on the first $100 donated, 50 per cent
on the next $450, and 33 .3 per cent on the next $600, for a maximum of $500
in tax credits annually for donations of $1150 or more to federal political
parties and candidates . Corporate political donations are eligible for this tax
credit but are not a deductible business expense . The tax credit is available
only if federal tax is payable . Federal
law does not prohibit donations made
to a federal party that qualify for a
federal tax credit from being used for
provincial party purposes . However,
some provinces have rules respect-
ing the transfer of federal party funds
to a provincial party.

The tax credit for political dona-
tions provoked much discussion . One
participant stated, "Canada's pro-
gressive policy of making it easy for
ordinary Canadians to participate
fully in the political process through
a system of tax deductions for finan-
cial contributions to political parties

"Canada's progressive policy
of making it easy for ordinary
Canadians to participate fu lly
in the political process through
a system of tax deductions . . .
should be expanded."

and candidates should be expanded ." Critics either opposed any public
funding of political parties and candidates or asked that donations to poli-
tical parties be treated for tax purposes in the same way as donations to
charity.

On several occasions, Commissioners asked why political donations
up to $1150 should be treated more generously than donations to charity.
Interveners defended the disparity on the grounds that the tax credit is
intended to encourage participation in political parties - a fundamental
requirement for a strong democratic system. Others pointed out that sub-
stantial contributors receive more favourable tax treatment for charitable
donations. However, one charitable organization opposed giving any tax
concessions to political parties, arguing that all non-profit organizations
benefiting from tax concessions should be barred from demonstrating any
support for a political party.

A representative of the National Citizens' Coalition argued against the
political tax credit system :

i1/ I find it outrageous that political parties would put themselves in a pref-

erential position, as far as tax treatment goes, over the Salvation Army .
Why should they get such exceptional treatment? Why should it make

more sense to me to give a dollar to political parties than it makes to give

0
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a dollar to the Salvation Army? I would just suggest you treat the two

the same .

Another participant stated, "I would expect political contributions to

go way down if we were treated exactly the same as charities are right

now. "
Several interveners advocated enriching the tax credit system ; several

said the credits should be indexed . One group calculated that a $100 dona-

tion in 1974 would be the equivalent of $309 in 1991 because of inflation,
and recommended a new tax credit schedule at about three times the pres-

ent level . Others recommended that tax credits be given for donations up

to $2500 . A few interveners also recommended that the credit be refund-
able so that the system would not discriminate against people whose income

is too low to pay federal tax :

i1I Tax credits presently in place are very good, except when I helped my

wife fill out the income tax I realized that, although she gave to a party,

she could not claim because she has no income . So I think that could be

something that you could look at . It could be like the child tax credit,

where if she gave $100 to a party she could get $75 back .

Several interveners suggested that priority be given to increasing the
amount eligible for the 75 per cent tax credit . Others recommended that

new parties be allowed to issue receipts for donations for tax credit purposes
without having to wait until an election is called .

A Newfoundland and Labrador political association recommended
establishing a mechanism to allow federal campaign funds to be contributed
directly to provincial riding associations, since there is no provincial tax
credit in Newfoundland . In Winnipeg, a former Member of Parliament dis-

agreed, saying the provinces had adequate resources to establish their own
tax credits ; the use of federal tax credits should be confined to federal elec-
toral politics .

DISCLOSURE
A number of interveners made comments on the disclosure provisions of

the Canada Elections Act . When individuals or organizations contribute

more than $100 to a registered political party in a given year or to a candi-
date during an election, their names must be reported . These reports are

available for public scrutiny. An intervener in Toronto highlighted the impor-

tance of disclosure in our system of election financing :

11/ We believe that the publication of donors' names allows public scrutiny

of the process, and thereby controls abuses of the process, particularly as
the vigilance of our Canadian media and political parties in this respect

is second to none .
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The $100 disclosure threshold for political contributions was set in 1974 .
Since then, inflation has tripled nominal money values . Several interveners
suggested a new threshold of $250, while one suggested doing away with
disclosure and instead limiting con-
tributions to a maximum of $1000 .

One riding association suggested
raising the threshold for disclosing
donor names to $250, the sam e
amount it suggested be eligible for a "The intention is laudable,
75 per cent tax credit. Another sug- but for all practical purposes,
gestion was that donations to leader- the Canada Elections Act does
ship campaigns be eligible for credits not allow the identity of party
at half the usual rate, but that disclo-
sure not be required for donations backers to be revealed ."
below $500, so that party members
would not have to identify the can-
didate they supported .

The Federation professionnell e
des journalistes du Quebec criticized the disclosure law because it does not
require the address of contributors . One member explained :

/04W The intention is laudable, but for all practical purposes, the Canada Elections

Act does not allow the identity of party backers to be revealed . In fact, the

Act does not require backers' addresses to be disclosed . The name of a

person or a company can just as easily be from Yellowknife as Sept-Iles ;

it's meagre information and difficult to use .

Another expressed concern that people must reveal the political party
they support when filing their income tax return because tax receipts identify
the party to which a taxpayer has contributed, and he offered this solu tion :

i1/ It would be easy enough to design a system of identical government-issued
tax receipts; the people who would need to know would be able to tell

from a serial number what party issued it, Liberal or Conservative party

or any other . This would avoid revealing contributors' political allegiance .

I think this should be done in a democracy .

THE SOURCE AND SIZE OF CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION S
The Canada Elections Act limits the amount a national party or local candi-
date may spend during an election campaign and requires disclosure of
all contributions to a party or candidate that exceed $100, but the Act does
not distinguish between corporate, trade union or individual donations,
nor does it set a ceiling on the size of contributions .

Several provinces restrict the size of contributions . Under Quebec's
system of election financing, provincial parties and candidates are allowed
to receive contributions only from electors, and each elector can give a
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maximum of $3000 in political contributions each year. Quebec also provides
annual public funding to the parties .

Many interveners commented on limiting contribution size, barring
corporate and union contributions to political parties, and the Quebec model
of political financing . One Member of Parliament expressed support for a
funding policy similar to Quebec's :

/4wom / [Voters] do not believe that an engineering firm that gives $100 000 to a

political party or that makes a bunch of people available to a political party

in an election campaign does not expect to get engineering contracts after-

ward. And it's the same for paper companies and for lawyers . No,

Canadians won't believe that.

Companies that want to participate in the political process have many

other ways of doing so . If they want to do it by lobbying, let them follow

the law on lobbyists that Parliament has just passed .

Other interveners based arguments for banning corporate and union
contributions on general concerns about undue influence . Some were con-
cerned about drifting toward the American political model ; others expressed
a general desire to clean up Canadian politics . One expressed concern about

the overall process: "Politics in Canada
is becoming a rich man's game. When
candidates for nomination or leader-
ship are dependent on the financia l

" . .
. not permitting organlza- assistance of corporations and corpo-

rate interest, they become beholden
tions to make political contrl- to the public policy prospectus of

butions would be healthy for these corporations . "

the system because parties One participant expressed con-

would then have to . . . [draw] cern for personal freedom of choice :
"What we're trying to get at is th e

on individual support ." right of individuals who belong - and
often have no choice in the matter -
to organizations, such as trade unions,
where membership is compulsory, not
to make political contributions ."

Another intervener suggested, "I believe that not permitting organi-
zations to make political contributions would be healthy for the system
because parties would then have to become much more active in drawing

on individual support . "
A Member of Parliament argued that the perception of the donation is

itself a problem :

o0fto / Even in good faith, a contribution by a land developer to a municipal

politician, by a beer company to a provincial candidate, and by a bank to
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a federal candidate, is not healthy no matter how one wants to proclaim

that every citizen is entitled to make a contribution .

Several interveners said it would be easier to justify restricting corpo-
rate and union support for advocacy groups at election time if their con-
tributions to political parties were also restricted. Some interveners believed
that the Quebec model of political financing would make politics more
accessible to women. An intervener from Quebec suggested that limits on
donation size could not be enforced if corporate donations were permitted .

A number of presenters spoke out against restrictions such as those
imposed by the Quebec model :

/1ol Right now we see the spectre of Members of Parliament going out and
raising money for their parties; that's not their job, they're supposed to
be legislating .

If we lessen or narrow the base of our contributions, then we will have

elected politicians who will be spending more of their time fund raising
for their party to help others who are not so well off or to help the party •
that may be in debt . That's not the job of a politician .

Another intervener said, "One thing is clear: the solution to this dilemma
is not a return to fund raising exclusively from individuals . This option is
impractical . It is clearly true that on e
cannot run a national campaign on
the proceeds from selling fudge."
These comments were echoed b y
another participant who suggested, " It is clearly true that one c an-
"While a perfect world would make not run a national campaign
only individual donations acceptable,
we do not believe that this is a prac- on the proceeds from selling
tical or realistic goal at this time ." fudge."'

Several interveners favoured bar-
ring corporate donations at the local
level, but not nationally. There was
considerable support, however, fo r
setting limits on political contributions rather than banning certain contri-
butions altogether. One participant suggested that "large political dona-
tions by special-interest groups, labour unions, or corporations should not
only be reported but also limited in dollars . "

Another suggested that the current level of corporate donations does
not threaten the system, but advocated setting a $10 000 limit on contri-
butions to counter the perception that there may be problems. Another
suggested that a limit - but not a ban - on corporate donations would
probably be acceptable under the Charter .

Several participants suggested a ceiling of $5000 . One intervener sug-
gested that no corporate donations to local campaigns be allowed and that
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the national limit be $50 000 . Another suggested that small business be able
to make contributions locally and suggested a ceiling on donations of $1000

locally and $20 000 nationally .
Several interveners were concerned about foreign influence on Canadian

politics and recommended that no foreign contributions to a party or candi-
date be allowed . Others suggested that a vote by union members or share-
holders be required to authorize a political donation by a union or company.

One intervener stated, "If the source of funding is wholly outside
Canada, of course it should be banned . However, a subsidiary corporation

that resides in Canada should have the
same right as a Canadian corporation .

After all, we allow them to set up and
carry on their business under Cana-

" . . . if I can find some com- than law." Another argued that "it is

pany in Cleveland, Ohio, that really expensive to run the par ties in

doesn't mind having its name
this complicated, regionally divers e

country. And if I can find some com-
in lights for giving $10 000 to pany in Cleveland, Ohio, that doesn't

our party, why not?" mind having its name in lights. for giv-
ing $10 000 to our party, why not?"

Many believed, however, that the
current system is satisfactory. The
Canadian Labour Congress stated,

"We recommend the Commission repeat the Barbeau Committee recom-
mendation that no restriction as to size or source of political contribution
be initiated, and all individuals, corporations, trade unions and organiza-

tions be encouraged to support the political party of their choice . "
Others felt that the alternatives suggested weren't practical :

1/ It's easy to be naive about the political process, and one thing that it is

easy to be naive about is that if unions and corporations are restricted

from providing money, those with money and interest in getting money

to political parties will find other means to do so .

Representatives of the business community questioned the apparent
contradiction between being good corporate citizens and not being allowed
to participate in electoral politics through financial support for parties .
Some interveners suggested that because corporations pay tax, they should

be allowed to play a role in the political system . One said, "I think that any
limitation on [corporations'] spending would negatively affect the involve-

ment of people in the political process and if there is concern, it should be
addressed by further disclosure . "

The Montreal Chamber of Commerce warned that limitations could

lead to underground donations . Another participant told the Commission:
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,10ftw/ It doesn't take a genius to figure out how to put money into a cam-

paign without exceeding an arbitrary limit imposed by statute . Caps

would clearly drive contributors underground, and the devious aspects

of political fund raising would come into play . Much simpler, much

easier and much more open, is a system of full disclosure of campaign

contributions .

An intervener argued that Quebec no longer has genuine financement
populaire because social fund-raising events are used to bring together Cabinet
ministers and business people : "The weight of the evidence is that it is not
popular fund raising in the Quebec sense . The feature of these activities is
that they are graced by the presence of Cabinet ministers . As a result, busi-
nessmen pay inflated prices for access to the ministers . "

Others suggested that limiting the size of contributions could have adverse
effects on the operation of modern political parties . One intervener com-
mented, "The strength of the current system, when it comes to contributions,
is the requirement for public disclosure . I caution against introducing new
limits that may prove to be impractical in the real world of election cam-
paigns and party financing . Contribution limits may seem desirable, but they
must not be looked at in isolation . "

Another intervener echoed these
concerns :

/\/ What is essential, what consti- "What is essential, what con-
tutes the brakes and is our best stitutes

the brakes and is our
guarantee of political morality ,

is transparency . When things best guarantee of political

are transparent, people draw morality, is transparency."
the conclusions they wan t

to draw when the facts are

placed in front of them . Impos-

ing a ceiling on contribution s

made each year is a measure that your Commission will have to study care-

fully, taking into consideration the fact that the lower the maximum, the more

we will have to search for other ways to finance political parties during

and between election periods ; this means public funding, in my opinion,

because the democratic system has to function through the parties .

Others agreed that more public funding for parties would be needed
if a form of political financing like the Quebec model were introduced . A
national party official said that a survey of the federal ridings in Quebec
showed that 80 per cent no longer supported the concept of financement
populaire because it had not been successful . These same ridings had
endorsed the concept in the summer, of 1988, and many had tried to raise
their campaign funds that year through this method . The official concluded
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that there should be limits on contributions but that donations from busi-
ness should not be banned .

A constituency association offered its own version of financement popu-
laire : corporate donations would still be permitted, but with a lower public
subsidy than that given for individual donations .

LEADERSHIP CAMPAIGN S
Federal law does not regulate leadership campaigns. They are governed
entirely by the political parties, albeit under the scrutiny of the media . Tax
credits are not allowed on donations made directly to leadership cam-
paigns . However, credits are available on donations made through a regis-
tered party and passed on to a candidate .

Many interveners supported some regulation of the leadership pro-
cess, although this view was by no means unanimous : "It is every Canadian's
business because the person who spends his or her way to the top could
be the next prime minister. It is our business to find out how that was done,"
stated one supporter of intervention . Another intervener argued that inter-
nal party processes should conform to the public desire for openness because
of the crucial role parties play in a democracy. One participant commented :

Party leaders have considerable power in our system. We hear more and

more about how our system is becoming presidential, with the party leader

playing a major role in the election campaign . If these leaders owe favours

once they reach office, whether it's to powerful interests or to the myste-

rious fundraisers who made it possible for them to win the leadership,

it's no more healthy than if the parties themselves were being financed in

this way .

A new electoral law should deal with the financing of leadership con-

tests in the same way and with the same requirements as the financing of

political parties .

Another participant disagreed :

/1/ Parties should continue to operate under the current system, free of gov-

ernment regulation in relation ,to the selection of party leaders . Political

parties are increasingly aware of the public's interest in this area, and I

anticipate that responsible parties will themselves increasingly set guide-

lines or regulations relating to the process of leadership selection .

Those against regulation suggested it was either unnecessary or might
drive contributions underground . One participant warned of excessive reg-
ulation, and urged the Commission not to venture into this area, noting
that few other democracies regulate leadership campaigns .

Outlining his views on what form regulation should take, one parti-
cipant stated, "Although I would certainly not wish to impose uniformity
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on the different political parties, it is essential that there be some standard
regulations on the financing and regulation of leadership conventions . . . .
I am suggesting that [Election s
Canada] should have a role in the
administration of the leadership con-
ventions - that it's a natural exten- '
sion of skills that they already have ." it is essential that there be

One intervener recommended that
rules for leadership races be harmo-
nized with the rules governing con- the financing and regulation

tributions to parties and candidates . of leadership conventions ."
He proposed a ceiling of $5000 on con-

tributions to leadership campaigns
and suggested that donations of more
than 20 volunteer hours be disclosed .
He also urged detailed disclosure in sensitive areas such as 'instant' party
memberships, delegates' convention expenses, and contributions by ethno-
cultural organizations .

A participant suggested a ceiling of $500 000 on spending in a leader-
ship campaign and said that anything beyond that is excessive . The Nova
Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women suggested a $250 000 ceil-
ing; another group suggested $100 000 .

One participant suggested that the disclosure rules should differ from
those for other political contributions :

1~ At the very minimum, there must be requirements for disclosure of the

names and contributions; perhaps contributions over $500 . I don't think

you can buy a Canadian political leader . So I think there is still a private

aspect to political parties and would argue for a $500 limit . I have been anx-

ious to encourage general participation in the political process . My judge-

ment is that this is a reasonable balance .

Another intervener suggested that ceilings on contributions would be
acceptable if tax credits were available for donations to leadership campaigns .

In recent leadership conventions, the three largest parties allowed party
members to take part in delegate selection or to be delegates even if they
were not eligible voters because they were under 18 or not Canadian citi-
zens . On the question of letting people who are not eligible to vote partici-
pate in leadership campaigns, one person said :

1/ I'm not sure that we can dispossess them or tell them, because you're

14 years of age or because you haven't yet got your citizenship, you shouldn't

be involved in any part of our election process. They can't vote, but they can

certainly come in and support a candidate and work their buns off for him
or her . I don't want to minimize the importance of Canadian citizenship,
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but I want part of becoming a Canadian to be involvement in the process .

So as you're working toward becoming a Canadian, or until you're old

enough to vote, take part in a nomination meeting .

One intervener suggested that, for constitutional reasons, Canada will
eventually adopt a uniform process for selecting candidates and leaders .
Another intervener recommended that Canada give the public a role in

choosing leadership delegates through a process similar to U .S . primaries .

OFFICIAL PARTY STATU S
Under the Canada Elections Act, registering a new party is a two-stage pro-

cess. A party has to apply for registration, giving its name and the name of
its leader, its officers, its official agent and auditors, as well as the signatures
of 100 members. But it can be registered only when it has officially nominated
candidates in 50 federal constituencies after a general election is called . This
rule means that a party formed between elections cannot be registered and
therefore cannot issue tax receipts for donations until it embarks on its first
election campaign with at least 50 candidates . A registered party that fails
to confirm its registration at election time, or to present a minimum of 50 can-
didates in that election, may be de-registered unless it has at least 12 mem-
bers in the outgoing House of Commons. Not surprisingly, this issue was

of interest mainly to interveners representing smaller parties, who were
generally critical of these rules . Not being able to be registered before an
election is called makes it more difficult to raise funds, because parties can-
not issue official receipts entitling donors to a tax credit for contributions .

The Communist Party said that the requirement for 50 candidates is
undemocratic and forces smaller parties into activities beyond their means

or their provincial or regional base . As an alternative, they proposed a party

be required to have 10 000 signatures to be registered .
The Reform Party took a similar view, suggesting that 1000 signatures

be required, but the party did not oppose a higher number . They suggested
that if registration is made easier, it should also be easier to de-register a party

once it is established .
Manitoba's chief electoral officer suggested that the Canada Elections

Act follow Manitoba's model for registering new parties - new party status
is granted when a party has 2500 signatures on its application .

The Parti nationaliste recommended that a regional party be recog-
nized if it presents candidates in 15 per cent of the ridings in a particular

region. It also suggested that minor parties be represented on the House of
Commons Standing Committee on Privileges and Elections and that deci-
sions to de-register a party should be made only by this committee .

Another intervener expressed this view : "If a party can elect 12 mem-
bers from 12 different ridings and be established as a recognized political
party in Parliament, it doesn't make any sense not to accord them the right
to be recognized as such on a ballot ."
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Some interveners suggested increasing the requirement for registering
a party to 75 or 100 candidates, but also suggested expanding new parties'
rights . One recommended that a party also be required to have an annual
convention to maintain its registration .

CONSTITUENCY ASSOCIATION S
Unlike political parties, constituency associations are not required to reg-
ister or report under the Canada Elections Act ; nor are their operations and
financial affairs generally open to scrutiny. Constituency associations can-
not issue tax receipts for political contributions, but local candidates have
this right during election periods .

Some local associations have substantial financial resources, raised
using their federal party's tax receipt and from surpluses generated
during election campaigns . The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accoun-
tants reported that in the 1988 election, 723 candidates, or 98 per cent of
those entitled to federal funds for election expenses, had a surplus in their
campaign budget after receiving the subsidy . The total surplus was $9 .6 mil-
lion. The use of these funds is virtually unregulated, although they are usu-
ally passed on to the constituency association or used to defray pre-election
expenses .

Some Members of Parliament and members of the Canadian Institute
of Chartered Accountants strongly supported requiring local associations
to register and file annual returns . One intervener suggested that registra-
tion be required if a constituency association wishes to issue tax receipts,
but otherwise should be voluntary. The main argument put forward was
that candidates receive public funds through the tax credit system and
through the reimbursement of election expenses . These are passed on to
the local association . Thus, because they receive public funds, albeit indi-
rectly, they should be accountable . One intervener said that constituency
associations should be registered because parties are in business 12 months
a year, not just during elections .

An auditor for candidates in Ontario suggested that the financial activ-
ities of constituency associations during election campaigns be reported
when candidates report their election expenses . Ontario has required that
local associations be registered since 1975, he said, and there have been no
problems .

One constituency association recommended that all surplus campaign
funds be transferred from the candidate to the local constituency associa-
tion. In Alberta, it was suggested that these funds be held in trust for the
next election campaign, or that rules be introduced to exact accountability
for these funds .

A smaller group of interveners recommended that local associations
be permitted to issue tax receipts for political contributions made between
elections . One commented that this was needed to reverse the increasing
centralization of party finances . Another said that it would avoid the 'taxing'

■
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of local associations, in which the national party takes a portion of any
political donation to the constituency. Still another supported the change
because every time he gave a contributor's name to the national party so
that he or she could receive a tax receipt, he lost a donor because the per-
son was then bombarded with appeals for funds from the national level .

OFFICIAL AGENTS
Under the Act, a candidate's agent is responsible for all financial aspects of a
candidate's campaign and is subject to heavy penalties for failing to comply
with the Act. In certain cases, a candidate who is elected can be removed from
office if an official agent has failed to comply with the Act . The agent's respon-
sibilities include receiving all contributions to the candidate's campaign ; main-
taining the bank account for the campaign; controlling all payments made by
the campaign; keeping expenditures under the ceiling set by law ; submitting
the candidate's return; and receiving allowable reimbursements . Unlike those
of most election workers, the agent's responsibilities extend beyond election
day and must be fulfilled whether the candidate is elected or not .

Issues surrounding the role and responsibilities of official agents were
raised by several interveners but not discussed at length . The most com-

mon concern was the need for Elec-
tions Canada to give official agents
much better training and to pay them
because of the unusual nature of their

"As the official agent . . . you responsibilities. One returning officer
are trying to make sure that stated, "Sometimes people acting as

official agents are asked to take time
people do not spend money off from work to fulfil their electoral
that you are not aware of." responsibilities . And after the elec-

tion is over, the official agent still has
work to do, often for quite a long
time. Official agents have a lot to do ;
their responsibilities are serious, an d

there are forms and questionnaires and a great deal of paperwork to be
completed . "

It was recommended that agents be paid an amount equal to 2 per cent
of the candidate's election expenses, up to a maximum of $1500 .

Two accountants said they had declined to be official agents in the 1988
campaign because of the nature of the agent's responsibilities and the dif-
ficulties of interpreting the Act and because the agent has little or no con-
trol over the actions of campaign workers for whom he or she may be
responsible . Another described his experience :

i

/1%W As the official agent you are always in a bad position . Your candidate is

yelling at you to spend more money and you are trying to control the costs
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so that you do not go over . You are trying to make sure that people do
not spend money that you are not aware of .

You have not lived until you have waited until after an election for the

bills to roll in, to see if there are some bills that you had not known any-
thing about . You just wait and pray that nobody has done it, even though

you tell everybody, "Do not buy anything without me knowing it ." And

then on top of that you have to decide whether some costs are an election

expense and some are not an election expense .

A former official agent contended that agents are under great pressure
to see that a candidate does not exceed the spending limits by so much as
one dollar. He said this was far more burdensome than normal accounting
procedures, where auditing is done to specified levels of materiality . He
suggested that a definition of materiality that allowed for a 10 per cent mar-
gin of error would be reasonable . This margin should apply only to ques-
tionable judgements made by official agents in calculating election expenses .

One intervener recommended that the official agent for each candidate
be a neutral and non-partisan appointee named by Elections Canada rather
than being appointed by the candidate . A group asked that the Act be
amended so that official agents not be found guilty of an offence as long as
they act in good faith and take reasonable steps to avoid overspending .

The submission of the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants dealt
mainly with the issues of defining and reporting election expenses, but it
also touched on the role of official agents . The Institute urged that reforms
be introduced to improve accountability for the use of campaign funds,
because they often include public money given to parties or candidates as
reimbursement for election expenses . The Institute also suggested that offi-
cial agents and candidates be required to confirm that their returns cover all
campaign donations and expenditures . In addition, such items as computer
equipment and software that are subsequently used during a campaign
should be counted as a campaign expense to the extent that they are used
during the campaign .

A returning officer in Halifax recommended that agents and auditors
reside in the province in which their candidate is running and that a per-
son be allowed to work as an official agent for only one candidate. An offi-
cial agent noted the difficulties posed by having to obtain a judge's order
to make payments more than four months after the election . He recom-
mended that payment be allowed with the returning officer's consent or be
permitted up to one month after reimbursement has been received from
Elections Canada .

N
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ON FAIR CAMPAIGNS

M ANY INTERVENERS RAISED the issue of fairness in the electoral process .

With the 1988 election still fresh in everyone's mind, it's not surprising
their arguments for change were based on an assessment of the strengths
and weaknesses of that campaign .

The 1988 campaign featured a major issue - free trade . But one of the
most controversial questions of the campaign was whether advocacy groups
should be allowed to promote their points of view in the media unrestricted
by spending limitations such as those imposed on political parties . One
side argued that the other had much more money and had influenced the
outcome. In Montreal one intervener argued, "It's distorting the debate
and distorting the democratic process not to impose a spending ceiling on
an organization created specifically to promote and advance a pivotal issue
in an election . "

Those on the other side argued there was no evidence to support this
and that, in any event, it was the right of individuals and groups to make
their positions known. An intervener in Calgary told the Commission,
"Voters are imbued with ultimate common sense and, given the opportu-
nity to have access to a free and open debate with as much information as
possible, will make decisions in a fair and reasonable manner. "

Many interveners spoke about the complexity of the regulations lim-
iting party and candidate expenses and argued for simpler rules . The ade-
quacy of current limits was also raised . Many pointed to the cost of cam-
paigns in the United States as an example they did not want copied in
Canada. In addition, the current arrangements for investigation and enforce-
ment troubled several interveners .

The question of formalizing leaders debates during election campaigns
drew many comments . Predictably, much of the discussion focused on who
should be allowed to participate. Opinion was also divided on the question
of whether to permit the release of public opinion survey results during
election campaigns .

ADVOCACY GROUP S
Amendments to the Canada Elections Act in 1974 prohibited independent
spending during an election campaign by any advocacy group or indi-
vidual to directly support, promote or oppose a candidate or political party,
unless they could show that their expenditures were incurred for the purpose
of gaining support for their views on policy issues or for advancing the
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aims of a non-partisan organization . In 1983, this qualification was removed
and no independent expenditures were permitted if they directly pro-

moted or opposed a candidate or
party. Independent spending was still
allowed, however, if it simply pro-
moted issues .

"I don't think you can allow, This section of the Act was struck

in the interest of freedom of
down by an Alberta court in 1984 in
the National Citizens' Coalition case .

expression, non-party groups The decision has not been appealed .

to have a totally free ride ." In the 1984 and 1988 campaigns, no
attempt was made to prohibit what
has come to be called third-party
involvement, and advocacy groups
had a high profile in the 1988 election

campaign during the vigorous debate for and against free trade .

These issues attracted more interest from interveners than any other
issue before the Commission except campaign and party financing . Many
witnesses were concerned about the influence of advocacy groups on the

outcome of the 1988 election . Here is a brief sampling of their arguments :

i1/ We cannot stress too strongly our conviction that the unlimited third-

party expenditures that are not a hallmark of Canadian election campaigns
pose a significant threat to Canada's political democracy . Freedom of

expression is central to our political democracy . That is why we must not

allow freedom of expression to be limited to those who can afford to pur-

chase access to the means of expression .

I believe that the harm to society that occurs when the purveyors of the

corporate agenda are given a free hand to influence the results of an elec-

tion has been demonstrated . Like the purveyors of hate literature, the pur-

veyors of the corporate agenda seek to wrap themselves in the Canadian

Charter of Rights and Freedoms for protection . And like the purveyors of

hate literature, they must not be afforded such protection .

I think that you should be quite strict and not allow third parties to make

uncontrolled expenditures for which they are not accountable to the chief

electoral officer, when at the same time, political parties are accountable .

I don't see why you would allow these groups to do things that political

parties cannot do .

You cannot have people in a race and then people standing on the side-

lines tripping them as they run by, which is effectively what happens in

third-party advertising .
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I don't think you can allow, in the interest of freedom of expression, non-
party groups to have a totally free ride . It's as though .the political candi-
dates were in the boxing ring with their gloves on, and then one of the

fans comes into the ring and hits one of the candidates over the head with
a frying pan .

Others attached greater importance, however, to maintaining individ-
ual rights of freedom of expression . These are some of the arguments we
heard from different interveners across Canada :

I do not believe a credible case can be made to ban all efforts by interest

and advocacy groups to put their views across to Canadians in a non-
partisan way at election time .
Such a step would amount to a

Draconian and unprecedented

attempt to muzzle the vast

majority of Canadians who are

neither members of political par-

ties nor particularly active in a
partisan way during an election .

Third-party expenditure is a way

that voters have of expressing
the intensi ty of their preferences,
and it is a necessary outlet when

voters believe candidates are not

"rhe complexity of Canadian
society and its issues has
proved the political parties
incapable of being the sole
vehicles for debate ."

responsive enough to what they are saying . It is a necessary outlet and a
platform or vehicle for voters' views .

The complexity of Canadian society and its issues has proved the poli-

tical parties incapable of being the sole vehicles for debate . Although the
parties will always be the most important players in an election, there is
an expanding list of concerned activists, and any system must recognize
that.

I want to see wide public debate on all the issues . And if some of that
comes by privately funded money, whether it be a teachers' association,
a union or a business association, as long as they are identified as to who

they are and what the membership is, then I'm happy with that . Otherwise
you are stifling the debate .

■

It is absolutely ludicrous to assert - and the Charter does not assert -

that we have the fundamental freedoms of speech and expression except
during an election .
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Former Chief Electoral Officer Jean-Marc Hamel told the Commission
that the issues of limiting election expenses and regulating advocacy groups

are linked. He recommended that the Commission examine whether the
principles of fairness, openness and equal access advanced in the Barbeau
Committee report and embodied in the present legislation were still valid .

If so, he said, the Commission should seek to regulate political activity by
advocacy groups . Several other interveners took the same position . Some

contended that the issue amounts to choosing between individual rights and
the communal or collective right to a fair electoral process not unduly influ-
enced by financial constraints .

Several interveners suggested ways to regulate the activity of advocacy

groups. Some participants recommended that all intervention by advocacy
groups be barred during a campaign, while others suggested that spending
by advocacy groups be permitted only if included by a party or a candidate

as part of their election expenses . A few interveners recommended that the
National Citizens' Coalition judgement be referred to the Supreme Court

of Canada . Some argued there were already ample opportunities to express
one's views under the current system . One intervener told us :

/4%w/ We believe political parties are the key to effective participation . There

are currently 15 parties registered under the Act . We believe that if a "third

party" cannot find one that represents their view, they can do one of

three things . They can change an existing party ; they can found their own

party; or they can run as an independent .

Whether they supported or opposed restrictions on advocacy group
election activity, several witnesses thought these groups should be required
to report spending and disclose the source of contributions . Some inter-

veners suggested disclosure of the financing of advocacy groups as an alter-
native to more restrictive regulation of advocacy group spending . One
participant stated, "I would suggest that we do not ban third-party adver-
tising, but during the electoral period we require people who had adver-
tised with intent to influence the electoral process to register and report

their expenses to Elections Canada." Another participant suggested that,
"with respect to media and advertising that are provided by third parties,
reference to the parties involved should be included in the media or tele-

vision releases ." Others, such as this intervener, felt disclosure alone would

not solve the problem :

i1/ Some people believe that the disclosure of how much a party spends in the

campaign is enough. But this does not address the problem one single bit .

Simple disclosure would not erase the unfair advantage given to one party,

simply because it is the richest party and is the best organization that

money can buy .
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One intervener proposed use of the Charter's notwithstanding clause
to limit the rights of advocacy groups to advertise during an election cam-
paign, but other interveners differed sharply on this point . The Council of
Canadians contended that the not-
withstanding clause was a non-issue
because regulation of advocacy groups
was a reasonable restriction under th e
Charter. This position was also taken a way must be found
by several other interveners who within the limits of the
favoured regulation, one of who m
suggested that if we are going to limit Canadian Charter o f Rights and

the activities of candidates and politi- Freedoms to regulate the activ-

cal parties, a way must be found within ities of third parties as well ."
the limits of the Canadian Charte r
of Rights and Freedoms to regulate the
activities of third parties as well ."

Other interveners had a differen t
reaction when asked about recourse to the notwithstanding clause : "I wince
when you say that . I wince out of a natural repugnance that I have to that

notwithstanding provision . I just find it repugnant, and . . . I don't think that
is a way out . "

Those favouring regulation of advocacy groups argued that the electoral
system is not fair if private interests can spend freely. They argued that the
system will not be democratic if groups cannot participate effectively
because of lack of resources . The situation has changed since 1984, they
said, when the courts ruled against regulating advocacy groups; the change
was particularly evident in the 1988 campaign . One intervener made this
observation and recommendation :

/1/ Unregulated third-party advertising could become a way in which rec-

ognized political parties circumvent the Canada Elections Act and the

expense restrictions . This would not be acceptable . We are, therefore,

recommending that some form of regulation be placed on third-party

advertising, which could comply with the Canadian Charter of Rights

and Freedoms and respect an individual's right to freedom of expression .

As well, we are recommending that penalties be imposed against recog-

nized political parties who have co-operated with special-interest groups,

or vice versa, in the publication and dissemination of promotional

material .

Another argued, "If interest groups are perfectly free to advocate their
policies or programs or points of view for 46 out of 48 months, what is the
problem with living with some restrictions during two out of 48 months?"
Still others combined both arguments, as in this assessment :

E
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The absence of limitations on third-party spending results in a functional

right to free speech for rich and powerful organizations and no mean-

ingful degree of freedom of speech for those less financially secure . It also

creates a substantial loophole that can undermine the intent

of limiting election spending by candidates and parties through proxy

spending by third parties .

"If interest groups [can] advo-
cate their policies . . . for 46 out
of 48 months, what is the
problem with living with
some restrictions during two
out of 48 months?"

dled solely by the parties .
this way :

Interveners opposed to restric-
tions argued that advocacy groups
force candidates and parties to face
issues they might prefer to ignore,
such as abortion . Several interveners
contended that corporations should
have a right to participate directly in
elections because they pay taxes or
because they are, in effect, associa-
tions of individuals . Some interveners
suggested that the rise of special-inter-
est groups reflects a failure of the par-
ties to represent all the concerns of
Canadians, or the fact that the issues
have become too complex to be han-

One intervener summed up the argumen t

,'"Vol Why should an interest group that has dedicated itself [to an issue] and

developed some degree of credibility not be permitted to speak out on an

issue? After all, the people who made the argument for free trade were

those who were most profoundly affected by it in many respects : those

who had to decide whether to invest; those who had to decide whether they

would be able to trade ; those who had to decide whether their products
would, in fact, have access to the market . These are people who had some
natural affinity for the issue. Why should they fall back and leave to elected
representatives . . . the final and only word on an issue as complex as free

trade? Not only would it be a derogation of democratic principles, but

also it would be a derogation of common sense .

The Saskatchewan Pro-Life Association pointed out that it was precisely
at election time that it needed to be active if it was to promote the election
of Members of Parliament who share its position . Noting that political
parties receive significant public funding, it argued :

/1/ It seems very unfair that the interest groups funded by the government

[political parties] can have a captive audience, or at least because of this

power [can] get their point of view across, and those groups that do not
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i
1/

Commissioners suggested to
some witnesses that the reverse might
also apply. If advocacy groups were
allowed to spend freely, the case could
be put that spending limits on candi-
dates or parties should be removed .
One intervener responded :

get government funding and just want to spend the money that they can
scrape up from honest citizens are unable. to advertise .

Others argued that the issue is not one of freedom of expression :

we do not think the Canadian

Charter of Rights and Freedoms

sanctions the freedom to invest

millions, even if it does guaran-

tee freedom of expression .

For us, there is a definite distinction to be made between freedom of expres-

sion and freedom to invest millions, supposedly to buy freedom of expres-

sion for oneself . The latter is a freedom available only to a minority, and

"For us, there is a definite dis-
tinction to be made between
freedom of expression and
freedom to invest millions,
supposedly to buy freedom
of expression for oneself."

iO%w/ If the Supreme Court of Canada

had to uphold the decision of the

Alberta court, I think we would definitely have to abandon the idea of

limiting election expenses, because it would become a monumental farce .

Not only could groups other than political parties make these expendi-

tures, but political parties with more election funds would quickly estab-

lish their own groups - they're not stupid . The groups would spend the

rest of the funds that the parties could not otherwise spend . In this case,

you can't have your cake and eat it - either you respect each clause of the

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms or you don't.

The Canadian Bar Association spoke in favour of a "principled balance"
between the right of free expression and the need for fairness :

/Oftw/ The balance between regulation and freedom of speech and association

must be made in a principled manner . This balance can be achieved by
weighting the legitimate state interest in regulation against a concept of

freedom of speech which includes recognition of the value of the equality

of participants in the political process .

E

The Council of Canadians also suggested a compromise that would
allow local activity by advocacy groups : "We propose to permit other groups
and individuals, so-called third parties, to undertake person-to-person
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communications . These might include articles, reports, lawn signs, bumper
stickers, hand bills, etc . "

Some interveners suggested treating advocacy groups like political
parties :

The rules should be the same for everybody . During election campaigns,

the rules should be the same for third-party advertisers [as for political

parties] . And between elections, the same organizations that are very active

in Ottawa lobbying should be subject to the same legal constraints that

registered political parties are .

Another intervener suggested it was acceptable to permit popular
groups and community-based organizations to take part in the electora l

process, but not well-financed busi-
ness lobbies .

Another argued, "Why should I,
as the candidate, be limited in the

"Why should I , as the candi- amount I can spend to tell voters how

date, be limited in the amount good I am, when someone else can

I can spend
to tell voters how spend without limit to tell the voters

how bad I am?"
good I am, when someone Collaboration between parties
else can spend without limit and advocacy groups and the crea tion

to [say] how bad I am?" of advocacy groups specifically to ge t
around spending restrictions on par-
ties were also cited as potential prob-
lems. The issue of interest groups
ganging up on a particular candidat e

or targeting constituencies was also raised, but no specific restrictions were
suggested .

Those who argued for regulating advocacy group activities during elec-
tion periods focused most often on the large, national groups that participated
in the 1988 campaign . A Member of Parliament from Nova Scotia pointed
out that great care should be taken to define what we want to regulate :

You have got to be pretty clear when you're talking about third-party

advocacy groups ; there is quite a distinction to be made between the group

assembled for the purpose of [promoting] free trade and those assembled

because they belong to the Canadian Legion . There is a big distinction

between those two groups.

One intervener raised the issue of foreign companies, individuals and
special-interest groups taking part in Canadian election campaigns, stating,
"What is probably more frightening than anything is . . . the involvement
of [foreign] interests in advertising without any accountability."
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Some witnesses proposed a partial blackout, allowing advocacy groups
to advertise during the first part of a campaign, but not after the parties
begin advertising, or for the last two weeks before the election . If it is rea-
sonable to ban party advertising during a certain period, they contended,
then a blackout on advocacy group advertising should also be considered
reasonable under the Charter.

Although generally opposed to restrictions, a representative of the
Canadian Alliance for Trade and Job Opportunities said, "I think it makes
sense to impose restrictions on all partisan and issue-oriented advertising
in both print and broadcast media during the last few days leading up to
an election. Perhaps 72 hours would be an appropriate cut-off point ."

A pollster who took no position on regulating advocacy group activi-
ties told the Commission that advocacy advertising played a significant role
in the 1988 election and may have made the difference between a minority
and a majority government .

LIMITING CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES
The Canada Elections Act sets a limit on election spending by local candidates

based on the number of electors on the preliminary list in that riding . The

limit on a registered political party's election expenses is also determined

by the number of voters on the preliminary lists in all constituencies where

the party has officially nominated candidates . Limits on spending by can-
didates and parties are adjusted on April 1 each year. The adjustment is
based on the average increase in the Consumer Price Index for the pre-

vious 12 months . In a typical riding, the ceiling for candidates was about

$45 000 for the 1988 campaign . Parties were permitted to spend 47 cents

per elector for a total of $8 005 799 for a party with a candidate in every
constituency.

The Act defines an election expense as any amount paid "for the pur-
pose of promoting or opposing, directly and during an election, a particu-
lar registered party, or the election of a particular candidate ." Certain
expenses related to a campaign are not subject to the ceiling . These include
some expenses of the candidate and the cost of local and national polls .
Expenses incurred by parties and candidates before the writs are issued
are not regulated .

A person who works full-time on a campaign while on holiday is con-
sidered a volunteer. If people are paid by their employers to participate in
a campaign, however, the value of their time is considered an expense and
is subject to the expenditure ceiling. The volunteer contribution of a self-
employed person must be counted as election spending if that person nor-
mally charges for the service being provided . There are also complex rules
for accounting for election expenses in such grey areas as the use of borrowed
office furniture and office equipment, the re-use of equipment or signs from
previous campaigns, and the provision of services to a campaign at below
commercial value .

E
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Although many interveners agreed on some form of control of cam-
paign expenses, their views were far from unanimous . As one intervener
put it :

W H A T C A N A D I A N S T O L D U S

In a democracy such as Canada, both rich and poor should have the oppor-

tunity to serve our country as elected representatives to Parliament, so there

must be strict election expense controls established . These controls mus t

"High spending limits and
expensive campaigns really
deter the development of
new political forces in the
country and new political
parties ."

88

take into account popula tion, size

of the area, and local costs that
might vary across our country .

These all owable election expenses

must be sufficient to inform the

electorate but not to the extent

that one party or one candidate

can exercise unfair advantage .

Another suggested, "High spend-
ing limits and expensive campaigns
really deter the development of new
political forces in the country and new
political parties . I'd hate to think that
the existing big three political parties
have the exclusive right to represent

the political spectrum of Canada forever . Things evolve . "
In contrast, an intervener advanced this case against spending limits :

/1/ Our basic position is that, given proper disclosure . . . and penalties for non-
compliance, both for the parties and the givers, there is no need for spend-

ing limits because this really is the can of worms that has led to all the prob-

lems we have experienced. [Spending limits] do not advance the democratic

system; they do not exhilarate the participants ; they turn people off. And

I don't think they protect Canadian voters or enhance the image of our

political system in Canada .

In the 1988 election, only the three largest parties spent sufficient funds
on their national campaigns to approach the spending limits . In their appear-
ances before the Commission, all were careful to point out the direct link
between what was considered an election expense and what would be a rea-
sonable limitation on expenditures . If the definition of an election expense
were broadened to include significant new items, or if the period during
which expenditures are deemed reportable were extended, they argued,
this would have to be reflected in higher limits .

One intervener commented :

11/ Any system of limits must also provide a mechanism for such limits to be

adjusted regularly so that they can keep pace with the cost of conducting
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campaigns . Just to give you an example, in 1984, using that as a base, com-

pared to 1988, the cost of buying the same advertising would be some-
where between a 36 and a 48 per cent increase . In the cost of renting the
same aircraft, it was 100 per cent more . What I'm saying is that even a

normal inflation consideration sometimes doesn't address the additional
costs of running a national campaign .

A number of interveners, including the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants, asked that ambiguities in the Act concerning the definition
of election expenses be resolved . Particular concerns included the re-us e
of election signs and other material,
loans of office equipment to a cam-
paign and gifts in kind . Also men-
tioned were issues such as honorari-
ums paid to scrutineers on election
day, to secretarial help and to candi-
dates . A Halifax constituency associ-
ation counted seven categories of
expenses for official agents to deal with,
each subject to different rules . An inter-
vener at the Fredericton hearings
explained the current complexities :

"Election expenses should
include all expenses incurred
between issuance of the elec-
tion writ and closure of the
polling stations, except for
items specifically excluded. . ."

/Oftw~ A lawyer can come in and sign

all your Commissioner of Oat h

statements, give you all the advice in the world, and that is not consid-

ered an expense on the basis that he is doing it as a party supporter rather
than a lawyer . However, if a taxi driver takes a day off and drives a car

for us, that is an election expense because he is a taxi driver. There seems
to be a little oddness to the Act that way . We just want it to be clarified
a bit.

The Ontario Commission on Election Finances recommended that fed-
eral law follow the Ontario model in defining election expenses, that is, that
all expenditures by or on behalf of a candidate be counted as an election
expense unless specifically excluded . A former Member of Parliament sup-
ported this view, saying, "Election expenses should include all expenses
incurred between issuance of the election writ and closure of the polling
stations, except for items specifically excluded in the Act ." Representatives
of the federal parties emphasized the importance of this issue, one stating :

/4ftw/ We believe that it's one of the most fundamental issues that's facing the
Commission and the country . No single issue has confounded the fair and
consistent application of the Canada Elections Act more than the interpre-
tation of the definition of election expenses .

E
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This view was supported by another party spokesperson :

/1/ The definition of "election expense" in the Canada Elections Act has

simply defied comprehension . Anybody can give it a meaningful expla-

nation to advocate their own point of view, because it is so broad . I hope

that you are addressing this issue.

A number of interveners suggested that certain campaign expenses be
excluded from the spending limit. Examples were office expenses, rent,
phone banks, taxi fare home for staff and volunteers working at night, and
coffee and snacks for campaign volunteers . In British Columbia, federal
New Democratic Party riding associations asked that full-time campaign
workers not count as an expense.

A fundraiser from Manitoba asked that volunteer labour not be counted
as an election expense ; the system should not penalize the enthusiasm and
initiative of election workers, it was argued . The Alberta Progressive
Conservatives urged that no volunteer work be counted as an election
expense. The Alberta Federation of Labour recommended that the services
of anyone loaned to a campaign be counted as an expense, no matter who
the employer may be . Another participant asked that self-employed peo-
ple be able to work as volunteers in their area of expertise without being
counted as an election expense . By contrast, the Canadian Human Rights
Foundation supported the present rule related to the self-employed .

Some interveners asked that pre-writ campaign expenditures be limited .
But the Canadian Labour Congress disagreed, saying it was impossible to
police spending before the writs are issued . A former Member of Parliament
wanted a limit so that a candidate could not 'buy' a riding before the elec-
tion was called .

On the other hand, one intervener argued that sitting Members of
Parliament have a built-in advantage that should be addressed, commenting,
"If it is inevitable that there be campaign ceilings, these campaign ceilings
should at least take into account inter-election spending by incumbents
who can take advantage of parliamentary facilities ."

The Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women recom-
mended that unpaid work by women volunteers be treated as a campaign
donation so that women would receive more recognition for their work in
politics :

^%w/ Much of the work that women do, both in the political process and out-

side of it, is of a support nature . What this means is that very few women

have the opportunity to gain the kind of experience that will qualify them

in the eyes of the party as desirable candidates. Recording the volunteer

work of women in election campaigns as a political donation is a first

step in recognizing and valuing women's unpaid labour for what it is,

political involvement .
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The cost of running elections in remote and northern ridings with scat-
tered populations is higher than average because of problems in commu-
nications and long-distance travel . The problems associated with the unique
circumstances of sparsely settled ridings, often with highly mobile popu-
lations, were conveyed in almost every submission to the Commission
related to northern and remote ridings . Candidates and local riding asso-
ciations noted the costs of campaigning in areas where a return trip between
two parts of a constituency could cost as much as $800 (Iqaluit and Pond
Inlet) and where one riding (Nunatsiaq) covers four time zones .

The major concern about election financing in these ridings was mak-
ing spending limits high enough to be realistic yet finding the means to
pay the bills . In Yellowknife, interveners for the three major parties rec-
ommended increasing spending limits for these constituencies . Interveners
at the Thompson, Manitoba and Yellowknife hearings spoke of the diffi-
culties of fund raising in a northern riding . In addition, there is less time to
raise funds because of the difficulties of running a campaign in a large, thinly
populated riding. In Iqaluit, the Baffin Regional Inuit Association recom-
mended that the parties increase their funding for candidates because of the
high costs of campaigning in the North .

Several Members of Parliament and former candidates questioned the
current spending limits on constituency campaigns . In Nova Scotia, a
Member of Parliament said the five provincial constituencies within his
federal riding had a combined campaign spending limit of more than
$170 000, compared to the federal limit of $48 000 for the same area . The
provincial limits are too high, he said ,
but the federal ceiling is too low.
Another indicated that the federal
spending limit was about $50 000 i n
his riding, while the limit on the six "I am not talking about a
provincial ridings was about $175 000

. lot of bells and whistles; at
He recommended a 25 per cent
increase in the federal ceiling. $45 000 , you are talking a

Arguing that the spending limits pretty bare bones campaign."
for candidates are too low for a mod-
ern election campaign, an intervener
in Sudbury came right to the point:
"I am not talking about a lot of bell s
and whistles; at $45 000, you are talking a pretty bare bones campaign ."
The Canadian Labour Congress recommended that spending limits on
local campaigns be increased by 50 per cent . Other proposals were more
modest; one suggested that a $5000 increase would be enough to allow
campaigns to include expenses now considered to fall in the grey areas . A
representative of the Green Party suggested, however, that limits should
be reduced .
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INVESTIGATIONS AND ENFORCEMEN T
Investigations into possible breaches of the Canada Elections Act are carried
out by the RCMP, because Elections Canada does not have the necessary
powers. Cases under the Act and other election-related legislation are nor-
mally heard by a county or district court judge .

Interveners' major concerns about election law investigations and
enforcement were decriminalization and simplification of the Canada Elections
Act, but other concerns were raised as well . Former Chief Electoral Officer
Jean-Marc Hamel stated :

/1/ It is hard to believe that a simple and minor violation of the blackout pro-
visions of the Act has to be tried in a criminal court . The investigative and
enforcement provisions found in the Canadian Human Rights Act, for

instance, could easily be adapted to meet the requirements of the Canada
Elections Act and serve as a model .

Another participant supported these comments, stating, "It has always
bothered me that a minor election expense violation would result or could
result in the declaration that the seat was vacant . The penalty seemed way
out of proportion to the offence . "

Commissioner Norman Inkster of the RCMP supported transferring
investigations under the Act from the RCMP to Elections Canada :

/'%NW I am not at all satisfied with the present system in which the RCMP inves-

tigates administrative and statutory violations of the Canada Elections Act .
Investigations under the Canada Elections Act should be the responsibility
of the staff of the Commissioner of Canada Elections .

This recommendation was supported by another intervener, who said,
"The Commission must also have its own officers trained to investigate elec-
tion fraud and the power to investigate all allegations. Such a mechanism
will help to ensure that election offences do not occur, and that when they
do, the allegations are investigated fairly and promptly, and that when
false allegations are made, those accused are quickly cleared . "

The Chief Electoral Officer of Canada, Jean-Pierre Kingsley, proposed :

As for certain offences, such as failure to submit an election expenses

report on time, I would consider appropriate the imposition of civil sanc-

tions in the form of reasonable fines . In all other senses of non-compli-

ance with the Act, I would favour the use of administrative tribunals, as

is the case in the area of human rights .

Support for this view came from a Member of Parliament, who suggested,
"If there have been administrative offences or infractions on the part of a
candidate or those working for him, they could have a hearing before a tri-
bunal instead of being dragged into court ."
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Several interveners complained about the complexity and difficulty of
interpreting the Act, as well as about last-minute changes in interpretation
by Elections Canada. We heard this
comment at our hearings in Ottawa :

"It has always bothered me
that a minor election expense
violation . . . could result in the
declaration that the seat was
vacant. The penalty seemed
way out of proportion to the
offence. "

enforcement provisions of the current Act combine to discourage many

potential excellent and qualified volunteers from participating in the

process.

We must have a system that

encourages participation of all

Canadians without fear of being

the subject of criminal investi-

gations for inadvertent breaches

of overly complex and, in some

cases, bizarre rules . Volunteers

are the very essence of our

democratic political system .

Their day-to-day lives, however,

are far removed from an in-

depth comprehension of Cana-

dian electoral law in its detail .

The complex rules and the

The federal Liberal Party supported the idea of Elections Canada direct-
ing investigations and prosecution under the Act, but the party wanted
the means of enforcement defined in the Act, not left to the government .
This idea was opposed by the federal New Democratic Party, which favoured
expanding the powers of the present Commissioner of Elections Canada and
moving judicial review to the Federal Court of Canada .

An individual who had come under RCMP investigation after the 1984
campaign described the experience and asked that a Member of Parliament
be informed if an inquiry is taking place and when it has been concluded .
Another suggested that a seat vacated because of illegal practices should
be awarded to the candidate who came second .

REGULATING ELECTORAL BROADCASTIN G
The current Canada Elections Act provisions regulating broadcast media were
drafted initially for radio and were not altered significantly in subsequent
revisions. The regulations focus on advertising, free-time election broad-
casts and premature broadcasting of election results (for example, before
the polls close in western Canada) . Partisan advertising is prohibited for
the first half of the election period and for the last 24 hours of the campaign,
leaving an advertising "window" of 28 days for parties and candidates .

The Act requires broadcasters to make available for purchase up to
six and one half hours of prime time for paid political advertising during an
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election campaign. This time is apportioned amongst the parties by unan-
imous agreement of the registered parties or, failing agreement, by the
Broadcasting Arbitrator. The Act provides for the appointment of a
Broadcasting Arbitrator by agreement of representatives of the registered
parties holding seats in the House of Commons or by the chief electoral
officer .if the parties cannot agree on a candidate . If the registered political
parties cannot agree on a division of paid advertising time, the Arbitrator
makes a binding allocation based on a formula set out in the Act . The for-
mula apportions the time on the basis of the number of seats and the pro-
portion of the popular vote won by each party at the last general election .
The number of seats contested in the previous election is also considered,
but at one-half the weighting given to the other two factors . No party may
be allocated more than half of the time available . Smaller parties have access
to a minimum of advertising time, usually two minutes .

The major networks, but not individual stations, are also required to
make free time available to the parties . The amount of free time varies among
networks and is divided in proportion to each partys allocation of paid time .

On the allocation of free time, one contributor suggested :

t4ft% / Free-time broadcasts are allocated among the registered political parties

according to a formula based on the number of seats held in the last

Parliament, share of the popular vote in the previous election, and the

number of seats contested in the current election. Such a policy has an

inherent bias against minority parties .

Another suggested an alternative :

/0ftw/ Right now the Parliamentary Channel is being under-used and it is being

wasted. To turn it on and see nothing but "Parliament will resume at

2 o'clock" is a total waste of time, when video clips submitted by Canada's

registered political parties, including minor ones, could be running on a

rotational basis .

The CBC supported the present system of allocation, but it recommended
that free-time party broadcasts deal with issues and be run in three- or four-
minute blocks to avoid confusion with regular commercials . CTV endorsed
the concept of giving political parties equitable treatment, but it resisted
any suggestion of equal time.

A former Libertarian candidate acknowledged that some regulation
would ensure that broadcasters provide time to political parties in prefer-
ence to advertising already booked when an election is called . The Parti
nationaliste called for an increase in the broadcast time made available to
the parties . It pointed out that the networks make free time available to the
parties only on a national basis . It recommended that airtime be allocated
on a regional basis .
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Broadcasters in Chicoutimi made the strongest case for eliminating the
regulations on electoral broadcasting . Because the number of stations and
advertising time available are no longer limited, they argued, there is vig-
orous competition among broadcast-
ers . Less money is spent in the regions
on political advertising because the
parties spend most of their money on
network television .

Minor parties were concerned
about the limited amount of free and
paid broadcast time allocated to them .
One intervener described the situa-
tion this way : "In the current system,
small parties with no money don't
have access to seats, and then they
don't have money because they don't
have access to a seat ; it's a vicious
circle that keeps new ideas from get-
ting into Parliament ."

"In the current system, small
parties with no money don't
have access to seats, and then
they don't have money
because they don't have access
to a seat; it's a vicious circle . . ."

The minimum of two minutes provided to each smaller party in 1988
resulted in their free-time broadcasts being so short that many observers
felt they were hard to distinguish from commercials . A number of inter-
veners from smaller parties complained about the limited broadcast time
allotted to them under the present system. Representatives of the Reform
Party and the Green Party recommended that time be divided equally
among all registered parties; Station VOCM in St . John's also recommended
equal division, but confined to parties with seats in Parliament .

The Communist Party said its efforts to make known its alternatives
to the free trade agreement were frustrated by its limited access to the media
under the Canada Elections Act, as well as by its limited resources . A former
party candidate described his experience :

i1/ I have also run as a candidate and I can tell you, when you are given

120 seconds, one crack, you can't stutter - one shot, 120 seconds, to out-
line your program for the country and you wonder why nobody takes

you seriously .

The Vancouver Libertarians contended that there should be no limits
on advertising by any party. The British Columbia Green Party recom-
mended all parties should get equal free time on the broadcast media - a
position supported by the Reform and Christian Heritage parties .

A representative of the Green Party commented, "Because 60 per cent
of all voters get their political information from television, access to tele-
vision is fundamental in this democracy. To give the Conservative Party
195 minutes and the Green Party two minutes, regardless of whether they
can afford to pay for it, is just fundamentally wrong ."

■
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The Communist Party proposed a revised system of allocation :
one-third of the time provided by broadcasters would be divided equally
among registered parties; one-third would be allocated according to the

number of votes in the previous elec-
tion; and one-third would be divided
according to the number of seats held .
This kind of formula was endorse d

"To give the Conservative by one representative of the Green

Party 195 minutes and the Party as an alternative to the equal

Green Party two minutes, sharing of time, provided the thresh-
old for a candidate to receive a pub-

regardless of whether they lic subsidy was lowered to 3 per cent
can afford to pay for it , is just of the vote, so that they might even
fundamentally wrong ." be able to afford some television

advertising .
Commissioners asked on several

occasions and in different provinces
how television advertising time had

been allocated among the parties in provincial elections where there are
no regulations, but there were no reports of difficulties .

The CBC was strongly criticized by interveners in Yellowknife and Iqaluit
for not allowing local campaign advertising on its northern network .,
Interveners noted that native broadcasting stations did not carry advertising
either, because of their CRTC licence or transmission agreements with the
CBC. A number of interveners recommended that the CBC allocate more
free time to candidates in the North, rather than confining its local election
coverage to news broadcasts controlled by CBC staff .

Representatives of the CBC said that discussions on this issue had been
under way since 1979 . However, it was CBC national policy not to sell time
to the parties beyond what is required by law. The CBC had made provisions
for remote regions to have more free time for political broadcasts, but in the
1988 election it was decided to step up local news coverage of the cam-
paigns rather than make more free time available .

Some interveners said funding is a major problem for northern broad-
casting services . One recommended the establishment of an all-candidate
forum during elections. A journalist said the northern media lacked the money
to organize such a debate. One intervener made the following suggestion :

/1/ I think CBC has a mandate to offer equal time to candidates . Certainly in

the south, they do it on a regular basis on the TV network on Sunday
evening . And politicians have access to the CBC. But that is very carefully

controlled and it's not considered - not in the normal fashion - campaign
advertising .

Maybe we should waive some of the stringency and say, look, there

is a certain amount of time that is going to be given to each candidate to
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use in a freer manner to get across the key components of his or her cam-

paign, prior to an election - so that it is used in some ways similar to the

way a candidate would use a commercial radio facility .

Several broadcasters raised technical issues relating to their contract
responsibilities and their obligations under the Broadcasting Act . The
CBC requested that broadcasters not be held liable for the content of polit-
ical advertisements they have accepted in good faith . The Mid-Canada
Network asked that the Canada Elections Act be amended to relieve broad-
casters of liability to clients whose advertisements are pre-empted with
little warning when advertising time must be made available for election
purposes .

CTV asked that the networks not be required to give free time to political
parties that fail to become registered . The CBC suggested that smaller parties
need to show more initiative in arranging their free-time broadcasts and
should not leave that task to the network .

One intervener suggested that a provision be added to the Canada
Elections Act requiring that networks provide facilities for political parties
to make their advertisements . He also maintained that the amendments
would remove broadcasters' obligations to provide equal time to the parties
during election campaigns .

Interveners suggested that broadcasters have an obligation to provide
news coverage of smaller parties during campaigns as part of their commit-
ment to fairness in broadcasting. Several representatives of minor parties
said there is systematic discrimination against smaller parties in the media .
One commented, "At present, winning seats is the sole pursuit of political
parties. Without seats in the legislature, a party has no voice and is virtu-
ally invisible . Witness the almost complete exclusion of all but three main
parties from significant media coverage . "

A member of the Green Party argued that the lack of news and public
affairs coverage for minor parties violated the obligation of broadcasters
under the Broadcasting Act to provide equitable treatment. He noted that the
only national coverage of the Green Party on the CBC during the last elec-
tion came when it threatened to sue the CBC for lack of coverage .

One broadcaster responded :

/1/ I think that during an election period, we should devote our energies to

informing the public about the election campaign as such and, to a cer-

tain extent, to encouraging all political parties fairly . . . . If on top of this we
have to include everyone who wants to have his say during an election cam-

paign, and if we have to give about the same amount of airtime to every-

one, it becomes impossible .

■

Many witnesses opposed the rules restricting release of election results in
areas where voting is still taking place. Only one intervener urged that the
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present regulations be retained . The Canadian Cable Television Associa-
tion and several broadcasters asked that they be scrapped . To overcome the

problem, CTV suggested that voting
hours be standardized across the coun-
try or that ballots be sealed in eastern
Canada until polls close in the West .

"It's galling . . . that a U.S . corn- As a Regina television execu tive told

petitor . . . can tell my poten- the Commission, "It's galling to real-

tial viewing audience what ize that a U .S . competitor, coming ou t
of Detroit no less, can tell our citizens,

is happening . . . in Atlantic my potential viewing audience, what
and central Canada while I'm is happening in the election in Atlantic

sitting here with my mouth and central Canada while I'm sitting

zipped." here with my mouth zipped . "
There was mild opposition from

broadcasters to the blackout on party
advertising on the broadcast media
and in newspapers in the first three

weeks and final day of the campaign . Two participants recommended that
the blackout be eliminated altogether, but they suggested that the cam-
paign period be shortened . The blackout also drew this favourable comment,
however :

/\/ The blackout is a good idea because it creates a cooling-off period - it

allows people to have the freedom, without being bombarded with infor-
mation, to make choices based on their own feelings and not on all the

confusing elements coming at them from every direction .

The Association canadienne de la radio et de la television de langue
fran qaise recommended that the Canada Elections Act provide a national
system for collecting election results to replace the independent arrange-
ments now made by the news media . This proposal was also supported
by CTV . The costs would be paid by the networks, but the system would
work better with pooled resources .

/ ftftw/ We hope that one day there is only one system for collecting election results

on a national scale . It wouldn't be anything new; the Americans have oper-

ated like that for years . The big American networks and the big wire ser-

vices formed a company whose sole purpose is to compile election results

and input them in a central computer to which ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, AP

and UPI have access and for which they split the bill .

In recent years there has been a substantial increase in government-
sponsored advocacy and information advertising on such issues as national
unity, tax reform, free trade and the goods and services tax . Saskatchewan
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law restricts all government advertising during an election campaign,
but there are no such provisions in the Canada Elections Act. Several inter-
veners in Saskatchewan and Alberta, along with the Council of Canadians,
criticized the Alberta government for advertising its support for free trade
during the 1988 election campaign. They estimated that the advertisements
cost between $500 000 and $600 000 and called this intervention inappropriate .
An Edmonton Member of Parliament recommended that provincial and
municipal governments be prohibited from intervening in federal elections .

LEADERSHIP DEBATE S
The Canada Elections Act makes no reference to televised leaders debates .
Televised debates among the leaders of the three largest parties have been
held in four of the last seven federal general elections . Similar debates have
been held in a number of the most recent provincial elections . They have
been organized by the television networks, with the format negotiated
between the parties and the networks. Participation by the party leaders is
by invitation and is voluntary. A fourth leader, Real Caouette, took part in
the leaders debate on one occasion, in 1968 .

There was lively discussion in our public hearings about whether and
how to regulate the leaders debate . Both private and public broadcasters
were opposed to the idea. Those in favour of a regulated debate contended
that, under the present system, the governing party has the advantage in
negotiations about the format for the leaders debate because opposition
parties cannot afford not to participate . Because election campaigns are
highly regulated, they argued, it follows that the leaders debate should fall
under the law too . One intervener commented :

ilftaw/ Probably the pivotal event in every election campaign, the leaders debate,

is not predetermined [though most other aspects of the campaign are] .
That doesn't make sense to me . It should be on a fixed date, at a fixed

time, at a fixed location and during a period when no party, whether the

incumbent or the challenger, will be seen to be at an advantage .

Another intervener was not sure that the legislation should specify a
format but agreed with the suggestion that the broadcasting arbitrator might
make the final decision if the networks and the parties could not agree . The
Canadian Labour Congress suggested the parties should be consulted before
any rules on timing, the number of debates and participants are enshrined
in law. Another intervener argued, "The CRTC should require the television
networks to include all party leaders, should a debate be held . If numbers
make this difficult to organize, then more than one debate should be held ."

A former journalist made this case :

/\/ It is my contention that the debates become far too important a question

to be left in the hands of the government, that leaving it there makes the
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electoral process less democratic, and that it is time to include nationally

televised leaders debates in the structure of our national campaigns .

Broadcasters contended that the leaders debate is information pro-
gramming and should not be subject to regulation, as political advertising and
free-time broadcasts are . The Federation professionnelle des journalistes du
Quebec suggested the law should promote the free circulation of information
rather than imposing restrictions, as did the following intervener :

The broadcasters feel they are, and always have been, the people who are most

suited to determine what public affairs programming should be carried .
They will carry debates that the electorate has an interest in . And they are the

appropriate people to determine the nature and scope of the leaders debates .

The CBC stated its position as follows :

The CBC is firmly opposed to any legislation that would require television
coverage of leaders debates or impose conditions regarding the format

of, or access to, such broadcast debates .

We believe that televised leaders debates are a purely journalistic

undertaking, an integral part of the media's proper role in the dissemi-

nation of information and opinion to the public .

Another intervener spoke from personal experience : "I participated in
four negotiations concerning leaders debates, two federal and two provin-

cial . Two took place and two didn't,
which means I'm batting .500. My
suggestion about the Canada Elections
Act is along the lines of what the jour-

it is time to include nation- nalists were saying this morning :

ally televised leaders debates above all, don't get it mixed up in
this . "

in the structure of our On the question of who should
national campaigns." take part in a leaders debate, one

intervener suggested a common-
sense, case-by-case approach . The
Canadian Labour Congress suggested
including parties that were repre-

sented in the House of Commons or had more than 10 per cent of the vote
in the previous election . Another intervener suggested that smaller parties
be allowed to participate equally in the debates if they met certain require-
ments, such as holding annual membership meetings and fielding a certain
number of candidates .

The Reform Party suggested it was impractical to have 10 or 12 leaders
in a televised debate and recommended that some other way be found :
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/lftwo' I do think it is important for new parties to get some national exposure,

if only for people in the rest of the country to find out what these things

are about . And there should be some midway point between the current

debate, which focuses exclusively on the three national parties, and going

as far as having a debate involving all the leaders .

The Confederation of Regions Party suggested the smaller parties be
given more free time as an alternative to participating in the debate . One
Member of Parliament suggested a special debate for leaders of the smaller .
parties only; another suggested that leaders of "serious" small parties, like
the Reform Party and the Green Party, be included; a third suggested pro-
rating the time given to leaders of smaller parties . The Green Party recom-
mended that all leaders participate equally in the televised debate .

The Canadian Association of Broadcasters and CTV urged that broad-
casters retain copyright control of the contents of the leaders debate, so
that excerpts could not be used in election advertising, as the Liberal Party
attempted to do in the 1988 campaign . But another witness countered that
the debate is a public document, like an article in a newspaper, and that
political parties should have the right to clip and use parts of the debate .

PUBLIC OPINION POLL S
There were 11 national opinion polls published during the 1988 campaign and
22 in the 1984 campaign . There is no regulation of opinion polls in the Canada
Elections Act or any other federal legislation . The issue of regulating opinion
polls during election periods drew substantial comment at the hearings .
One pollster said that there are tremen-
dous pressures on polling firms to be
accurate and objective, so it is unnec-
essary to regulate polling . Other inter-
veners favoured some form of ban or " Public opinion polls serve
restric tion on publishing poll results no useful purpose other than
during campaigns

. One group com- to provide jobs to the poll-mented, "Public opinion polls serve no
useful purpose other than to provide sters and media hype for the
jobs to the pollsters and media hype press, radio and television . "
for the press, radio and television . "

Another intervener explained her
reasons for supporting a ban : "The
banning of polls during elections
would give the citizens time and space to reflect on the issues as they are
presented in the political arena instead of being stampeded by the poll-
sters and their sponsors in whatever direction they want people to go . "

A former party leader suggested that, in his experience, "the polling
results shaped - and dramatically hurt - our ability to get the message
out. . . . I regret to have to say that I don't think polls are a constructive part
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of having a level playing field . A level playing field does not exist when the
public believes the game is over ."

Polling firms, broadcasters and
journalists voiced most of the objec-
tions to restrictions on publishing
polls, but they were not entirely alone

per-"Any attempt to limit or in this view. In Yellowknife, one per-
son explained, "An attempt to preven t

restrict opinion polls will only the publica tion of polls during an elec-
serve to interfere with the tion would lead to an information
public's right to know " differen tial . There would be people i n

Canada with access to information rel-
evant to the electoral process that
other people did not share . I think
that would be extremely dangerous ."

The Canadian Association of Broadcasters commented :

^%w/ With respect to opinion polls, the CAB has expressed its serious concern

with any proposal that would have the effect of controlling, restricting

and then potentially eliminating conventional news and public affairs

coverage of opinion polls by broadcasters . I think the right to publish polls
should continue in the public interest. Any attempt to limit or restrict
opinion polls will only serve to interfere with the public's right to know .
There is no evidence to support the notion that polls influence the vote .

And a pollster argued :

^% / I believe strongly that any action to censor or ban the publication of pub-

lic opinion polls would definitely be a case of the cure being worse than

the disease. How could a democratic society like ours justify such an out-

right assault on freedom of information and speech? How would jour-

nalists and voters weigh the leaked claims of party-sponsored polls, if

there were no properly run media polls to refute or confirm their results?

If we ban the Canadian media from broadcasting or publishing poll results

during campaigns, would we impound at the border copies of the New
York Times reporting on the results of Canadian voters, or would we jam

the satellite signal broadcasting a CNN poll on Canadian politics? I think

it would be like trying to keep rock and roll out of Kiev .

On the question of requiring polling firms to explain their methodology

when the news media report on an election survey, the Gallup representa-
tive said his firm already publicizes its methodology with each political poll
it releases and deposits the results with the National Archives . Omnifacts
Research made the following proposal at the St . John's hearings :
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Those responsible for conducting the poll should be prepared to have

their name or names associated with the poll . Sufficient information should

be provided with the poll results to allow a knowledgeable person to deter-

mine the credibility of the poll . This would include the dates when the

data were collected ; the methodology employed ; the sample size; the rep-

resentativeness of the sample compared with the population in terms of

age, gender, geographical distribution, etc ., as appropriate; the exact

wording of the questions ; and, ideally, a copy of the complete question-

naire so that a person could judge whether any bias may have been injected

by the order [in which] questions were asked .

In Victoria another intervener suggested :

i1/ Polls are predicated on what is asked in the question, and what we get is

the summation of the pollster's idea of what went on - the pollster's inter-

pretation of the answer to that question. But we never get the question. And

so, if they're going to publish a poll, it might be worthwhile to publish

the questions asked along with the answers .

The polling firms argued that publication of polls encourages strate-
gic voting, gives voters more information, and allows them to understand
the dynamics of the campaign . Moreover, most people believe other
people are influenced by polls but say they are not influenced themselves .
One pollster suggested, "There is a great deal of hypocrisy about polling .
Some of Canada's leading figures criticize it publicly, and then they sneak
into the pollster's haunts at night to get some advice and sometimes even
utilize the services . "

Others questioned the motives of news media that rush to publish
polling results :

11/ I know that when I express this opinion, I'm swimming against the pro-

fessional tide . But I think that the profession, or at least those who work in

the large news organizations, are much more concerned with or interested

in the surge of popularity with either their readership or their listening

audience that they get by publishing polls on the eve of an election .

Some interveners supported a short blackout on the publication of pub-
lic opinion polls just before election day. There was general support, how-
ever, for a ban on publishing exit polls before the polls close on election
day. Said one intervener, "I have a problem with exit polls . . . I know it's
done in the United States constantly . . . - but it's a private matter. I don't feel
that you want to catch some individual coming out of a polling booth and
ask them how they voted ."
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A participant in the Montreal hearings proposed that an independent
commission on polling be established, similar to one operating in France,
to monitor the quality of published polls . Its aim would not be to censor polls
but to ensure that their methodology and results were reliable .

Polls are not considered election expenses for political parties or can-
didates . Citizens Concerned about Free Trade suggested that fewer polls
would be taken if their publication were banned during an election cam-
paign and if parties had to count the cost of polling as an election expense .
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ON RUNNING THE ELECTION

M ANY PEOPLE TURNED out to suggest how the election process could be

improved . Their presentations usually centred on a perceived problem,
with most interveners offe ring practical solutions . There was general agree-
ment, however, that elections in Canada are well run .

A number of interveners, including election officials from across the
country, discussed the process of appointment of election officials and
the role of political parties in that process . While most take on these jobs for
the satisfaction it gives them, they did express concern about remuneration .

The issue of the timing and length of election campaigns was raised fre-
quently. The enumeration process and the compiling of the voters list was
another major topic discussed by interveners . The possibility of a permanent
voters list was raised for a variety of reasons, most frequently because of
its potential to shorten election campaigns . The overriding concern was that
the enumeration process be as complete and accurate as possible .

Because many urban Canadians failed to get on the voters list and were
unable to vote in 1988, there were many requests to allow urban voters to
register on election day in the same manner as rural voters . Much discus-
sion centred on advance polls and other special arrangements for voting,
such as proxy voting, mail-in ballots, mobile polls, hospital polls, and the
military vote .

Staggered voting hours were suggested as a solution to the problem
of results being available in eastern Canada before the polls close in the
West . Some interveners suggested that elections always be held on Sundays
to encourage the largest possible turnout and to ensurea larger pool of
potential election day workers . Others rejected this proposal on religious
or other grounds .

Other issues raised included the sale of beer and alcohol on election
day and the organization of Elections Canada and how it relates to the con-
stituencies and regions .

APPOINTMENT OF ELECTION OFFICIAL S
The chief electoral officer is appointed by resolution of the House of Commons
and can be removed only for cause by joint resolution of the House and
the Senate . Returning officers, on the other hand, are named by the gov-
ernment and normally hold office until age 65, unless they move from the
riding or are removed for incompetence or incapacity. The government
must also appoint a returning officer for any electoral district that is changed
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through redistribution . This latter rule accounts for the largest number
of changes .

Enumerators are nominated in each riding by the two candidates who
received the greatest number of votes at the previous election . If they do
not recommend enough enumerators by the prescribed deadline, the return-
ing officer may recruit and appoint them independently .

The Act provides that the returning officer appoint deputy returning
officers and that they in turn appoint their poll clerks or assistants . Election
staff working in the returning office are appointed by the returning officer.
The election clerk or assistant returning officer is appointed by the returning
officer .

One intervener questioned having the government of the day nomi-
nate the chief electoral officer, even if the actual appointment is made by
resolution of the House of Commons . He recommended that the nomina-
tion be made by the Speaker of the House of Commons after consultation
with the parties in Parliament .

There was significant support for making non-partisan appointments
of returning officers and enumerators or for adopting Quebec's system of
public competition for returning officer positions. This support was sum-
marized by an intervener in Ottawa :

/1/ Probably one of the biggest concerns we have with the whole question of

returning officers is the process by which they are nominated . We don't

feel that the political parties, regardless of which political party it is, should

control who the returning officers are, who the deputy returning officers
are, or who the poll clerks are . There should be a fair and open competi-
tion amongst qualified Canadians .

Another intervener suggested that
the parties draw up a list of three nom-
inees for returning officer in a con-
stituency where the position is vacan t

"Returning officers who are and that the appointment be made from
erformin their dutieS Sat- that list by the chief electoral officer.

Winnipeg returning officers spoke
isfactorily should be pro- of the added pressures on Elections
tected, and they should be Canada created by the delayed

replaced only for due cause ." appointment of returning officers .
They recommended that vacancies
be filled by the chief electoral officer
if the government has not nomi-
nated anyone within 60 days . They

also said that Elections Canada should be allowed to recommend the replace-
ment of incompetent returning officers .

Y g
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Jean-Marc Hamel, the former Chief Electoral Officer, contended that the
government's power to appoint returning officers is abused when ridings
are changed at redistribution . He recommended that the chief electoral offi-
cer have the power to reassign returning officers when new ridings are cre-
ated and that the government appoint only when there is a genuine need
for replacement .

A Member of Parliament supported this position, stating, "Returning

officers who are performing their duties satisfactorily should be protected ,
and they should be replaced only for
due cause. In other words, if they are
good, keep them, regardless of which
party they might come from . "

Only a few interveners suggested
that the candidates should not nom-
inate enumerators . However, some
suggested that returning officers be
given more power to appoint ; that the
parties be required to name their enu-
merators earlier in the campaign; or
that all candidates be entitled to nom-
inate enumerators rather than just the
two who led the polls at the previous
election . One of the problems return-
ing officers raised on numerous occa-

"One of the worst jobs . . . of
running a campaign at the
local level is being charged
with [finding] 120 or so names
of individuals to participate
in the enumeration process ."

sions was having to wait for the parties to forward names before they can
appoint enumerators . In New Brunswick, returning officers explained :

tOftw/ If they are going to have to go door-to-door, they should at least be able

to walk . And believe me, I have had some who were going with two canes .

Now these people can't possibly go out and enumerate 350 people, but

they are good party workers . By the time you get those names you're so

darned glad to have them that you're not going to dispute them .

A party official told the Commission that constituency campaign man-
agers consider the task of supplying enumerators a real burden: "One of
the worst jobs, they say, of running a campaign at the local level is being
charged with the task of providing the returning officer with the 120 or so
names of individuals to participate in the enumeration process . "

Not all Members of Parliament like being involved in the process . In the
words of one :

■

i'%w~ One thing that frustrates me is the role that Elections Canada expects
the incumbent to play in terms of submitting lists of names for enumera-

tors and poll clerks . That really cheeses me off, quite frankly . I am in the
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business of running a campaign and not finding workers for Elections

Canada to be their enumeration and poll clerks .

Several returning officers recommended that enumerators be appointed
and trained before the election is called, and some suggested that preparing
for an election would be easier if there were a fixed term for election staff .

Increasing difficulties in recruiting enumerators and extracting nomi-
nations from the parties were noted . One returning officer recommended
moving to one enumerator per poll, with 60 per cent named by the governing
party and 40 per cent by the opposition . He also pointed out that many
1,6- and 17-year-olds are hard workers and easy to train and he recom-
mended that they be permitted to work as enumerators, poll clerks and
deputy returning officers . This is already allowed in Manitoba, where the
test is competence rather than age .

With the exception of one returning officer appearing before the
Commission, there was strong support for better financial compensation .
Some returning officers noted that they do a great deal in organizing the
revision process, finding staff and office space and performing other tasks,
yet they are paid only on the basis of the number of names on the prelimi-
nary voters list ; they. are not rewarded for doing an effective job in adding
voters through revision :

11 A federal returning officer's pay is based on the preliminary list . If enu-

meration is done in the summer and half the world is away from home,
you don't get much . If at least we got paid for the names we collect during
revision or, at worst, we got something for the demanding work that we

do in revision, that would be a first step in the right direction . I don't mean
to say that this would straighten out the problem completely, but at least

it would be a good start .

In Halifax, returning officers suggested that they be paid for responsi-
bilities that continue between elections . No specific pay scale was proposed
for returning officers, although some comparisons were made with Quebec's
pay scale. In Edmonton, one returning officer estimated that he was paid
only about $2 .44 per hour. Several, like this intervener, commented on other
aspects of the job :

/1/ A returning officer does not just work at an election . I myself have

been called on by community groups, citizenship groups and schools

to discuss the electoral process . These people respect our appointed

position, and some even feel we're powerful because we administer

a democratic process. The public relations of Elections Canada goes

on all year . Therefore, a returning officer should receive adequate

remuneration .
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One returning officer said that if the present budget arrangements con-
tinue in effect, he will not be able to keep his returning office open for the
hours recommended by Elections Canada during the next election . In
Toronto, a returning officer said she would need to pay a minimum of
$12 an hour for election staff in the next election, twice what was paid in
the 1988 election.

The issue of enumerators' compensation was also raised . Some inter-
veners suggested that income earned by enumerators be tax-exempt or eligible
for a tax credit so as not to affect other income, such as welfare or pension
supplements . One intervener recommended that party scrutineers on elec-
tion day be paid by Elections Canada, as is the practice in Quebec elections .

TIMING AND LENGTH OF ELECTION CAMPAIGN S
The Canada Elections Act sets the length of federal campaigns at 50 days,
although it may be longer because of the timing of the announcement.
Provincial election campaigns are generally much shorter.

The timing of elections in Canada derives from the British parliamentary
system. Elections occur when the governing party calls one or, on occasion,
when the governing party loses the support of the majority of members of
the House of Commons . In any case, general elections must be held every
five years in Canada and the date for by-elections must be announced within
six months of the seat being declared vacant by the Speaker . The actual date
chosen for a by-election may be several months later, however, sometimes
resulting in long periods where a constituency is without representation .

A number of interveners strongly supported reducing the length of
elec.tion campaigns :

/4ft* / Why should we indulge in such long campaigns in Canada that cost
Canadians so much and that often, by the end of the campaign, result in

rather disgraceful spectacles? When parties' resources run out, they are

always tempted to sink to per-

sonal attacks and similar tactics .
There is no reason to have such

long election campaigns . Wha t

purpose do they serve? As far as " It appears to us that shorter
voters' intentions are conce rn

ed, election campaigns wouldby the end of a campaign, peopl e

often return to the voting inten- be more effective and less
tions they already had at the expensive . . ."
outset .

A member of the news media was
concerned about the cost: "It appear s
to us that shorter election campaigns would be more effective and less
expensive for us and the political parties. It costs an arm and a leg to cover

■
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an election campaign and [shortening the campaign] would probably help
maintain a constant level of public interest right up to election day. "

Arguments for a shorter campaign boiled down to the fairly universal
conviction that 50 days was just too long to maintain the enthusiasm of the
candidates, the media and the public . In Montreal, senior citizens pointed
to the cost of a long election period and asked why so much time is needed
when people already receive an abundance of information through radio
and television .

By the last week of an election campaign, most people are sick and tired

of hearing the same old song day after day and meeting after meeting .
Television should say things once or twice . You have to assume that tax-

payers and voters have a minimum level of intelligence.

Other interveners said long campaigns become exhausting tests
of endurance and make it difficult to keep volunteers involved . Broad-
casters wanted a shorter campaign to reduce costs and keep the public's
interest .

Opposition to shorter campaigns came almost exclusively from the
North. Interveners argued that communication and transportation problems
would make a shorter campaign even more difficult for northerners . The
Iqaluit Chamber of Commerce expressed reservations about shortening
the campaign period because of the time needed to visit every community
in the Nunatsiaq riding . A former elections worker in the Iqaluit returning
office said the campaign would still need to be at least 35 to 40 days long,
even after enumeration is finished . Another said it would take a minimum
of 45 days to run a campaign in the Nunatsiaq riding using commercial
airlines for transportation .

Three arguments were advanced for holding federal elections on a fixed
date: it would make it easier to administer and organize elections ; it would
allow for better enumeration; and it would be more democratic because it
would remove the ability of the party in power to call an election at the
most favourable time. A Green Party representative said that his party sup-
ported the idea :

It is a system that most democracies in the world use. I believe only the

systems based on the British parliamentary system have the situation now

where the government can be opportunistic in that they can call an elec-

tion when things look good . And they can manipulate the system, so they

can basically do all sorts of unpopular things, have a cooling-off period,

and then call an election .

Another intervener stated, "The election process would be better served
if elections were held every four years, at a given time, as is the case in the
United States, rather than being called at the whim of the party in power .
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If this were the case, perhaps they could be called at the time of year when
weather would be better for enumeration ." A third intervener suggested :

according to the wishes of a

strong cabinet for fear of defeat

of the government and an elec-

tion . With fixed dates, the defeat

of a bill would be just that ; it

would not necessarily be the

defeat of the government or an

election call . This would allow

MPs to vote according to the

wishes of their ridings .

With a fixed date for an election we can remove some of the power of

political parties, who may now compel their caucus members to vote

Although most of the calls for a
fixed date came from representatives
of smaller parties, the suggestion was
not restricted to them . The three largest
parties did not deal with this question,
but it was raised by a few other
groups .

". . . long periods of time . . .
between a vacancy being
created and the calling of a
by-election effectively denies
the citizens . . . their voice
in the government of the
nation."

One student group discussed the timing of by-elections . Their repre-
sentative argued, "The present system of filling empty parliamentary seats
between general elections is too vague and open to abuse. The current prac-
tice of allowing long periods of time to elapse between a vacancy being
created and the calling of a by-election effectively denies the citizens of the
affected riding their voice in the government of the nation . "

ENUMERATION PROCES S
Canada's system of enumerating voters after an election call has been
described as unique among industrial democracies . Under the Canada
Elections Act, enumeration must be done between the 38th and the 32nd day
before election day. In urban areas, two enumerators canvass every resi-
dence. In rural areas, enumerators are not obliged to visit every residence
and may use other means to draw up the preliminary list of voters . .

In Sydney, one intervener summed up the reaction of many to the
current system: "The electoral process at the federal level is lengthy and
cumbersome. It is exacerbated by the necessity of enumerating each qual-
ified elector in the 295 electoral districts in the preparation of the prelimi-
nary list of electors . This is followed by a period of revision and finally
the addition and deletions to the final list of electors ." The solution pro-
posed by most was to improve the present system, not to exchange it for
another.
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Interveners from several constituencies said that large numbers of voters
had been left off lists because of faulty enumeration . The estimated num-
ber of electors affected ranged from 4000 in Caribou-Chilcotin and 5000 in
Winnipeg North Centre to 14 000 in the riding of York North . A partici-
pant in the Halifax hearings claimed that 340 000 eligible Canadians had
not been enumerated in the 1988 election . Several interveners had unsuc-
cessfully challenged their disfranchisement in court after being left off the
voters list . They complained of poor enumeration among seniors, in areas
of low-income housing, in rooming houses and residential hotels, in large
apartment buildings, and among Aboriginal people and members of ethno-
cultural communities .

A Member of Parliament with extensive experience at the community
level argued, "The mechanism for a voter to be added to the list, once they
have been missed, discriminates against the elderly, persons with disabilities
and the poor, for whom it is difficult or impossible to get to the returning
officer. "

are

Concern was also expressed that large numbers of Aboriginal people
not enumerated, whether because the population is mobile and dif-

" . . . we tend sometimes to for-
get that we . . . have a respon-
sibility to be registered on
the voters list and that the
government shouldn't be
expected to do everything
for us."

ficult to enumerate, because band
councils do not permit enumerators
to operate on band land, or because
Aboriginal people resist participating

in an alien electoral system .

To overcome these kinds of prob-
lems, one intervener recommended
that a preliminary enumeration be
carried out in the year prior to an elec-
tion to make sure everyone is on the
list and aware of the need to be on the
voters list if they want to participate
in the coming election .

The chief election officer of Ontario
suggested that criticism of the federal
system may be an over-reaction to the
extensive media attention to cases o f

voters missed by the enumerators . Such criticism overlooks the fact
that millions of electors are enumerated in a very short period, most with-
out problems, and that the Canadian system is considered a model in the
United States .

Some, like this Vancouver intervener, thought that people expect
too much: "I think that we tend sometimes to forget that we, as Canadian

citizens, have a responsibility to be registered on the voters list and
that the government shouldn't be expected to do everything for us ."
Others thought we should continue the present system but just do it
better :
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In this country, we have spoiled our electors . They expect a whole lot from

the electoral system, and they expect to be chased down and practically
cajoled to have their name on the voters list . And I don't think we should

change this . I think we should continue to pamper our electors in this

country but should bring the pampering up to date so that we can do it

efficiently and inexpensively .

A Member of Parliament suggested that our system offers certain advan-
tages: "The state approaches citizens to ask them to register for the voters
list. This system offers greater opportunities for citizens to participate in the
electoral process than does the U .S . system, for example, where the pro-
portion of eligible electors is much lower than in Canada . "

Others wanted to involve more people and agencies in the process :

i1/ I have absolutely no idea how many people are missed by enumeration,

but I do think that making greater use of community groups, of the ser-

vices that these people use, would reach many of them . I like the idea of
sending out reminders with family allowance cheques . They could be
included with things like social assistance cheques .

Several theories were offered to explain enumeration problems . It was
suggested that the parties are less interested in finding enumerators than
election workers at the start of the campaign; that enumerators are harder
to find because more women are working outside the home ; that people
are afraid to enumerate in certain areas for reasons of personal safety ; that
people cannot be reached because they are away from home more often; that
individual polls have grown too large ; and that the pay/i"s too low. It is also
difficult to get two enumerators to find time to work together and to match
enumerators with the right language skills in bilingual or multilingual areas .

There was significant support for enumerating before the writs are
issued rather than after the campaign has begun. Some interveners sug-
gested enumerating at regular intervals, perhaps every 12 or 18 months .
One person suggested that voters be registered annually by party to allow
the assembly of membership lists for nominations and leadership cam-
paigns, but that this registration be voluntary.

The proposal to reduce the number of enumerators in urban areas to
one per poll, as is the current practice in rural polls, drew strong support
from election officials . Newfoundland was reported to have used one enu-
merator per poll for 40 years without any problems. But one returning offi-
cer contended that it is critical for the integrity of the enumeration process
that there continue to be two enumerators per poll . She also spoke of the
increasing difficulty of recruiting competent enumerators . An intervener
from Regina stated, "I would support two enumerators . I think that you get
a fairer system. It may be more cumbersome and more time-consuming to
do the enumeration, but it's a check."
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Interveners called consistently for better training and supervision for

enumerators . This was one reason for suggesting that enumeration take
place before the writs are issued . Mention was made of the role of enu-
meration in alerting voters to a coming election and in providing them
with information about the electoral process . In addition, it was proposed
that language skills be improved where they are needed, that members of
ethno-cultural communities be used to enumerate in areas where there are
high concentrations of these groups, and that hospital patients be employed
to enumerate in psychiatric wards . A representative from the Psychiatric
Hospitals Branch of the Ontario Ministry of Health suggested :

1/ We would recommend that all enumerators, deputy returning officers

and poll clerks undergo a special orientation covering basic modes of men-

tal disorder, communication concerns, institutional structure, etc . - basic

issues that would assist the enumerators in fulfilling their function within

the hospital .

Several interveners in the Toronto area questioned whether enumerators
should be able to ask voters to produce evidence of citizenship . Some were

concerned that non-citizens may be gaining the right to vote . Others felt that

requiring proof of citizenship might discriminate against immigrants or mem-
bers of visible minorities. For example, in Ottawa we heard this opinion:

/4ftw/ Any exhortation in the Act requiring proof of citizenship is meaningless .

It just isn't there . I don't have any proof of my citizenship . I don't carry it

with me. And in a riding such as mine, if you are thinking of imposing a

burden such as that, you have to be careful that you don't alienate new

Canadians .

The Canadian Association of the Deaf expressed concerns about the
enumeration process as it affects hearing-impaired people, noting that they
cannot hear the doorbell . The literature left by enumerators may pose addi-
tional problems, because many hearing-impaired people have reading
difficulties as well .

PERMANENT VOTERS LIS T
The Canada Elections Act makes no provision for a permanent voters list or
for any form of enumeration before the writs are issued . The idea of a per-
manent list drew strong support from many individuals and groups that
submitted briefs to the Commission . This concept appealed to some inter-
veners because it would allow for considerably shorter election campaigns .
Other advantages were also suggested :

The permanent voters list wouldn't be a panacea ; it wouldn't take

care of all the difficulties, but gradually it would allow greater levels of
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participation . Lack of enumerators and people able to do part-time work

is another reason why we believe that a permanent voters list would go

a long way toward meeting some of the difficulties we've encountered .
The establishment of a permanent voters list itself would be of assistance

to Elections Canada in establishing polling division boundaries . It wouldn't
simply be there for voting day, but would serve other purposes as well .

Those who opposed a permanent voters list did so almost exclusively
because they believed that this would result in a lower participation rate .
One person suggested, "In a society
with such a high rate of mobility as
ours, a permanent voters list is a
contradiction in terms ." This view
was echoed by another participant: "In a society with such a high
"The enumeration process is the most rate of mobility as ours, a
effective and accessible registration
system. A move to replace it with a permanent voters list is a con-
permanent voters list would be detri- tra diction in terms. "
mental to the basic principle of ensur-
ing an accessible electoral process ."

There was significant support for
using a permanent list for municipa l
and provincial elections as well . In Montreal, one intervener strongly
supported a permanent list for all levels of government on the basis of
economy and practicality :

If Canada wants to have a permanent voters list, the federal, provincial and
municipal governments should share the expense . The list could also be

used for school board elections, municipal plebiscites, jury lists, and so
on. For once, you've got someone suggesting saving, not spending .

Some interveners said they would support a permanent list if it were
as accurate as enumeration or if it did not cost more . Others insisted that
voters be able to register on election day as a condition of moving to a per-
manent list.

There were several recommendations for computerizing a permanent
voters list. One person commented, "To establish voters lists in their ridings,
returning officers should have the appropriate human, material and finan-
cial resources. This is the computer age, and each riding should be able to
use micro-computers with standardized software prepared by Elections
Canada for processing their data . "

There was also significant support for giving every elector a voter's
identity card or for using the social insurance card for voting purposes .
Support for this came from an intervener who suggested, "I don't think that
Canada would become a police state if people had a voter's card . The first
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advantage of having a voter's card is being able to vote ." The chief electoral
officer of Quebec suggested :

Perhaps the solution is a voter's card - not a card issued for another pur-

pose and used for voting as well, but a separate voter's card . This might

be one way of promoting confidence in the electoral system . If people

don't have confidence in the system, they won't allow their names to be

put on the voters list . It's the democratic process that will suffer as a result .

One Member of Parliament put forward a detailed proposal for creat-
ing a permanent voters list based on data from government departments .

He proposed that people's names and
addresses be obtained from income
tax records through Revenue Canada,
supplemented by data from other

"I don't think that Canada government departments about
people who become citizens or who

would become a police state die and by information from Canada
if people had a voter's card ." Post about people who move . He

noted that, in 1988, there were 17 mil-
lion tax returns filed, compared with
17.6 million Canadians who were
enumerated, and that a number of tax

returns also contain information about taxpayers' spouses not in the paid
labour force or dependants . There would be no breach of confidentiality
because only people's names and addresses would be taken from the tax
returns . This proposal received direct support from an intervener who
stated, "The suggestion does warrant a little further study, but I like the
idea of using information that the government has already paid for . "

Some interveners in British Columbia expressed concern about the
number of people left off that province's permanent voters list and, in par-
ticular, about the decision to discontinue election day registration . They
noted that about 150 000 voters used this provision in the 1986 provincial
election . The acting chief electoral officer of British Columbia said the per-
manent list seemed to be registering as many voters as were recorded by
the federal enumeration. About 50 municipalities, including Vancouver,
are planning to use the permanent list for forthcoming local elections : The
public apparently reacted very positively to the introduction of voter iden-
tification cards last fall . A representative of the Union of British Columbia
Municipalities commented, "Surrey, the fastest-growing municipality in
British Columbia, had its list of electors updated . The list had 101000 electors
[and was completed] for a cost of under $700 . Think of what an enumeration
would have cost!" In Kamloops, one intervener recommended basing a per-
manent list on government data banks, augmented by door-to-door enu-
meration after an election is called and registration booths in public places .
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The Nova Scotia Progressive Conservatives were among several groups
expressing concern about the confidentiality of a permanent list : "We sug-
gest to you that if a list is adopted, the Commission may wish to consider
allowing voters to veto the right [of election officials] to give information
pertaining to them to any third party, including a political party. "

The chief electoral officer of Newfoundland described what he termed
a semi-permanent voters list now being used in that province . This list is
updated from motor vehicle registrations, vital statistics and medicare
records, as well as registration at the polls on election day . Newfoundland
is considering enumerating people at work because of difficulties in trying
to enumerate them at home during the day .

In the late 1970s, Quebec spent about $4 million developing a permanent
list system that was never implemented . Quebec's chief electoral officer
offered to share that province's experience if a permanent federal list is to
be created . On the other hand, the chief electoral officer of Saskatchewan
contended that enumeration is cheap and fairly efficient compared to the
development of a permanent list . He offered suggestions for computerizing
and streamlining the current system .

Reservations about computerized lists included cost and accuracy. In

British Columbia, it was argued that low-income people and tenants who
move frequently would be more likely to be left off a permanent list than
homeowners who stay at one address for many years .

A representative of a literacy group saw little effective difference between
the current enumeration system and a permanent list . But the group strongly

opposed a voluntary registration system such that of the United States .
Some interveners also expressed concern at losing the personal con-

tact between enumerators and electors at the start of an election campaign .

REVISION AND ELECTION DAY REGISTRATIO N
Under the Canada Elections Act, voter registration for those left off the pre-
liminary list of voters is different in urban areas (population over 5000)

and in rural areas . Revision in rural areas is handled by the enumerator for

each poll . Voters in rural polling divisions left off the list may still register

to vote on election day if they take an oath and are vouched for personally
by a registered voter from that poll . Revision in urban areas is handled by a
group of revising officers appointed by a senior judge rather than by people
named by the returning officer. Once revision ends, 17 days before the elec-
tion, there is no other way for an urban elector to obtain the right to vote .
To further confuse the issue, urban voters can register to vote on election

day in some provincial elections .
Many interveners found this system unfair and argued for allowing all

urban voters to register to vote on election day. In Quebec City an inter-
vener said, "It is time to end this form of discrimination, especially since
this provision in the Canada Elections Act could probably be challenged under

section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms ." A Charlottetown

0
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participant agreed : "To allow people in rural polls to swear onto a
list and prohibit people in urban polls from swearing onto a list does
not seem to be founded on any logical basis . "

In Montreal, one person described his experience with the system :

1/ I was out of the country . When I came back I thought I would be allowed

to vote, but I discovered that if you had not been on the voters list, that you

couldn't vote at all . And this I found to be very discriminatory, but what

upset me a lot more was that if I had been living in a rural constituency,

I would have been able to go to the poll and swear an oath that I was a

Canadian citizen and that I was entitled to vote, and I would have been

allowed to vote .

It was suggested that the process of registration be simplified and that
swearing an oath be allowed even if the voter (such as a homeless person)

has no proof of identity. A Vancouver
resident put it this way : "Politicians
are allowed to go and swear promises
all the time that we have to accept as

"To allow people in rural truth, and I think that the average

polls to swear onto a list and Canadian deserves this same right, to

prohibit people in urban polls be able to say 'I am who I am and I
live here ."'

from swearing onto a list The major reasons offered for
does not seem to be founded allowing election day registration were
on any logical basis ." to ensure a more complete voters lis t

and to avoid depriving people of their
right to vote . Several interveners noted
how angry and frustrated voters
become when they discover at the last

minute that they have been left off the voters list and cannot exercise their
franchise.

It was suggested that allowing voting day registration would help home-
less people gain the right to vote and allow women living alone or in shelters
to vote if they do not wish to have their address published on a voters list . Some
saw it as an essential step toward adopting a permanent voters list .

The chief electoral officer of Manitoba noted that about 4 per cent of

those who voted in the 1988 Manitoba election were sworn in at the polls
on election day, mainly in Winnipeg and other urban areas . He had no rea-
son to believe that this ratio would rise greatly in the future . The system of
voting day registration in Newfoundland was reported to have worked
well in that province for many years . It was pointed out that the electoral
system is based essentially on trust, whether people are enumerated at the
start of an election or are allowed to register to vote on election day .

A few interveners recommended that registration on election day take
place at special locations or at the office of the returning officer rather than
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at polling stations . One group suggested this was needed to avoid delays
for people already registered to vote .

The reasons put forward for opposing election day registration were
varied. One returning officer expressed concern that the present system
in rural areas leads to cheating, while another preferred to extend th e
revision period to four days before the
election . A Member of Parliament was
also concerned about potential abuses
and suggested as an alternative that
people be required . to appear before a
judge on election day and pay a fee if
they were left off the list and wanted
to be registered . A former Member of
Parliament commented on the present
system :

We don't have the right to ask

voters for identification . . . but

we do have the right to make

them swear an oath . What a

mess! Frankly, someone who is

" . . . the electoral system is
based essentially on trust,
whether people are enumer-
ated at the start of an election
or are allowed to register to
vote on election day. "

determined to use another person's vote will take any oath - he'll take

50 in the same day! That wouldn't bother him because we never ask for

identification .

Several interveners recommended extending the revision period to just
before the election . It was suggested that voters lists still be revised even
if urban voters are also allowed to register on election day, so as to ensure
that errors and omissions in the preliminary lists are corrected and that the
final lists are indeed complete .

One person suggested that voters see the revision process as something

to be avoided and proposed that the procedure be reviewed and per-

haps discarded . Two returning officers recommended that revision be

carried out by the returning officer rather than by revising officers . A
suggestion was made that political parties and community groups be

allowed to add people to the voters list at revision . Several interveners
questioned the restriction on someone registering a common-law spouse

at revision .

ADVANCE POLLS AND SPECIAL VOTING ARRANGEMENT S
The Canada Elections Act provides for advance polls to be set up in urban
areas and in every community of 1000 or more in rural areas . Voting in
advance polls takes place nine, seven and six days before election day .
Except for these days, people may also vote in advance at the office of the
returning officer, beginning 21 days before election day and ending on

■
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the Friday before election day. People may not be able to take advantage
of this service, however, in large, sparsely settled ridings .

Commenting on the need for advance polls and their role in improving
voter turnout, a Montreal resident said :

/1/ Advance polls should be open to anybody who wants to vote early, it should

not be necessary to show that you will be away the day of the poll . It is

surely in everybody's interest to have as many eligible voters registered

and to encourage people to vote by making it as easy to do so as possible .

Several interveners supported extending the availability of advance
polls, with the specific proposal that the Sunday that falls eight days before
election day be added . Some suggested extended hours for advance polls
to serve shift workers . Extension of voting at the returning office was also
supported. Some returning officers pointed out that people are not allowed
to vote in a returning officer's sub-office in a large riding and recommended
this rule be changed.

Interveners noted that many northern communities do not have advance

polling locations because their population is too small . One intervener from

Manitoba explained the hardships of not having an advance poll in her

community :

/*ftaw/ There is one matter with regard to the election process that we would like

to bring to your attention . That is the absence of an advance poll in

Cranberry Portage . We have approximately 600 voters in our community .

At present anyone needing to vote in the advance poll has to travel 120 miles
return trip to The Pas . We request that this matter be addressed when

reviewing the election process and hope that at the next election there will

be an advance poll set up in Cranberry Portage .

In the Churchill riding in northern Manitoba, one of the locations chosen
for an advance poll was accessible to people in surrounding communities
only by charter flight . In Yellowknife, an intervener described how he had
met voters at the airport and escorted them to the returning office between
flights so that they would not lose their vote when they were going to be
away from the riding on election day on holidays or on business . At the
Vancouver hearings, an elector described her route if she wanted to vote
at an advance poll in the office of the returning officer :

Can you imagine the frustration of trying to vote in Powell River when you

live in Sointula? For those of you who do not know the geography, Powell

River is on the coast and Sointula is an island off northern Vancouver

Island . So you have to take a ferry to the north of Vancouver Island, then

you have to drive down Vancouver Island, and then you have to ferry

across the strait to Powell River .
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At the opposite end of the country, the difficulties were similar :

,Aftw/ Advance polls are a little difficult on the Labrador coast . Most commu-

nities along the northern Labrador coast are not accessible by road .

You have to fly in, or go in over the ice in the winter, or go by boat . The

dilemma becomes, do I set up an advance poll in every community?

Without them, there is no way for people in these smaller communities to

get to an advance poll . So unless advance polls are set up in every com-

munity, it is most unfair . It only helps the people in the community where

the poll is located .

The solution offered by most interveners was more advance polls . One
group recommended that people in remote areas be able to cast an advance
vote through the local deputy returning officer . The returning officer for
the western Arctic recommended that people be allowed to vote in advance,
using an envelope system, at RCMP detachments or at government offices .
It was suggested that special voting before election day be allowed in sub-
offices established by the returning officer. In St . John's, interveners asked
that special voting arrangements be made for deep sea fishermen, who are
often away from their homes during an entire election campaign:

/1/ The deep sea fishermen, of whom there are perhaps 1000, areaway from port

for seven days or 10 days or more at a time. And there was only one elec-

tion campaign that I am aware of where there was any effort made for those

people to vote. And that is when a trawlerman actually ran in an election .

People working in the theatre are in a similar position, explained repre-
sentatives of the Grand Theatre in London, because many work away fro m
home for lengthy periods every year.

Under the Canada Elections Act,
people who are sick, students and cer-

tain workers may appoint proxies to
vote for them if they are unable to vote
on election day. Arranging for a proxy
vote involves securing a proxy form,
obtaining a doctor's or registrar's
certificate, and finding someone
from the elector's polling division to
exercise the proxy. Though there
were some concerns about the poten-
tial for abuse of proxy votes, most
witnesses were in favour of simplify-

" . . . categories of persons
allowed to vote by proxy are
too narrow . . . to accommodate
the needs of individuals in our
increasingly mobile society. "

ing the proxy voting system. For example, several interveners suggested
changing the rules limiting proxies to two proxy votes and requiring that
they come from the same polling division .
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Interveners wanted either to extend proxy voting to a broader group
of electors or to make it accessible to anyone . One intervener suggested,
"Stipulations of the Canada Elections Act in sections 139 and 140 regarding
the categories of persons allowed to vote by proxy are too narrow . . . to
accommodate the needs of individuals in our increasingly mobile society ."
A participant in Kamloops argued, "The reference in the Act to the seven
occupations which qualify for absentee voting seems rather outdated and
is definitely perceived as discriminatory by the electorate . "

Several people expressed frustration at the complications of the pre-
sent proxy system, which often appears to work against students and other
people trying to arrange a proxy vote . The Commission received this pro-
posal in Charlottetown :

/4*aw/ We recommend that you consider some method other than expanding the
class of people entitled to cast proxy votes . For example, it may be more

appropriate to consider a longer voting period at the returning officer's

office, more advance polling days in a greater number of locations, and

moving the ballot boxes from place to place to accommodate the infirm .

A Newfoundland resident said that people should vote in person where
possible, rather than by proxy :

,Aftw/ Proxy voting is imperfect. It lets someone else in on your secret . The proxy
knows how you vote, so their reliability, their integrity and their charac-

ter really determine if your vote will remain secret . When proxies are sought
by political parties in the heat of campaigning, it becomes very dangerous .

Another intervener warned that there is a danger of undue pressure
by family or friends on someone who is frail or elderly . He urged that
people's right not to vote, as well as their right to vote, be sustained and he
recommended that it be a criminal offence to solicit a proxy vote .

Several participants preferred the proxy system over a mail-in vote
because of concerns about the security of the mail-in vote . We learned that
in the Yukon it is acceptable to fax proxy forms to voters, provided they
are returned by mail with an original signature . But other interveners pre-
ferred a mail ballot or a mobile voting system over the proxy system . In
Quebec City, one person told us, "It's better for people to vote for themselves .
So it's better to be able to vote at home by mail than to vote by proxy." In
Winnipeg, additional problems were pointed out :

/ %N / In proxy voting you give someone else your vote to cast and hopefully

they do it the way you direct them . But the mail-in vote would be prefer-

able . During the last election we had individuals who were unable to get

out to vote and wished to vote by proxy . To do so they were required to

get a medical certificate . There are costs to getting out to vote, but for
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persons with a disability who wish to use a proxy, there is the additional

cost of paying for a medical certificate .

This comment was reinforced by a Vancouver intervener, who told the
Commission :

1/ As things stand now, a person must go to their physician, have a physi-

cian fill in a form that says that they are indeed disabled, and they must

provide a medical certificate to that effect . There isn't one medical insur-

ance plan in this country, to my knowledge, that will fund such a certifi-

cate. The whole cost must be borne by the person requiring the certificate .

And it's our contention that this shouldn't be . If a person is held back by

the lack of a certificate from taking advantage of their proxy voting right,

then there's something very wrong .

There was wide support for the concept of mobile polls being taken to

institutions too small to have a polling station and where residents find it

difficult to get out to vote . The idea of taking a mobile poll to the homes of

people who cannot get out to vote drew more limited support but no opposi-

tion. One intervener suggested that this service should be requested during

enumeration .

In Yellowknife, an intervener described northern experience with mobile
polls :

/0ftw~ The mobile poll is used in the Australian outback and for the nomadic

Aborigines who camp in isolated areas . This is also the case in the

Northwest Territories . I'm not saying we have a lot of sheep farms in the

Northwest Territories - we don't have any as a matter of fact - but there

are a large number of fishing or hunting camps and isolated communi-

ties in the territories with a small number of eligible voters who have the

right to cast their ballot and have expressed a desire to do so . A chartered

plane took the election officers and ballot boxes to Bay Chimo and Bathurst

Inlet . The people responded with a 100 per cent turnout in Bathurst Inlet

and a 72 per cent turnout in Bay Chimo .

The concept was also welcomed in Thompson :

^ftw/ A mobile advance poll would certainly make the vote accessible to some

people - people that knew they were going to be away on election day

well ahead of time . It wouldn't help the trapper who decided at the last

minute to go out on his line, or the fisherman who was away, but it would

enfranchise a lot more people .

Special provisions now being used in northern Canada were recom-
mended for general use in federal elections . In the Yukon, it was reported
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that a mail ballot is being used for polling districts with up to 25 voters as
an alternative to setting up a polling station . The Yukon also proposes
allowing people who would be out of touch during an election campaign,
such as trappers working in the bush, to assign proxies in advance rather
than lose their vote .

The Canada Elections Act recognizes special circumstances for hospital
voting but does not require that a polling station be located in every hospital .
It does permit regular voting in a hospital poll to be suspended temporarily
so that election staff can take the ballot box through the wards and let people
vote who are confined to bed .

Patients in chronic-care and long-stay hospitals are entitled to be enu-
merated, provided they have been in the hospital for 10 days or more . This
right does not extend to patients in acute-care beds, even if they have been
under treatment for a long time or are chronic patients for whom a chronic-
care bed cannot be found . Doctors from both Alberta and Nova Scotia ques-
tioned the practice of not enumerating patients in acute-care beds . One
raised the problem of hospital patients who have no one to cast proxy votes
on their behalf; people admitted to hospital who cannot be enumerated
because they have no fixed address; and short-term patients with no one
at home to submit their names for enumeration .

Unlike some provincial legislation, the federal Act does not provide
for mobile polls that go, on or before election day, to nursing homes and other

institutions too small to justify polling
stations for their residents . One inter-
vener recommended, "The law should
provide for mobile polls for health-

"Consideration should be care institutions and nursing homes
whe re the number of residents does not

given to a mail-in type of bal- jus tify a polling station." In Saskatoon,
lot for the infirm or elderly a returning officer suggested that

living at home . " "consideration should be given to a
mail-in type of ballot for the infirm
or elderly living at home ." Few inter-
veners spoke directly on the question
of hospital voting, but there was sub-

stantial interest in electoral issues related to persons with intellectual or
psychological disabilities living in hospitals and institutions .

Military personnel stationed in Canada use the same voting system as is
used by military personnel stationed abroad, but their spouses and dependants
must vote in the riding where they are posted . Veterans in veterans' hos-
pitals vote under the military system in their riding of ordinary residence,
but they may choose to vote locally if they have been in the hospital for a
year or more .

One intervener suggested the special voting rules for veterans in insti-
tutions be scrapped ; they should vote instead in the riding where they are
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located . What is important, he said, is to ensure they have access to the
vote. If the system continues, then there is room to simplify its procedures,
particularly as they apply to veterans in hospitals . He asked, for example :

i1/ Why do we supply blank ballots and'require them to fill in the name them-

selves? As a previous witness was saying, it was only one per cent of

veterans who didn't vote either in their own riding or in hospital and

therefore needed a special blank ballot . . . . I don't see any reason why

veterans shouldn't follow the same voting procedures as anyone else in

hospital during an election . In my view, we should try to simplify voting

as much as possible for veterans. Let's drop the affidavit, the envelopes,

the signatures, and all those procedures .

These issues were touched on very briefly at the hearings, with only
one presentation from a Canadian forces officer, another from a local Legion
representative, and one from an official of the Department of Veterans
Affairs . One intervener expressed concern that "if a Canadian forces elector
votes in the advance poll at his unit and goes to the polling station in his
riding of ordinary residence on election day, he could easily vote twice
because his name would have been placed on the civilian voters list . "

A former Member of Parliament suggested that military personnel sta-
tioned in Canada should vote locally rather than through the special voting
rules . In Chicoutimi, a member of the Canadian forces argued the opposite,
on the grounds that forces personnel do not have a choice about where
they are posted and are stationed there only temporarily .

ELECTION DAY
The Canada Elections Act fixes Monday as the day for holding federal elec-
tions, except when it is a national or provincial holiday. Voting hours are
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. local time. Votes are to be counted immediately after the
polls close . When the count is complete, the results are announced when
the deputy returning officer gives a statement of the poll to the candidates'
agents . There is no provision in the Act to delay the count of ballots or to
delay the announcement of results .

The Act guarantees employees four consecutive hours of time off for
voting on election day.

The Canada Elections Act makes it an offence to sell or give out alco-
holic beverages in any hotel, tavern or public place during polling hours
on election day. The same rule applies on voting day to licensed premises
in a constituency where a federal by-election is being held .

Opinion among interveners was divided on the question of changing the
day of the vote to Sunday. There were various proposals to make voting hours
uniform, to reduce the gap between poll closing hours in various parts of
the country, and to make the release of results simultaneous in eastern and
western Canada . One intervener suggested, "The two main advantages of
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Sunday voting are that people then would have the time to vote, and voting
hours perhaps could be easily standardized from coast to coast . And this
would then result in a decrease of grievances from the western provinces ."

The Chamber of Commerce of Metropolitan Montreal argued that Sunday
elections would make it easier for citizens to arrange to vote, particularly
where both parents work outside the home ; would make it easier to use
public buildings, such as schools, for polling stations ; would free most busi-
nesses from the need to release employees to vote ; and would help the
political parties obtain volunteers to work on election day. Sunday voting
would also make it easier to move to uniform voting hours across Canada .

A number of interveners disagreed, however, arguing that Sunday is
not acceptable for religious reasons . It was also argued that Sunday is a day
of rest and a family day. Interveners in Sudbury and Saskatoon cited the
controversy over Sunday shopping in their opposition to Sunday voting .

An Ottawa resident agreed : "Putting
voting on Sunday, or even Saturday,
presents issues to a significant group
of the population which just canno t

"That is not a matter of just be set aside . That is not a matter of

convenience, it's a matter of just convenience, it's a matter of prin-

principle . And prudence in ciple . And prudence in this area
would indicate that we continue to

this area would indicate that hold elections on weekdays . "
we continue to hold elections Some interveners commented

on weekdays." that they did not see a problem with
people voting after church or on their
way to a family activity. One com-
mented that Sunday voting would do
away with long line-ups at the begin-

ning and end of the voting day. Only two interveners justified Sunday voting
on the grounds that it would help increase voter turnout, while another
suggested that the turnout could be lower.

A representative of the Christian Heritage Party said that holding elec-
tions on Sundays would deprive a party like theirs of essential workers
who would not participate because of religious convictions . Elections
Canada might have similar problems recruiting workers for election day.
The party also opposed holding elections on Saturday because it is the
Jewish Sabbath . The Reformed Christian Business and Professional Organi-
zation in Toronto recommended against holding the election on any day
that would affect the religious practices of any group .

One participant conceded that he could see arguments for both points
of view :

/"ftw/ From a political strategist's point of view, the option of holding elections

on a Sunday is indeed attractive because more people would be available
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to participate in the process . It offers great flexibility to Elections Canada

in securing polling places and relieves the business community of lost

productivity . On the other hand, it would serve to cause a heart-wrench-

ing debate in many communities . I do not believe, on balance, the option

of conducting elections on Sundays should be pursued .

Many interveners called for uniform voting hours or, at a minimum, a
reduced gap between polls' closing times . The feelings of many westerners
were summarized by this comment :
"There is nothing more frustrating or
aggravating for a construction worker
in Coquitlam than to leave work at
5:30 p .m., with the intention to vote
on his way home, only to hear on his
car radio that the outcome of the elec-
tion has already been decided ." In
Toronto we heard this observation :

"There is nothing more
frustrating . . . for a construc-
tion worker in Coquitlam
than to leave work at
5 :30 p.m., [intending] to vote
on his way home, only to
hear on his car radio that
the . . . election has already
been decided."

alienation . Equity can be achieved by providing for uniform poll closings

across the country, or by keeping ballot boxes sealed, perhaps, until all

Canadians have cast their vote .

I have always felt that election

night represents a rare opportu-
nity for Canadian broadcasters

to draw this country together .

Instead, the process has become
a source of irritation for western

Canada. It is a divisive element

that encourages not only indif-
ference, but even a feeling o f

An intervener in Sydney offered the following perspective :

i1/ Given the increasingly sophisticated nature of the communications and

broadcast networks, it is unlikely that the voting results of any region,

once known, can be withheld for any length of time . Yet it would do much

to alleviate the sense of powerlessness felt by western Canadians if they

were not presented with a new government before their votes had even

been counted .

Some interveners recommended delaying the count of ballots or the
announcement of results in eastern Canada until all the polls are closed . In
the words of one intervener in Whitehorse, "We could look at alleviating
this and making the West feel that they're more involved . . . [by closing] the
polls at the regular times, 8 o'clock throughout the country, but [delaying

N
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the] counting of the ballots until the polls close in Bc and the Yukon and pos-
sibly, Alberta . "

Another proposal offered to the Commission was this one :

,10%w/ The only solution I can see is splitting the voting into two days, so that in

the eastern part of the country, voting would start in the late afternoon

and continue through the evening and then be available until the early
afternoon the next day . That's the only way that you can ensure that all

polls close at the same time and that everybody still has any time period

of the day, morning, afternoon or evening to vote, depending on their per-

sonal responsibilities and commitments .

A few interveners had a different view on this question . One noted, "We
are not aware if any definitive research may exist on what actual effect pre-
mature publication of election results might have . Our instinctive view, and
it is no more than that, is it would probably be minimal or non-existent ."
Another commented :

^*P/ I do think that beneath and behind the complaint that the election's already

been decided by the time we vote out here is really a complaint about the

power and the population of this country being centred mainly in Quebec

and Ontario, and therefore when those results are in, it's all over . . . . And

that's something that can't be fixed through the electoral law or playing
with the hours of opening the boxes .

Some solutions might contain the seeds of future problems . A
Newfoundland group noted, for example, that uniform polling hours would
mean that Atlantic Canada's results would be overshadowed by Quebec and
Ontario results .

The issue of time off for voting was raised by some labour groups . They
expressed concern that the four-hour provision for time off should not be
changed if election day is changed to Sunday. Some business groups echoed
the suggestion of the Montreal Chamber of Commerce that holding elections
on Sunday would reduce the disruption of giving employees, time off to vote
during the week . Others raised concerns about employees and domestic work-
ers having time off to vote and asked that the present law be strengthened .

In Thompson, one person contended that the hours of voting on elec-
tion day are inappropriate in some smaller communities because the polls
are required to stay open all day even after all residents have voted . This
was also mentioned as an issue with respect to prison voting where, for
security reasons, it was recommended that polls not be kept open after all
inmates have voted . It was noted that a mobile poll operating on the train
line between Thompson and Churchill had to shut down because it did
not fulfil Electioris Canada's requirement that each poll be open through-
out election day.
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According to the Canadian Restaurant and Foodservices Association,
five of the provinces now permit sales of liquor during polling hours on
provincial election days . The request from industry spokespersons to rescind
the ban on alcohol sales on election day was unanimous . The Canadian
Restaurant and Foodservices Association estimated that the industry loses
$5 million in sales because of the ban and that small businesses would bene-
fit if it were lifted .

/lftw/ While I admit the issue of election day [bar] closing does not rank up there

with some of the other important issues facing our members, it does, how-

ever, have some negative impact on our members who in some cases find

it rather difficult to deal with any loss of sales .

Other . interveners suggested that the law is antiquated and unfair and

that Canadian lifestyles and election practices have changed since the law

was written .

^No/ The present law forbidding the sale of beverage alcohol during polling

hours is both antiquated and unjust . This legislation was introduced in a

far different era, both politically and socially, from that which exists today .
We believe that the current law should reflect the changes that have

occurred in society in general and specifically the changes by several

provinces to their own beverage alcohol regulations .

In Montreal, an intervener explained one of the anomalies arising from
the rules: "The ridiculous thing about all this is that when you've got a by-
elec tion, some times it's only the middle of a street that separates two ridings,
so that on one side of the street [the bars] are open and on the other side
they're closed ; it's ridiculous . "

The Downtown East Side Residents' Association in Vancouver opposed
lifting the ban, however. They urged that the restriction be maintained
to prevent people who want to vote from being sidetracked in areas like
theirs, where voters have to pass a number of pubs on the way to polling
stations .

ELECTIONS CANADA ORGANIZATIO N
Elections Canada is the non-partisan agency of Parliament responsible for
administering the conduct of federal elections in Canada . The agency's head-
quarters are in Ottawa . It does not maintain permanent regional offices but
at each election opens a returning office in every constituency . Many of the
procedures Elections Canada applies are set out in the Canada Elections Act .

Elections Canada's operations and structure were discussed in a num-
ber of contexts . Generally, participants in the public consultation process
spoke highly of Elections Canada. Typical of the comments was this statement
from a returning officer :

E
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I found it much easier to put in the many hours of work which I do as a

returning officer during a federal election because the people at Elections

Canada in Ottawa also put in the same hours . They are very dedicated
and a very competent group . They make the many decisions they need

to make very quickly during elections, and they recognize very clearly

the different situations people face .

Several interveners commented on the training of election officials . A
Member of Parliament suggested, "The Commission should recommend that
all election officials be properly trained, that a course on the election pro-
cess and their responsibilities be made mandatory, and that no one be
allowed to be an election official until that course is successfully completed . "

In Vancouver, a participant had a suggestion for increasing the pool of
people qualified to work as election officials :

Somewhere within the education system, we could have a two- or three-

week course where students can learn how to become a deputy returning

officer, a poll clerk or an enumerator .

And then when there is an election, they say, "I took this course and

I would now like to be a deputy returning officer or a poll clerk or an enu-

merator ." And it is not to cut out the people who traditionally have done

some of these tasks, the retired people and the women working in the

household, but it would increase the number of people who are available

with some previous experience . And I think it would also raise the level

of interest amongst young people in the electoral process .

Interveners from British Columbia and Manitoba were concerned about
the difficulty of long-distance communications with Elections Canada dur-
ing the election period . One group complained of difficulty in receiving rul-
ings from Elections Canada in Ottawa, which in their experience could
sometimes take several days. The problem was not only delay, but also the
time election organizers took trying to find answers or to locate the right
person in a distant office . The Parti nationaliste suggested decentralization .

Another intervener recommended the appointment of regional returning
officers responsible for several ridings, who could help new returning offi-
cers and those with staffing problems .

The interveners who dealt with computerization of election operations
all favoured progress in this area, with the exception of one who had had
a bad experience with a computerized system in the 1988 campaign . The
Halifax returning officers spoke of the advantages they had enjoyed after
computerizing the voters lists in four ridings . Data on electors were entered
daily rather than at the end of the enumeration period, and enumerators
had two extra days for callbacks because they did not have to prepare their
lists on their own . They recommended that the addition of names to the
list through revision be computerized as well .
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In Kamloops, we heard from one person who had worked on a compu-
terized voters list in the 1988 campaign . He recommended using continuous
pre-numbered enumeration forms designed for computerization and pro-
ducing notices of enumeration on forms that do not have to be addressed

separately. He also recommended computerization of revision of the pre-

liminary list .
It was recommended that software be developed to streamline the work

of candidates' official agents and to reduce the data entry required after

official agents file their returns . It was also suggested that computer tech-
nology be used to allow Canadians to vote anywhere in the country regard-
less of their home riding, similar to the banking machine technology that

now serves customers at any location .
Several returning officers suggested they be permitted to rent telephone

answering machines and computers to support their work and that elec-
tion law allow faxed documents to be accepted as originals . Some raised
concerns about whether the salaries they are allowed to pay their staff are
sufficient to hire people qualified to use computerized systems .




